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iAbstract
The majority of workplaces in developed countries concern knowledge work. Accord-
ingly, the IT industry and research made great efforts for many years to support
knowledge workers – and indeed, computer-based information workplaces have come
of age. Nevertheless, knowledge work in the physical world has still quite a number
of unique advantages, and the integration of physical and digital knowledge work
leaves a lot to be desired. The present thesis aims at reducing these deficiencies;
thereby, it leverages late technology trends, in particular interactive tabletops and
resizable hand-held displays.
We start from the observation that knowledge workers develop highly efficient
practices, skills, and dexterity of working with physical objects in the real world,
whether content-unrelated (coffee mugs, stationery etc.) or content-related (books,
notepads etc.). Among the latter, paper-based objects – the notorious analog in-
formation bearers – represent by far the most relevant (super-) category. We dis-
cern two kinds of practices: collective practices concern the arrangement of objects
with respect to other objects and the desk, while specific practices operate on in-
dividual objects and usually alter them. The former are mainly employed for an
effective management of the physical desktop workspace – e.g., everyday objects are
frequently moved on tables to optimize the desk as a workplace – or an effective
organization of paper-based documents on the desktop – e.g., stacking, fanning out,
sorting etc. The latter concern the specific manipulation of physical objects related
to the task at hand, i.e. knowledge work. Widespread assimilated practices concern
not only writing on, annotating, or spatially arranging paper documents but also
sophisticated manipulations – such as flipping, folding, bending, etc.
Compared to the wealth of such well-established practices in the real world, those
for digital knowledge work are bound by the indirection imposed by mouse and key-
board input, where the mouse provided such a great advancement that researchers
were seduced to calling its use "direct manipulation". In this light, the goal of this
thesis can be rephrased as exploring novel interaction concepts for knowledge work-
ers that i) exploit the flexible and direct manipulation potential of physical objects
(as present in the real world) for more intuitive and expressive interaction with dig-
ital content, and ii) improve the integration of the physical and digital knowledge
workplace. Thereby, two directions of research are pursued. Firstly, the thesis inves-
tigates the collective practices executed on the desks of knowledge workers, thereby
discerning content-related (more precisely, paper-based documents) and content-
unrelated object – this part is coined as table-centric approaches and leverages the
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technology of interactive tabletops. Secondly, the thesis looks at specific practices
executed on paper, obviously concentrating on knowledge related tasks due to the
specific role of paper – this part is coined as paper-centric approaches and leverages
the affordances of paper-like displays, more precisely of resizable i.e. rollable and
foldable displays.
The table-centric approach leads to the challenge of blending interactive table-
top technology with the established use of physical desktop workspaces. We first
conduct an exploratory user study to investigate behavioral and usage patterns of
interaction with both physical and digital documents on tabletop surfaces while
performing tasks such as grouping and browsing. Based on results of the study, we
contribute two sets of interaction and visualization concepts – coined as PaperTop
and ObjecTop – that concern specific paper based practices and collective prac-
tices, respectively. Their efficiency and effectiveness are evaluated in a series of user
studies.
As mentioned, the paper-centric perspective leverages late ultra-thin resizable
display technology. We contribute two sets of novel interaction concepts again –
coined as FoldMe and Xpaaand – that respond to the design space of dual-sided
foldable and of rollout displays, respectively. In their design, we leverage the physical
act of resizing not "just" for adjusting the screen real estate but also for interactively
performing operations. Initial user studies show a great potential for interaction with
digital contents, i.e. for knowledge work.
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Zusammenfassung
Der Großteil der Arbeitsplätze in entwickelten Ländern befasst sich mit Wissensar-
beit. Die IT-Industrie und -Forschung hat entsprechend große Anstrengungen unter-
nommen, um Wissensarbeiter zu unterstützen – tatsächlich sind computerbasierte
Arbeitsplätze heute allgegenwärtig. Nichtsdestotrotz bietet die Wissensarbeit in
der physischen Welt noch immer eine Vielzahl von Vorteilen gegenüber der digitalen
Welt. Insbesondere die Integration der digitalen in die physische Welt lässt noch
viel zu wünschen übrig. Die vorliegende Arbeit hat zum Ziel, diese Defizite unter
Nutzung neuer Technologietrends, insbesondere von Tabletops und größenveränder-
baren tragbaren Displays, zu beheben.
Ausgangspunkt ist dabei die Beobachtung, dass Wissensarbeiter hochgradig ef-
fiziente Praktiken, Fähigkeiten und Fertigkeiten im Umgang mit physischen Ob-
jekten in der realen Welt entwickelt haben – und zwar sowohl für wissensbezogene
Hilfsmittel (Bücher, Notizblöcke, . . . ) als auch für nicht wissensbezogene (Kaffee-
tassen, Büromaterialien, . . . ). Unter den wissensbezogenen Objekten stellen pa-
pierbasierte Objekte die bei weitem relevanteste (Über-)Kategorie dar – Papier ist
der klassische analoge Informationsträger. Wir unterscheiden hier zwei Arten von
Praktiken: Kollektive Praktiken betreffen die Anordnung von Objekten bezogen auf
andere Objekte auf dem Tisch, während spezifische Praktiken auf einzelnen Ob-
jekten operieren und diese gewöhnlich verändern. Die erste Kategorie wird haupt-
sächlich für ein effektives Management des physischen Arbeitsplatzes eingesetzt –
z.B. werden gewöhnliche Objekte häufig auf dem Schreibtisch verschoben, um den
Arbeitsplatz zu optimieren - oder zur effektiven Organisation papierbasierter Doku-
mente auf dem Tisch – z.B. stapeln, auffächern, sortieren, . . . Die zweite Kategorie
befasst sich mit der spezifischen Manipulation von physischen Objekten in Bezug
auf die aktuelle Aufgabe, z.B. Wissensarbeit. Weitläufig genutzte Praktiken bein-
halten nicht nur das Schreiben auf, Annotieren von oder räumliche Anordnen von
Papierdokumenten, sondern auch die Manipulation derselben, zum Beispiel durch
drehen, falten, biegen, usw.
Verglichen mit der Vielzahl solcher etablierter Praktiken in der realen Welt sind
die Praktiken in der digitalen Welt heute noch dominiert durch die Eingabe mit
Maus und Tastatur. Die Maus war zwar ein so großer Fortschritt, dass Forscher ver-
leitet wurden, ihre Verwendung "Direktmanipulation" zu nennen, doch aus heutiger
Sicht ist klar, dass sie immer noch eine sehr hinderliche Indirektion darstellt. In
diesem Licht kann das Ziel dieser Arbeit umformuliert werden als: Erforschung neuer
Interaktionskonzepte für Wissensarbeiter, die i) das Potential der flexiblen und di-
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rekten Manipulation physischer Objekte für eine intuitivere und ausdrucksstarke
Interaktion mit digitalen Inhalten (sehr ähnlich derjenigen in der realen Welt) aus-
nutzen, und ii) die Integration digitaler und physischer Arbeitsplätze verbessern.
Hierbei werden zwei Forschungsrichtungen verfolgt: Erstens werden die kollektiven
Praktiken vonWissensarbeitern am Schreibtisch untersucht; dabei wird unterschieden
zwischen wissensbezogenen (Papier / Dokumente) Objekten und nicht wissensbezo-
genen Hilfsmitteln – letzteres wird im Folgenden "table-centric approaches" genannt,
Basis sind interaktive Tabletops. Zweitens untersucht die Arbeit spezifische Prak-
tiken für die Arbeit auf Papier, sie konzentriert sich dabei auf wissensbezogene Auf-
gaben aufgrund der spezifischen Rolle von Papier in diesem Bereich - dieser Teil hat
den Titel "paper-centric approaches". Dabei werden die so genannten Affordances
von papierähnlichen Displays ausgenutzt, genauer gesagt von größenveränderbaren,
z.B. roll- und faltbaren, Displays
Der "table-centric approach" führt zu der Herausforderung, interaktive Table-
tops mit der allgemein etablierten Nutzung konventioneller (Tisch-)Arbeitsplätze
zu kombinieren. Wir führen zunächst eine exploratorische Nutzerstudie durch, um
die Verhaltens- und Nutzungsmuster der Interaktion mit sowohl physischen als auch
digitalen Dokumenten auf Tabletops bei der Ausführung von Überblicks- und Grup-
pieraufgaben zu untersuchen. Basierend auf den Ergebnissen der Studie entwickeln
wir zwei Interaktions- und Visualisierungskonzepte – PaperTop und ObjecTop – die
die spezifischen Praktiken papierbasierter bzw. kollektiver Arbeit berücksichtigen.
Die Effizienz und Effektivität werden jeweils in einer Reihe von Benutzerstudien
untersucht.
Wie erwähnt nutzt der "paper-centric approach" ultradünne größenveränderbare
Displays. Wir tragen hier wiederum zwei neue Interaktionskonzepte bei – genannt
FoldMe und Xpaaand - - welche unsere Antwort auf den Design-Space von zweiseit-
igen falt- bzw. rollbaren Displays darstellen. Im Design nutzen wir den Vorgang der
Größenveränderung nicht nur, um die Bildschirmgröße anzupassen, sondern auch
um interaktiv Operationen durchzuführen. Erste Nutzerstudien zeigen ein großes
Potential für die Interaktion mit digitalem Inhalt, z.B. für die Wissensarbeit.
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The present thesis explores novel concepts for interaction with digital (computer-
based) content. These concepts exploit the flexible manipulation of physical objects
in the real space. They are designed for and integrated into the natural ecology of
knowledge workers.
This chapter introduces the reader to the motivation, challenges and approaches
that set the foundations of this thesis. It then presents the contributions and the
structure of the thesis.
1.1 Motivation
Since the advent of direct manipulative interfaces [Shneiderman 1982], knowledge
work settings typically consist of two quite distinct worlds: digital objects confined
in desktop PCs, and the physical world of everyday objects spatially distributed on
tables. The digital objects, mainly documents and folders, are graphically repre-
sented on the computer monitor in a way that resembles a physical desktop. All
interactions with digital objects are channeled through indirect input devices – such
as mouse and keyboard – which enable the manipulation of Graphical User Interfaces
(GUIs) in the WIMP (Windows, Icons, Menu, Pointer) paradigm. While successful
and well-established, these input devices do not incorporate the highly developed
manipulation skills, practices and dexterity of their users in the physical world. For
instance, the mouse allows for controlling only a single object at any given mo-
ment in time, making it a generic, time-multiplex input device [Fitzmaurice 1995].
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Moreover, feedback related to mouse or keyboard input is mostly provided as visual
information that is displayed separately on the computer monitor.
Over the past two decades, HCI researchers have sought to develop interfaces
that improve over the WIMP paradigm. Development of these so-called, post-WIMP
interfaces [Jacob 2008] has coincided with advances in display and input technolo-
gies.
Chief among the Post-WIMP enabling technologies is the advent of multitouch
input that can be considered as a breakthrough in the last decades. It can be con-
sidered as one step closer to direct manipulation by allowing interaction with digital
contents through bare fingers and hands without the indirection introduces by a
mouse or keyboard. Given the advantages of the touch input, it has been imple-
mented on a various devices with different form factors. Despite rapture of multi-
touch interaction, it has also contributed to impoverishing the tangible physicality
of interfaces. Multitouch interaction or Picture Under Glass interaction paradigm
[Victor 2011], as it has been described, scarifies all the tactile richness of working
with the fingers.
Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) are another example of post-WIMP interfaces.
They aim to mitigate the problem of lacking tangibility by coupling the bits with ev-
eryday physical objects [Ishii 1997]. TUIs refer to interfaces that enable controlling
and sometimes displaying digital information using physical objects. Such interfaces
encourage bimanual interactions and offer space-multiplex input [Fitzmaurice 1995]:
Different parts of the body (mainly the two hands) are used to concurrently interact
with different objects that represent dedicated functions, similar to how we interact
in the real world. Although direct touch input also provides for space-multiplex
input, TUIs additionally take advantage of natural affordances offered by physical
objects as well as the embodiment available through tangibility [Hornecker 2006].
The goal of this thesis is to explore tangible interaction concepts based on flexible
manipulation of physical real world objects. Leveraging well-established practices
of working with physical objects, these concepts support knowledge work activities
spanning across the digital and the real worlds and thus, aiming to dissolve the
boundaries between two worlds by enabling more physical ways of interacting with
computers.
1.1.1 Knowledge Work Practices
The physical desktop workspace of knowledge workers (KWs) usually comprises of
a wide variety of physical objects that are placed on the desk. A substantial part
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of these objects is content-related – i.e., media containing the knowledge worked
on – and we often witness it as a myriad of paper-based artifacts such as, printed
documents, books, and magazines. For the present thesis, it is equally important
to respect the second category of physical objects that usually populate a desk: the
content-unrelated ones – such as office stationery, coffee cups, plants, and hardware
components of desktop computers. Both categories of physical objects are spatially
arranged across the table, more or less intuitively. In case of paper-based artifacts, a
very common form of organization is piling them on each other [Malone 1983]. Such
a spatial arrangement of objects usually results in a muddle, where the knowledge
work takes place. The tasks demanded of knowledge workers are rich and highly
varying [Kidd 1994]. To undertake such tasks, knowledge workers continually alter
the arrangement of their workspace. For instance, the physical objects are frequently
rearranged and shuﬄed on tables.
A typical task assigned to knowledge workers can be considered to consist of
three main phases. First, they have to retrieve a number of content-related ob-
jects (mostly paper-based documents) from various resources – such as piles and
then bring them to the working area of their table. The second phase is while the
task is processed. In this phase, KWs deeply engage in documents and employ
more fine-grained methods for various purposes – such as navigation between and
within documents through flipping or folding techniques [Marshall 2005a]. After
processing the task, the results need to be forwarded to another KW or sorted and
organized back to their corresponding piles or folders. In all these phases, plenty of
content-related and -unrelated physical objects are used together. For example, a
knowledge worker interacts with paper documents while drinking a coffee or using
office stationery – such as pens and staplers.
In general, the practices employed in these three phases can be divided into two
categories: The first category encompasses those practices that are performed on the
table level, namely, laying out, shuﬄing, piling and grouping physical materials on
the desktop surface. Knowledge workers thereby exploit the physical space available
on their tables for these practices [Kirsh 1995]. Research has shown that being
able to spatially lay out physical materials – in particular, printed documents –
is one of the salient advantages of physical workspaces compared to digital one
[O’Hara 1997, Kidd 1994]. Spatial layout of materials plays an important role in
knowledge work as it provides a rich mental picture or an overview of the workspace
as well as strong and immediate contextual cues to rehydrate task state [Kidd 1994].
Moreover, spatial layout is also highly dynamic. Knowledge workers continually
move materials particularly printed documents in and out of the center of their
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attention or temporarily create and manipulate piles placed on more peripheral
region of their workspace.
The second category of practices is based on the flexible manipulation of pa-
per. Among materials constituting the physical desktop workspace, paper is one
of the primary and most widely used materials. Despite the prediction of its early
demise, paper remains ubiquitous and widespread in knowledge work settings as it
is documented in the seminal work by Sellen and Harper [Sellen 2003]. Even at the
beginning of the 21st century, knowledge work is still tightly coupled with paper
[Steimle 2012a]. This is because of the unique inherent affordances of paper over
digital technologies. Paper is light, thin and malleable and thus knowledge workers
can easily adapt its shape to suit the situation that is comfortable for reading. Paper
is tangible and physically embodies information. Knowledge workers leverage the
tangibility of paper while manipulating it. For example, during active reading, they
utilize established practices – such as flipping, folding, thumbing or bending – to
fluidly navigate within a document [Marshall 2005a]. Moreover, paper can be flexi-
bly rearranged in the physical space, allowing for easy navigation between multiple
documents or easily interweaving annotating while reading.
These practices, dexterity, and skills of working with physical objects have
evolved over many years and became well-established. Paper in particular, but
also content-unrelated objects, offer rich physical affordances that enable an easy
and intuitive manipulation. Compared to these efficient practices and skills, the way
KWs interact with the digital world confined in desktop PCs is, in many respects, a
step backward. All interactions with digital content are channeled through indirect
input devices (e.g., a mouse), and feedback (output) is displayed separated from
the input on the computer monitor. Therefore, it is of great value for knowledge
workers to extend digital computation and interaction to the physical space of ev-
eryday life. The present thesis is an effort towards connecting both worlds so that
KWs can use the well-established practices for intuitive and direct interaction with
physical object in the context of digital content. Throughout this thesis, we employ
table and paper-centric practices as foundations for designing interactions to facili-
tate knowledge work activities. Our designs are motivated by the novel interaction
paradigms offered by advances in display and input technologies.
1.1.2 Interaction Paradigm Shift
Display and input technologies have advanced quite rapidly in recent years. This
led to new display form factors – e.g., mobile devices, digital tablets, interactive
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tabletops, and wall-size displays – and novel interaction styles, in particular to the
success of multitouch devices. Given the well-established practices of knowledge
workers that are mainly centered around tables and paper, we are especially inter-
ested in addressing challenges stemming from the integration of two emerging classes
of displays – namely, large horizontal interactive displays (tabletops) and paper-like
flexible displays – into office workspaces. Both are discussed below in detail.
Tabletop Computing
Given the ubiquity of tables in office and home environments, researchers have long
been investigating the integration of computers into tabletops. As highlighted by
Müller-Tomfelde and Fjeld [Muller-Tomfelde 2012], in the last two decades, tabletop
computers have improved at a rapid pace and reached a high level of maturity in
terms of user-related and technical issues. Such computers are capable of displaying
a digital world that closely resembles the appearance and look of physical objects.
They also allow for manipulation of objects using direct (multi)touch input. How-
ever, as mentioned before, the directness offered by multitouch input does not go
beyond touching and swiping the display and is unable to “reach” the actual objects.
As a consequence and also due to the horizontal form factor of tabletops, con-
siderable research has focused on integrating aspects of physicality into tabletop
interfaces. Thus, many tabletop systems incorporate the use of tangible elements
in design of their interfaces, resulting in so-called hybrid surfaces [Kirk 2009]. In
such interfaces, the tangible elements are themselves part of the system and tightly
coupled to the digital objects represented on tabletop surface. While prior hy-
brid tabletop systems [Wellner 1993, Ullmer 1997, Underkoﬄer 1999, Jordà 2007]
provided first insights, there is still exists a lack of understanding on how interac-
tive tabletops can be effectively integrated into desktop workplaces. More explicitly,
concurrent use of the content-related and content-unrelated physical objects in com-
bination with digital objects on interactive tabletops gives a rise to a myriad of in-
teraction design challenges that are not yet fully explored. Therefore, one research
direction of this thesis considers the integration of tabletop computers into office
workplaces. This research direction particularly addresses the following research
questions:
1) How can well-established knowledge work practices of working with ordinary
everyday objects (particularly paper-based media) be effectively transferred
to hybrid workspaces augmented with digital tabletops?
2) How to deal with hybrid tabletop workspace settings which their surface are
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populated with physical objects? In particular, how to deal with occlusion of
screen contents on tabletops by physical objects?
Successful integration of interactive surfaces into everyday life depends on ad-
dressing and providing practical solutions to these questions.
Paper-like Computing
As mentioned above, paper has unique physical properties over electronic platforms
that explain its ubiquitous usage. Being thin and light in weight, foldable as well as
easy to use, share and lay out in space are the most prominent ones identified in var-
ious studies [Sellen 2003, O’Hara 1997, Bondarenko 2005, Marshall 2005a]. These
key affordances have motivated a large body of research projects exploring the role
of paper documents as interfaces to the digital world (for an extensive review, see
the work by Steimle [Steimle 2012a]). Such interfaces, typically utilize paper as doc-
uments with some form of digital enhancements to bridge the gap between printed
and digital contents.
Given the high degree of tangibility and flexibility offered by paper, researchers
have taken a step beyond using paper as a medium for reading and writing. Consid-
erable research has focused on using passive paper-based materials – such as paper
boards, sheets, cards – as interfaces to interact with computers. In such interfaces,
affordances of paper permit intuitive, direct and bimanual interaction with digi-
tal contents. The recent advent of electrophoretic ink (E-Ink) and light-emitting
polymer technologies has sparked a new surge of interest in investigating active
paper-like displays in this vein of research. These recent technological advances
allow for creating displays that offer many potential advantages such as ultra-thin
profiles and lightweight yet robust. More importantly, they provide the ability to
bend, flex, conform, roll, and even fold a display not only for ease of mobility but
also as a novel input modality.
The ever growing trend of creating ultra-thin display technology promises a fu-
ture, where fully flexible digital paper will be widely available in desktop workspaces.
This allows KWs to use natural practices and skills of working with paper – such
as folding, bending, leafing – to interact with digital contents visualized on flexible
displays or devices featuring such displays. Therefore, the second research direc-
tion followed in this thesis is to explore interaction concepts based on the way we
physically manipulate paper. In particular we address:
1) How can natural practices of working with paper such as folding and rolling
be used as new modes of interaction?
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2) How should deformation of future foldable and rollable displays be tailored for
different application contexts? How can (re)size and (re)shape be effectively
incorporated into interface design?
These advances in both tabletop and paper-like computing areas can potentially
bring displaying digital information and interaction possibilities to the very artifacts
of our physical space such as tables and paper. Given ubiquity and salient role
of these two artifacts in knowledge work settings, this thesis aims to effectively
integrate the digital world of computing into the physical world of surface and
paper and thus, improving not only the efficiency but also expressiveness and user
experience of interaction. The present thesis is an effort toward a desktop workspace
of future, where these novel display technologies are commonplace: the physical
desktop is augmented with an interactive tablecloth, on which not only physical
but also digital objects as well as a number of paper-like displays can be effectively
manipulated.
1.2 Research Context, Method, and Contributions
As mentioned above, this thesis explores and analyzes novel interaction concepts
based on flexible manipulation of physical objects to support knowledge work ac-
tivities. In terms of the general scientific disciplines, it primarily contributes to
the field of Human-Computer Interaction, the study of interaction between people
and computers and the design of novel interface approaches. More explicitly, the
focus of this thesis is situated in the field of Tangible User Interfaces [Ishii 1997] and
Tangible Interaction [Hornecker 2006], where digital information and manipulation
take physical representation and forms. Within this area, the two sets of research
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questions presented above contribute to the fields of Hybrid Tabletop Interaction
(i.e., use of tangible controls for surface-based interaction [Kirk 2009]) and Organic
Interaction (i.e., use of non-planar displays as a primary means of output as well as
input [Holman 2008]). Figure 1.1 illustrates the research context of this thesis.
The main contribution of this thesis is the novel interaction concepts designed to
improve both efficiency and user experience of knowledge work activities spanning
across both realms. This is achieved by studying digital augmentation of tables
and paper as the most ubiquitous and crucial components of knowledge work activ-
ities. Contributions provided in response to the aforementioned research questions
are empirically grounded by exploring the natural behavior of users and examining
literature in the respective field. Then, based on empirical qualitative and quantita-
tive findings, we iteratively design and analyze interaction concepts with potential
users (i.e., user-centered design approach [Norman 1986]). More precisely, each de-
sign iteration started with an initial study. This led to a set of requirements. We
then designed novel interaction concepts that were prototypically implemented. Fi-
nally, the concepts were evaluated with potential users in order to test the validity
of the assumptions. In the evaluations, we opted for both quantitative and quali-
tative data collection methods to measure both efficiency and user experience. A
schematic view of the research method followed in this thesis is depicted in figure
1.2. In this way, this thesis provides the following contributions in detail.
A. Table-centric Concepts
In this research direction, we investigate how digital tabletops can seamlessly and
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effectively integrate physical desktop workspaces of knowledge workers. Since knowl-
edge work includes concurrent interaction with physical and digital media, we begin
our investigation by analyzing such combined media usage patterns on interactive
tabletops. More explicitly, we contribute a thorough user study in which the affor-
dances and tradeoffs involved in how users spatially group and arrange items are
examined. Moreover, we investigate the impact of occlusion of screen contents by
physical media and analyze users’ strategies while dealing with it. The results of
this study serve as foundations for design of two other contributions of this research
direction namely: PaperTop i.e, a hybrid piling interface for tabletop system and
ObjecTop i.e. an occlusion-aware user interface for hybrid tabletop systems. Both
interfaces are evaluated in terms of efficiency and user experience in a series of user
studies. The evaluation show that ObjecTop is faster for finding objects, decreases
interaction with physical objects when resolving problems of occlusion, requires less
effort, and is less frustrating.
B. Paper-centric Concepts
This research direction considers the integration of the digital world of computing
with the physical world of paper. One route toward this goal is based on flexible
flat panel technologies [Crawford 2005] that aim to develop displays that resemble
the superior handling and flexibility of real paper. We contribute two flexible dis-
plays interfaces that are based on folding and rolling metaphors namely, FoldMe: a
foldable display concept and Xpaaand : a rollable display concept. With analysis of
their design space, we show how users can physically interact with foldable and rol-
lable displays (or devices featuring such displays) and depict plausible combinations
of such deformations with direct touch input. Moreover, we design a set of inter-
action principles and concepts to accomplish basic tasks. Our display concepts are
evaluated in exploratory user studies in which we test our concepts with functional
prototypes. The user studies show that physically resizing the display through fold-
ing and rolling offer a high degree of expressiveness and enjoyment while interaction.
1.3 Thesis Outline and Publications
This thesis is structured in three main chapters. Chapter 2 and 3 focus on the in-
tegration of interactive tabletops with the physical desktop and accordingly, present
our contributions mentioned above (section 1.2 A). More precisely, Chapter 2 in-
cludes our concepts about the integration of physical and digital media on interactive
tabletops. We present a user study investigating concurrent use of both media types
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on tabletops and drive a set of requirements for hybrid tabletop systems. Moreover,
in this chapter we introduce the PaperTop interface for hybrid document piling on
tabletops.
In Chapter 3, we describe ObjecTop, a collection of occlusion-aware techniques
to support users while interacting with digital and physical objects on tabletop
display surfaces. These techniques provide awareness, access and interaction with
occluded digital objects. We report an evaluation of ObjecTop compared with a
conventional interface in which we discuss its advantages and disadvantages over an
unaided tabletop system.
In Chapter 4, we explore physical interaction concepts with flexible displays
and present our contributions stated in section 1.2 B. More explicitly, we present two
flexible display concepts based on folding and rolling metaphor. We depict a physical
design space of such displays together with a number of interaction and application
concepts. At the end of this chapter, two exploratory evaluations are presented
in which we examine our display concepts. Chapter 5 includes conclusions and
possible future research directions.
Contents, ideas and figures presented in the three main chapters have published
previously in proceedings of international conferences such as, ACM SIGCHI Con-
ference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI), ACM Conference on Inter-
active Tabletops and Surfaces (ITS), ACM Conference on Tangible and Embedded
and Embodied Interaction (TEI) as well as international and national workshops
and scientific magazines.
Contents presented in chapter 2 are published in [Khalilbeigi 2010, Khalilbeigi 2009].
The results of the user study on hybrid media usage on interactive tabletops are pub-
lished in [Steimle 2010b, Steimle 2010a]. Parts of chapter focusing on physical occlu-
sion are published in [Khalilbeigi 2012b, Khalilbeigi 2013]. Paper-centric interaction
concepts are published in [Khalilbeigi 2012a, Khalilbeigi 2011, Steimle 2012b]. Fig-
ure 1.3 provides a written and visual summary of which materials are used in the
thesis chapters along with the selected corresponding publications.
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In this chapter, we will explore novel, more usable and appealing interaction
concepts for knowledge work from a table-centric perspective. Given the recent
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technological advances in creating interactive surfaces, digital tabletops are becom-
ing common components of knowledge work activities. Despite these computing
advances, use of the physical media in knowledge work, as documented by Sellen
and Harper [Sellen 2003], remains pervasive. Physical media or more precisely the
paper medium, provides key affordances that are not supported by current com-
puting systems. Among others, rich physical embodiment of information, support
for easy and intuitive bimanual navigation and spatial organization, and enabling
intuitive annotation are examples of the unique affordances of paper.
As a consequence, physical media is often involved concurrently with digital
media. As an example, while reading a printed document users increasingly access
digital information. Because of the ubiquity of its occurrence, we are particularly
interested in use cases in which physical and digital medias are both involved in one
activity. Although introducing digital tabletops into the knowledge work setting
allows for a much greater spatial proximity between digital and physical realms as
well as displaying and arranging digital items much like physical ones, it gives rise
to a myriad interaction design challenges. One primary yet important question is
how users spatially arrange and group both digital and physical items. Moreover,
it is not clear how well-established practices of working with paper, such as piling
or browsing, will be reflected while working with a hybrid set of documents on
tabletops.
To this end, the present chapter addresses these questions and examines the
affordances of such a combined used of physical and digital media. Through an
in-depth user study, we identify a set of challenges to be addressed in novel user
interface concepts that support hybrid media usage on tabletops. We then propose
novel interface concepts that leverage the ways we physically manipulate printed
documents for controlling digital ones. The concepts are coherently implemented
in PaperTop, a system that facilitates hybrid piling on interactive tabletops. In
summary, the main contributions of this chapter are
• exploration of physical and digital media usage patterns on interactive table-
tops through an in-depth user study
• design of novel hybrid interaction and visualization concepts to support ma-
nipulation of hybrid media piles
• integration of these concepts into an overall approach, called PaperTop, capa-
ble of tracking multiple sheets of paper on, around, and above the tabletop
surface
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• evaluation of these techniques through an initial user-feedback session
The reminder of this chapter is structured as follows. We begin by reviewing
related work in section 2.1 pertaining to the main contributions presented in this
chapter. Particularly, regarding the exploratory study, we discuss the previous work
that investigates the affordances of physical and digital media. We then discuss
desktop as well as tabletop interfaces aimed at bridging the digital-physical gap.
Based on related work, in section 2.2 we present our exploratory user study to
systematically understand how people work in a hybrid setting. We are particu-
larly interested in examining the affordances and trade-offs involved in how users
spatially arrange and group both types of media. Among others, the study shows
that users intentionally create occlusion in the form of piles in order to express
semantic relationships in spatial arrangements. Hybrid piles of printed and digi-
tal documents were the most dominant and frequent form of arrangement. It was
also found that manipulation of hybrid piles (such as browsing, moving, getting
overview) is a tedious task. Based on these and other findings, we set out several
design requirements.
In section 2.3, we present our interaction concept supporting hybrid piles of
digital-physical documents on interactive surfaces. More concretely, we first discuss
design challenges and then present our visualization and interaction techniques to
support manipulation of hybrid piles. Our techniques include a bubble visualization
technique that alleviates piling activities such as creation, flexible reorganization,
and fluid transitions between various pile forms based on the proximity and spatial
arrangement of documents.
Details of our prototypical implementation of the techniques and algorithms to
track multiple sheets of paper in the 3D space above the tabletop are described in
section 2.4. In section 2.5, we report on an early user-feedback session evaluating
our techniques with a number of experts. We close this chapter by a conclusion
presented in 2.6.
Contribution Statement: Most of the work discussed in this chapter
is based on [Khalilbeigi 2010, Khalilbeigi 2009, Steimle 2010b, Steimle 2010a].
I have led the design, implementation, and evaluation of PaperTop, pub-
lished in [Khalilbeigi 2010, Khalilbeigi 2009]. The study presented in 2.2
has been initiated and led by Jürgen Steimle and I, as the second coau-
thor of the corresponding publications [Steimle 2010b] [Steimle 2010a]
have significantly contributed in design, conducting, and analysis of its
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results. As with any other scientific publication, all of the other authors,
Max Mühlhäuser and James D. Hollan, have contributed significantly.
2.1 Related Work
To place our work in context, we analyze three main areas of the literature. We
begin by discussing prior studies investigating affordances of physical and digital
media. Drawing upon findings from these studies, we formulate several research
questions to be addressed by the exploratory study presented in 2.2. We continue
by revisiting two areas of previous work related to the design of the PaperTop
interface. The first area includes studies that assess how people organize their
information in real workspaces as well as prior desktop computing systems that
assist managing digital information collections. While not directly relevant, this vein
of research provides a set of guidelines that influenced the design of the PaperTop
interface. Second area incorporates previous tabletop systems supporting hybrid
physical-digital settings. We analyze the strengths and weaknesses of each and
derive a set of design guidelines.
2.1.1 Affordances of Physical and Digital Media
Understanding the natural interaction practices of knowledge workers and physi-
cal media usage patterns have been largely discussed in the literature [Sellen 2003,
Sellen 1997, Whittaker 2001, O’Hara 1997]. The seminal work by Sellen and Harper
on the myth of the paperless office [Sellen 2003] revealed the inherent characteristics
as well as the well-established practices of using paper. They investigated and sys-
tematized the unique affordances of the paper medium. Chief among them are the
rich physical embodiment of information, support for easy and intuitive bimanual
navigation and organization, facilitation of communication and collaboration, en-
abling intuitive annotation using pens, and providing high resolution and contrast
for easy reading. The authors argued that the usage of paper remains pervasive
in knowledge workspaces, and rather than pursuing the idea of paperless offices,
digital tools and novel technology should work in concert with paper media in order
to make optimal use of both media types.
O’Hara and Sellen [O’Hara 1997] compared reading from paper and reading on-
line through a laboratory user study with ten office workers. They identified key
advantages of reading on paper such as support for effortless annotation while read-
ing, quick navigation, and flexibility of the spatial layout. Their findings imply that
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digital systems should support more flexibility and control in spatial layouts.
With the advent of interactive surfaces, researchers employed similar approaches
to investigate fundamental aspects and look at the ways people organize digital
media and work around digital surfaces. Scott et al. [Scott 2004] performed an
in-depth analysis of territoriality in collaborative tabletop workspaces. They found
personal territories to be different from shared territories. Areas for storing items
are integrated within these territories and change their positions over time. Other
studies analyzed the impact of table size [Ryall 2004] and orientation of media
[Kruger 2003]. Although informative, these studies have only focused on the way
people manipulate virtual objects on tabletops.
Probably the previous work most related to our study, presented in this section,
are those that assessed affordances of physical versus digital media on interactive
surfaces [Terrenghi 2007, Piper 2009]. Terrenghi et al. compared the affordances
of interacting with digital and physical media on tabletops [Terrenghi 2007]. Their
study investigated the ways manipulation of physical versus digital media are fun-
damentally different from each other. Participants carried out a puzzle task and
a photo sorting task in two different modes: with physical items in three dimen-
sional space and with virtual items on interactive tabletops. Analysis of basic tasks
with photos revealed distinctive differences in the ways people interact with digital
and physical photos. Most importantly, they noted that one-handed interaction
predominated with digital media, even though multitouch interaction is specially
designed to support bimanual interactions. This might be partly explained by the
lack of haptic feedback and by the restrictions of a two-dimensional surface. Another
important finding is that due to the lack of physicality in the digital condition, par-
ticipants performed more effortful strategies to assess the properties of objects for
instance, the quantity of objects in a pile. They observed that participants needed
to spread out piles to visually judge the quantity and content of the objects they
were about to deal with. The authors argued that such fundamental differences
between both realms call for the design of novel ways to use physical affordances as
a design resource.
Piper and Hollan [Piper 2009] compared the affordances of digital educational
material on tabletops with traditional paper handouts in collaborative study prac-
tices. The study was conducted with ten pairs of undergraduate students in two
conditions: a paper condition (in which students used a set of paper diagrams) and
a digital condition (in which students worked with digital images on a tabletop).
One surprising finding was that students in the digital condition incorporated their
personal study materials, such as paper notes and notebooks, together with the dig-
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ital materials on the tabletop. They also found that the more ephemeral character
of digital ink annotations encouraged students to spontaneously create drawings to
support discussion, more than with paper. Authors argued that both digital and
paper medias have unique and complementary affordances for small-group studies,
which one needs to take into account while augmenting and supporting educational
ecologies. In summary, our examination of literature in this area of research reveals
that paper media
• provides a rich physical embodiment of information,
• affords a strong haptic feedback,
• supports intuitive and flexible bimanual navigation and organization,
• allows for spatially laying out information.
It was also found that digital systems aiming to support paper-based practices
should work in concert with paper media rather than following the paper-less office
vision. The novel interaction paradigm offered by interactive tabletops incorporate
some of the affordances of paper in the digital world. However, due to the lack
of physicality, the interaction with digital 2D objects displayed on the tabletop
surface performed mostly one-handedly and was somewhat effortful. Moreover, prior
studies revealed that users are still willing to use paper in combination with digital
media on tabletops. In sum, prior studies independently investigated the usage and
affordances of the way people interact with digital versus physical media.
In response to the aforementioned shortcomings of previous works, we conducted
an exploratory user study in which we investigated the usage and interaction pat-
terns when concurrently working with both types of documents on one surface.
2.1.2 Document Organization in Desktop Environments
There exists a large body of research investigating the management of digital docu-
ments in desktop computing systems. Although in this chapter we propose a novel
user interface for hybrid document management on tabletops, we revisit related
works that studied spatial layout and aggregation concepts for desktop computers.
While not directly relevant, we believe that prior desktop systems that support tran-
sient grouping or piling of elements are good sources of inspirations for the design
of the PaperTop interface.
Early studies have investigated and identified the advantages of piling versus
filing in office desktop settings [Malone 1983, Whittaker 2001, Mander 1992]. The
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seminal work by Malone [Malone 1983] documents a series of interviews with ten
knowledge workers on how they organize information on their desks and in their
offices. He found that files and piles are the most salient ways people organize
their workspaces. Files are units of elements that are explicitly titled and arranged,
whereas in piles, the individual elements are loosely arranged and are not organized
in any particular order. It was found that organizing information and filing them
were cognitively difficult tasks. Based on findings, he suggested that digital systems
can help knowledge workers by simplifying the filing of information and by providing
intelligent aids for categorizing and retrieving information.
Later Whittaker and Hirschberg [Whittaker 2001] compared two ways of struc-
turing information in office environments and found that piling is faster and easier
to maintain than filing. They found that piles served as visual reminders and recent
information is more accessible to people. Similarly, Mander et al. [Mander 1992]
conducted a study to investigate how people deal with the flow of information in their
workspaces. Their findings suggested piling and filing as the most common ways
of organizing information. Contrary to filing, piling provided a casual lightweight
way of organizing documents, which involved less overhead. Based on their findings,
they proposed a design of a desktop interface for organizing documents in the form
of piles. Users can then interact with piles by performing a set of gestures using
the mouse pointer, such as gesturing sideways on a pile, which will spread out its
element for the purpose of browsing.
The pile metaphor discussed above served as a foundation for many desktop in-
terfaces to assist the management of digital documents. BumpTop [Agarawala 2006]
is a good example of such systems, which aimed to bring more realism to today’s
rigid desktop computers by adding physical simulation and using piling instead of
filing as the fundamental organization structure. In this way, virtual documents can
be dragged and tossed around in a realistic fashion. Moreover, a set of pen-based
interactions and visualization techniques enabled users to create and manipulate
piles of virtual objects. Dynapad [Bauer 2005] is an extension to zoomable inter-
faces [Bederson 1996] that provided spatial tools for managing digital photos and
an iconic representation of documents. It represents the objects in open piles on a
zoomable Pad++ [Bederson 1996].
Bubble Clusters [Watanabe 2007] is an interface for manipulating spatial aggre-
gation of digital objects. Based on spatial relationships, it automatically aggregates
GUI objects into a group and visualizes a bubble around the objects (cf. figure
2.1c). To pick a hidden object, users can double click on the group to spread out
aggregated objects. The bubble metaphor also exhibits hysteresis effects to avoid
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(a) BumpTop [Agarawala 2006]
(b) Bubble Clusters [Watanabe 2007]
Figure 2.1: Desktop interfaces that organize information using spatial layout and
aggregation
unwanted occurrences while merging or splitting groups. An evaluation with twelve
users showed that the bubble cluster interface improved performance in a simple
icon grouping task and an ink relocation task compared to standard folders and
lasso selection, respectively. It was postulated that the bubble metaphor is suitable
to represent transient structures and encourages further experiment in organizing
documents.
Based on the findings of studies in this area of research, we can conclude that
structuring documents in the form of piles is a promising way of organizing docu-
ments. This is because
• piles provide a spatial aggregation of a number of documents that represent a
loose group structure
• piles’ creation and manipulation require less cognitive overhead and their items
are easily accessible to the users
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• piles can also be spatially arranged in a space and convey different meanings
to the user based on her location
Moreover, the results of the systems that support piling metaphor in their de-
sign showed that it improves task performance compared to the systematic filing
metaphor. Furthermore, the bubble metaphor [Watanabe 2007] turned out to be a
promising visualization for piles as their rotund shape indicates a casual and tran-
sient structure and compactly encloses objects they contain.
2.1.3 Hybrid Tabletop Systems
Interactive desks and tabletops enable users to manipulate physical and digital me-
dia on the same surface. This enables a novel interaction paradigm that closely
integrates and transforms across bits and atoms. Therefore, it is important to re-
view prior systems, focusing on supporting users on such hybrid physical-digital
tabletop systems.
The seminal work of Wellner is the first tabletop system that combined the
analog world of paper documents with the digital world of workstations through an
augmented desk [Wellner 1993]. As illustrated in figure 2.2a, it consists of a real
physical desk enhanced to provide some characteristics of a digital workstation (PC)
such as projecting digital images down onto the desk or paper documents. Using
an overhead camera, it is capable of capturing physical information and interactions
of the user either with a stylus or the fingers. Correspondingly, a computer-driven
projector is also mounted above the desk, allowing the system to project electronic
objects onto either the desk surface or physical paper documents. In this way, users
can for example do some physical number crunching by copying physical numbers
from a real paper and pasting it on a digital calculator projected onto the desk
[Wellner 1991].
Similar in nature and setup, several successor systems further improved the
Wellner seminal work in terms of tracking fingers and hand gestures [Koike 2001,
Robinson 1997], and proposed using an augmented desk for specific scenarios for
example, in computer-supported learning [Mitsuhara 2010].
In the last decade, technological advances in multitouch displays have sparked a
new surge of interest in supporting the co-habitation of physical and digital objects
on the table. Recent tabletop computers are equipped with high-resolution cameras
that enable real-time recognition and tracking of touch as well as physical objects
using, for instance, fiducial markers. Based on the types and roles of the physical
objects, research that took place in the last decade in this field can be categorized
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(a) Schematic view of DigitalDesk (b) Digital calcula-
tor
Figure 2.2: The DigitalDesk by Pierre Wellner [Wellner 1993]
into two groups.
The first group considers systems that investigate the use of physical objects as
tools to support manipulation of digital objects [Ullmer 1997, Jordà 2007, Kirk 2009,
Terrenghi 2008, Hancock 2009]. A common characteristic of these interfaces is that
they provide a tight coupling between physical and digital parts of the interface.
Moreover, the physical components on their own have no function (utility).
ReacTable (cf. figure 2.3a) is a good example of such systems: the interface uses
a set of physical objects as handles to mix, play, and create music on a tabletop
computer. Users can also interact with the digital part of the interface represented on
the tabletop surface (such as modifying a parameter around a physical handle) using
multitouch gestures. In this vein of research, others also investigated issues such
as design considerations of [Kirk 2009] and the effect of tangibility and physicality
[Terrenghi 2008] in such hybrid interfaces. Their findings indicated that the tangible
component of hybrid interfaces promotes bimanual interaction [Terrenghi 2008], is
more precise [Hancock 2009], and provides eyes-free control and can reduce digital
clutter [Kirk 2009]. These findings guided the design of the PaperTop interface.
The second stream of recent research encompasses prior studies that aimed at
supporting true hybrid settings on tabletops. Typically, such settings consist of
a set of everyday physical and digital objects like documents, a laptop, books
etc. resembling the normal workspace of knowledge workers. A number of sys-
tems focused on transforming information between physical and digital domains
[Rekimoto 1999, Haller 2006, Hartmann 2010].
Augmented Surfaces [Rekimoto 1999] is an augmented, spatially continuous workspace
that consists of an interactive tabletop and wall allowing users to smoothly exchange
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(a) Reactable [Jordà 2007] (b) Physical Handles [Terrenghi 2008]
Figure 2.3: Hybrid tabletop interfaces incorporating tangible objects as handles for
manipulating digital content
and share information between their personal devices, tabletop, wall, and other phys-
ical objects. Knowing the physical layout of all objects placed in this workspace,
users can move information in between personal computers and physical objects in
a normal manner by dragging with a pointing device (e.g., the trackpad of a user’s
laptop). Similar in setup, Haller et al. designed an augmented reality tabletop sys-
tem for supporting face-to-face collaboration among designers [Haller 2006]. The
setup consisted of an interactive tabletop and wall on which users can interact using
a stylus input. The system integrates users’ virtual information as well as real ob-
jects, such as paper augmented with top-projected digital content. Digital content
can be easily created on a paper document and seamlessly transferred from paper
to the tabletop and even to other devices, such as a laptop.
Pictionaire [Hartmann 2010] is an interactive tabletop system to support design
collaboration across physical and digital artifacts. It allows designers to seamlessly
move information across physical and digital realms. The information on paper-
based sketches are captured using a high-resolution overhead camera. The other
way around (digital to physical) is realized through putting digital imagery on a
physical tablet or notebook so that users can add annotations or create hand-traced
copies of digital images. An evaluation with 16 professionals showed that Pictionaire
promoted more collaboration compared to conventional analog and digital practices.
Considerable research has also explored creating and hyperlinking everyday
physical and virtual objects on interactive surfaces [Everitt 2008, Klemmer 2001,
Steimle 2009b].
DocuDesk [Everitt 2008] is an interactive tabletop that supports knowledge
workers in retrieving the state of their tasks, which span the paper and digital
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(a) Augmented Surfaces
[Rekimoto 1999]
(b) Shared Design Space
[Haller 2006]
(c) Pictionaire
[Hartmann 2010]
Figure 2.4: Tabletop systems supporting real workspace involving everyday physical
and virtual artifacts
worlds. It facilitates the creation of many-to-many relationships among paper and
digital documents. The system recognizes paper documents through an overhead
camera. Using a stylus, a user can draw a line to establish a link between a paper
document and a digital one.
Likewise, CoScribe [Steimle 2009b] is a concept and a system that tightly inte-
grates paper and digital documents on a tabletop surface assisting users in collabo-
rative annotating, linking, and tagging of both digital and physical documents. It
utilizes the same digital pen and the same interactions in both types of documents.
Among the other techniques offered in CoScribe, users can create a hyperlink be-
tween physical and digital documents by marking the respective regions on both
documents using the same digital pen. A first evaluation of CoScribe showed that
it enhances both work performance and user satisfaction.
The Designers’ Outpost [Klemmer 2001] is an interactive wall for collaborative
website design that incorporates Post-it notes and digital inks. Users can add Post-it
notes and stick to the wall. The system then recognizes and updates the knowledge
on the board. Using a stylus, a user can create links among Post-it notes. The system
keeps track of Post-it notes and their links so that users can easily re-position them
on the board. The evaluation with 15 website designers underscored that the system
feedback should not interrupt the designers’ flow state and should only react upon
explicit users’ actions. Moreover, their findings revealed that there is substantial
merit in a system that supports the coexistence of physical and virtual artifacts.
Based on the literature analysis presented above, we conclude that interactive
tabletops support the natural, direct, and intuitive manipulation of both physical
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(a) DocuDesk [Everitt 2008] (b) CoScribe [Steimle 2009b]
(c) The Designers’ Outpost
[Klemmer 2001]
Figure 2.5: Interactive surfaces supporting hyperlinking between physical and vir-
tual documents
and digital objects on one surface. Therefore, it is promising to use them for sup-
porting activities involving both physical and digital artifacts. Recalling findings
of [Sellen 2003] that postulated novel technology should work in concert with paper
media, we strongly believe that interactive tabletops can inherently support working
with paper-based media and, at the same time, allow users to directly manipulate
digital media with a greater spatial proximity.
2.1.4 Summary
We analyzed three different areas of the related work. In section 2.1.1, we reviewed
prior work that studied the affordances of physical and digital media. We identified
that paper offers several key affordances that are missed in the digital domain and
that the design of digital systems should work in concert with paper-based media.
Moreover, none of the prior studies in this field have focused on the combined use
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 Paper-based documents offer key affordances:
flexible organization in space, bimanual interaction, strong haptic feedback. Piling is a lightweight and efficient way of organizing documents. Bubble visualization was found to be a promising visualization for transient
grouping. Previous studies examined affordances of physical and digital media indepen-
dently. Previous hybrid tabletop systems have not focused on supporting hybrid piling
and grouping of documents. Previous systems track physical objects bounded to the 2D surface of tabletops.
Table 2.1: Summary of the state-of-the-art analysis. s indicate important findings
from the literature analysis that we considered in our interaction design, and s are
lacking features that are addressed with our contributions in this chapter
of both types of media.
Section 2.1.2 presented an overview of desktop interfaces supporting digital doc-
ument management. It was found that piling is a more lightweight way of organizing
documents compared to filing. There also exist a number of desktop interfaces that
support pile-based digital document management. Among others, the bubble clus-
ter [Watanabe 2007] interface showed a promising visualization approach to support
aggregation of objects due to its natural behavior and unobtrusive visualization.
We then review previous hybrid tabletop systems. It was shown that tabletops
are suitable platforms that alleviate the manipulation of both types of media on
such surfaces. However, there exist a few interfaces that support a hybrid physical-
digital setting on tabletops. In particular, we found no interface supporting hybrid
grouping and piling on tabletops. Moreover, most current hybrid tabletops track
physical objects using a rear-mounted camera, which limits the use of objects to the
2D surface of the tabletop. Other tabletop systems, such as those of [Everitt 2008,
Wellner 1993] that use an overhead camera to track paper sheets are also confined
to the 2D space of tabletops.
Table 2.1 summarizes our findings from the examination of the related work,
discussed above.
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2.2 Understanding Hybrid Media Usage Patterns
on Tabletops
As it was discussed in related work, although tabletop systems increasingly support
activities involving both physical and digital media, there still exist a number of
interaction design issues that need to be addressed. This section is a first step
toward an effective integration of physical and digital media on tabletops, in which
we aim to systematically assess spatial and behavioral interaction patterns when
both types of media are grouped and piled on a tabletop work surface. Our main
objective is to study the affordances and trade-offs involved in how users spatially
arrange and group items. To this end, we conducted an exploratory study in which
we emulate a hybrid tabletop setting. In general, with the aim of this study, we
address the following research questions:
1. How do users concurrently manipulate physical and digital media on one sur-
face?
2. Which salient behavioral patterns emerge from working in hybrid settings?
3. What is the impact of physical occlusion?
Note that results and findings related to the third question are presented in the
next chapter where we address problems of physical occlusion.
2.2.1 Method
Participants
We recruited ten volunteer participants for the study five of whom were female. In
terms of handedness, eight were right-handed and two were left-handed. Their ages
ranged from 24 to 46 years, with an average of 32. All participant were experi-
enced knowledge workers, from both technical and nontechnical backgrounds such
as computer science (7), psychology (2), jurisprudence (1). All but two had little
or no particular experience with interactive tabletops, but all were familiar with
multitouch input, for instance, on smart phones. No compensation was provided.
Study Setup
The study was conducted in our lab environment. We used a 130 x 105 cm custom-
built interactive tabletop of with a display size of 100 x 60 cm. This is representative
of the space available on a typical desk. The rear projection had a full HD resolu-
tion of 1920 x 1080 pixels. Rear projection is currently the most common form of
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tabletop display. The tabletop is back-illuminated with diffused infrared light, and a
PointGrey Flea2 CCD Camera is mounted inside the tabletop to observe the screen.
The camera has a maximum resolution of 640 x 480 pixels at 80 frames per second,
which provides a responsive and real-time touch and fiducial marker recognition.
The participants could interact with digital documents using typical multitouch
gestures for moving, rotating, and enlarging or shrinking individual documents.
Printed documents could be placed and manipulated on the display surface and also
on the surrounding non-display areas of the table. The setting is shown in figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Study setup
Materials
Participants were given 12 single-page documents. Each document contained textual
biographical information about a popular musician. We used textual documents
instead of photos (as used in other studies) for two reasons. First, working with
documents is a more common and thus more representative knowledge work task.
Second, since documents are typically larger than photos, the possibility of occluding
digital items increases. To create a hybrid media setting, six of the documents were
printed on paper (A4 size), and the remaining six were displayed on the tabletop
display. In a typical work setting, users might not have a common set of information
items arrayed across digital and physical media but rather different types of items
in each (e.g., paper articles or notes used while consulting web information).
We moreover used a few nonmedia objects, such as a water bottle, a few pens,
a scissor, and a bowl to generate more realistic hybrid setting as well as to study
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the impact of occlusion generated from arbitrary everyday objects. In each task,
physical documents and digital documents were initially presented as two separate
adjacent piles positioned at the center of the tabletop. All participants used the
same set of documents.
Procedure
Each user participated in a single-user session lasting about one hour. The specific
tasks we asked participants to perform are common in knowledge work with printed
and digital documents: a grouping task (inspired by [Terrenghi 2007]), and a search
and comparison task. These tasks enabled observation of component activities, such
as selecting, reading, comparing, and moving items.
Each session started with introducing conventional gestures for interaction with
digital documents (move, zoom, rotate) to participants. They then performed the
grouping task and were asked to browse the documents and create three groups:
those describing artists they like, those they don’t like, and those they are unsure
about. The search and comparison task required finding all albums that were re-
leased in the same year as one specific album by one artist. Therefore, participants
had to compare all documents with one specific paper document and note down
the names of the albums. To help compensate for learning effects, different criteria
for grouping were used. While performing the tasks, subjects were asked to think
aloud. After each task, semi-structured interviews were conducted. All sessions
were videotaped, and two observers took field notes.
2.2.2 Results
We coded 6.75 hours of video recordings for relevant behavior, iteratively refining
the coding scheme. This resulted into a set of categories that describes behavioral
patterns. We are particularly interested in the affordances of the combined use of
physical and digital media. This includes the general patterns of use as well as
hybrid grouping behaviors, which are described below in turn.
2.2.2.1 Spatial Patterns of Use
We are especially interested in how tabletop space is used in a hybrid setting. An
initial analysis of the video recordings showed that participants distinguished be-
tween territories for working with (e.g., reading, comparing) and for storing items.
As also reported by [Scott 2004], the boundaries between these areas were quite
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flexible. We coded usage locations for each participant and aggregated this data.
Figure 2.7 shows this aggregated data for the hybrid search and comparison task.
Darker locations depict areas that were used by more participants. The wooden
frame of the table is indicated by a gray border that encloses the white display area.
The dark gray circle indicates the position of the user.
Figure 2.7 (a-c) shows the areas used for working with items. Note that physical
and digital items tend to be used at different tabletop locations (graphically sum-
marized in figure 2.7 [a-b]). Physical items nearer to participants were used more
often and more commonly to their left. At times they were not directly on top of the
display but on the edge of the table or even partially jutting off the table’s surface.
In contrast, digital items were more tightly clumped, primarily positioned to the
right and farther away from the user than the physical items. Note also that the
working area for physical items involved a larger portion of the table, while the area
for digital items was almost exclusively confined to the right of the table display.
A reason might be that the haptic feedback of physical documents affords cogni-
tive off-loading, whereas the direct-touch manipulation of digital media requires
visual attention. This fact could explain why the participants delegated macromet-
ric tasks to the non-dominant hand, and micrometric ones to the dominant hand
[Guiard 1987].
Figure 2.7 (d-f) depicts the areas used for storing items (i.e. locations of tem-
porarily placed items for later use and of final placements). While the working areas
were centered more in the middle of the table, storage is situated toward the outer
left and right edges. Also, unlike working areas, storage area placement patterns
are similar across physical, digital, and hybrid uses. Note the clear difference in
the use of the tabletop area between storage and working, especially for physical
and digital items. Again placement of physical items extends beyond the table’s
surface. It is also important to notice that in contrast to working areas, physical
and digital storage areas were co-located, with the placement of physical and digital
items overlapping.
Figure 2.7 g and h shows not only that physical items were used on the surface of
the table but that there was also significant manipulation of these paper items above
the table. We classified usage as being above-the-table if participants held a physical
item (or collection of physical items) above the table for a period of time longer than
was required to pick it up and directly place it elsewhere. The illustration further
shows that items in the air were held nearer the user and more to the left than the
physical items on the table’s surface. We observed that when participants wanted
to interact with a physical document, in the vast majority of cases they first selected
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a pile (45 cases) or an individual item (256 cases) by picking it up and holding it in
their hands above the table. Only then would they engage in further interactions,
such as reading or comparing information. Much less frequently, participants did
not pick up the item and interacted directly on the surface with the pile (8 cases)
or the individual item (20 cases).
We also observed the different behaviors of participants while they engaged in
both types of documents in the search and comparison task. Participants in this task
had to compare information contained on a physical item with information from all
other items. While all participants interacted with digital items by enlarging them,
strategies with physical documents varied. Three participants permanently held
the paper item above the surface with the non-dominant hand. Seven participants
placed the physical item on the table’s surface near the digital items. This contrasts
with how participants compared only physical items, where the majority held items
in the air above the surface.
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2.2.2.2 Hybrid Grouping
We analyzed how participants interacted with groups that contain both physical
and digital items. We were particularly interested in knowing whether users prefer
representing a hybrid group as two separate, possibly adjacent groups, each con-
taining only physical or only digital media (spatially-separated representation), or
if they prefer arrangements that integrate both types of items at the same place
(spatially integrated representation). All participants grouped physical and digital
items in a single spatially integrated representation, a layered arrangement that we
call a hybrid pile. This is an arrangement of largely or entirely overlapping phys-
ical and digital documents. Figure 2.8 shows examples of hybrid piles created by
participants in the grouping task.
Figure 2.8: Examples of hybrid piles on the tabletop. Left: Spread-out represen-
tation, which affords getting an overview and comparing pages. Right: Result of
grouping task created by one participant showing three examples of hybrid piles
[Steimle 2010b].
The spatially integrated hybrid representation enabled participants to express a
close relationship between physical and digital documents. Comments during inter-
views also underscored that participants preferred this spatially integrated hybrid
representation to other representations. For example, P9 explicitly mentioned that
“having all [digital and physical] items in a pile makes sense.” P3 stated, “I don’t
want digital documents to be [automatically] slid out” when placing physical docu-
ments on them. Due to the high degree of spatial proximity of overlapping physical
and digital media, the overall gestalt [Koffka 1935] of a hybrid pile clearly expresses
that the elements of the group belong to one conceptual group. Several participants
mentioned that once a hybrid pile is formed, the system should provide feedback
about its state.
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The creation and sequential browsing of hybrid piles appeared fluid and dynamic.
All but one participant created hybrid piles by first placing digital items on top of
each other and then placing physical items on top of the digital items. To browse
hybrid piles, all participants sequentially picked up the topmost item of the pile or
dragged it away, starting with the physical before going to the digital items.
Hybrid piles are more static than physical piles. Pure physical piles were fre-
quently moved, whereas we observed no instance of an entire hybrid pile being
moved. In addition, we observed frequent transformations of physical piles. Dif-
ferent pile organizations simplified specific practices. Placing all items neatly on
top of each other saves screen real estate and supports interacting with the group
as a whole (e.g., for moving and storing). In contrast, spreading out the items
affords looking at the contents of several documents in parallel (e.g., for getting
an overview and comparing items). In the pure physical condition, we frequently
observed participants performing these transitions with one quick and intuitive bi-
manual movement. In contrast, in the hybrid case, we observed only two instances
of such transitions. An obvious reason might be the fact that each digital item of
the pile had to be displaced individually to transform the arrangement.
2.2.3 Summary
In this study, we have explored the affordances and trade-offs involved in how users
spatially arrange and group documents on the tabletop surface. The results re-
vealed a spatially integrated use of physical and digital documents. In particular,
participants frequently stored groups of documents in a hybrid pile arrangement.
Participants were willing to physically occlude digital contents in order to better
manage their workspaces and make semantically meaningful collections (e.g., hybrid
piles). On the other hand, when it was needed, interaction with digital occluded
documents in hybrid piles turned out to be demanding and ineffective. Table 2.2
summarizes the main results of this study, from which we infer several implications
presented in the next section.
2.2.4 Requirements
Based on the findings of the study, we infer four essential requirements as rationale
for an interaction design to support hybrid media usage on tabletop systems:
R1. Support for both physical and digital information grouping
Our study demonstrates once again that people can work very flexibly with collec-
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General Usage Patterns
– Physical documents were mostly used above the tabletop surface.
– Physical items were placed nearer the user than digital items and were less
clumped.
– Interaction with piles of physical documents was found to be quick, easy, and
intuitive.
– Haptic feedback of physical documents affords bimanual manipulation and
cognitive oﬄoading.
– Digital interaction was performed mainly by the dominant hand and required
visual attention.
Hybrid Grouping
– Hybrid piles: the most frequent form of organizing both types of documents.
– Unobtrusive and continuous feedback about the state of a hybrid pile was
missing.
– A fast and easy way to change hybrid pile representations was missing.
– Tidy piles afforded a compact form factor for ease of moving the entire pile.
– A spread-out (fanned-out) representation was used for getting a quick overview.
– A juxtaposed representation allowed for detailed comparing of physical and
digital items.
Table 2.2: Summary of the results from the hybrid media usage study
tions of physical documents. Users easily interact with and move groups of physical
items to accomplish tasks and manage workspace organization. Hybrid piles without
better technological support lack the ease and flexibility of moving and rearranging
that traditional piles of paper documents afford. Therefore, it is particularly im-
portant that tabletop systems provide easy natural mechanisms for users to create
groups of hybrid items and enable interaction with them as single entities. More
precisely, easy manipulation of hybrid piles on the tabletop surface – such as the
creation, re-organization, adding, or removing of items – should be supported. Fur-
thermore, the state of the pile should be continuously transmitted to the users. This
means that it should be visible what documents belong to which pile. Recalling the
prior hybrid tabletop systems discussed in 2.1.3, none of the prior systems have
supported hybrid information grouping on tabletops.
R2. Support for fluid transitions between pile representations
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We frequently observed that users transformed piles of physical items into another
arrangement to assist the task being performed. For example, a “tidy” pile affords
interaction with the group as a whole, whereas a juxtaposed or partially overlapping
arrangement affords an overview of the items as well as reading or comparing them.
With physical items, transformations were fluid and typically performed with one
bimanual movement. Similarly, fluid transitions between different representations
should be supported for digital and hybrid groups. The digital members of a hy-
brid pile could, for example, automatically imitate arrangements that result from
moving physical members. As we have seen in the related work (2.1.2), several desk-
top interfaces supported such pile transitions using a set of explicit mouse gestures.
However, to the best of our knowledge, there existed no tabletop interface that ad-
dressed this issue.
R3. Support for physical document use above and around the surface
Physical items not only were used on top of the display surface but were also fre-
quently placed on the margins of the table (even jutting off the surface), as well as
frequently picked up and held in the air above the table. The physical interaction
space is larger than the digital interaction space, extending in all three dimensions.
As a consequence, hybrid tabletop systems that plan to support the use of physical
items should track them not only on and directly above the surface but also on and
above the table edges and even in front of the table. The review of hybrid tabletop
systems in 2.1.3 showed that most of the tabletop systems track physical items with
fiducial markers using a camera below the table. This confines the tracking of items
to the 2D surface of the tabletop. With our study, we showed that tracking should
cover areas beyond the tabletop – for example, our findings suggest areas in front
of the display and to the side of the table associated with the user’s non-dominant
hand.
In table 2.3, we summarized the requirements discussed above. We also showed
which of them are met by previous work from section 2.1, then listed the corre-
sponding contributions of this thesis to overcome limitations of previous works.
These requirements are addressed in the present chapter, in which we describe
the PaperTop interface and visualization concepts that support hybrid grouping on
tabletops. While explaining PaperTop concepts and techniques, we refer back to
requirements that are supported.
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Requirements Supported
by previ-
ous work?
Contribution of Paper-
Top
R1 Support for both physi-
cal and digital information
grouping
#
PaperTop interface allows
for integration of both me-
dia types on tabletops.
R1a Allow for flexible and intu-
itive interactions with a hy-
brid pile
#
PaperTop leverages tan-
gibility of physical docu-
ments and do not need ex-
plicit commands for hybrid
pile manipulation.
R1b Provide for lightweight and
continuous feedback about
the state of a pile
G#
PaperTop provides rich vi-
sual feedback using the
bubble metaphor.
R2 Support for fluid transi-
tions between pile repre-
sentations
G#
PaperTop recognizes phys-
ical pile transitions and au-
tomatically rearranges dig-
ital documents.
R3 Support for physical docu-
ment use above and around
the surface
G#
PaperTops identifies and
track physical documents
on, around, and above the
surface.
R3a Reliable tracking of physi-
cal document in 3D space
above the surface
#
PaperTop can robustly
track paper documents,
even those that are par-
tially occluded.
Table 2.3: Overview of our requirements and the extent to which they are covered
in the previous work. #and G#show whether the requirements have partially been
addressed in the previous work or not, respectively.
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2.3 PaperTop: An Interface for Hybrid Media Piling on
Tabletops
In this section, we propose PaperTop – a novel user interface concept and set of in-
teraction techniques to address challenges of hybrid physical-digital piling on inter-
active tabletops. In the following, we first present the underlying interface concepts,
then a set of concrete interaction techniques for hybrid piling on tabletops, in which
we exploit physical interaction with several paper documents for manipulation of
digital ones.
2.3.1 Underlying Interaction Concepts
The results of the study have shown that hybrid piles are an intuitive and adequate
representation for (unordered) groups of paper and digital documents on tabletops.
However, current hybrid tabletops lack the intuitiveness, directness, and flexibility
that we enjoy when interacting with groups of paper documents. As we have seen in
2.1, prior hybrid tabletops incorporate either specific custom-made physical items
as controls for manipulation of digital items (e.g., [Jordà 2007]) or everyday ob-
jects for better supporting tasks that span across physical and digital realms (e.g.,
[Hartmann 2010]). In the former case, physical and digital items are tightly coupled
in the interface, and physical items do not have any function on their own. On the
contrary, physical everyday objects – such as printed documents – are first-class
objects that users can exclusively work with. Inspired by both types of physical
functionalities, we propose exploiting physical documents for interaction as well as
controlling digital items to support the interaction with hybrid piles. More pre-
cisely, we utilize the physical pile as a tangible control for the entire hybrid pile,
thus enhancing hybrid piles with the ease of interacting with paper. Compared to
the traditional tangible UIs [Ishii 1997] and hybrid surfaces [Kirk 2009], this has the
following advantages:
• The use of paper document as an everyday physical object that users frequently
work with eases interaction with the user interface as a whole. This makes the
interface more intuitive and minimizes the user’s effort to learn how the user
interface functions (R1, R1a)
• A paper document has a dual function in our design: it acts both as a tangible
control for the digital documents and as a first-class object, since it consists
of documents that have value on their own (cf. figure 2.9, left).
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Figure 2.9: Paper pile as a tangible control to support manipulation of hybrid piles
[Steimle 2010a]
• Typical tangible user interfaces offer tight one-to-one coupling between their
physical and digital components. In our design, the physical control does
not consist of one single object, but of several sheets of paper contained in
a physical pile (cf. figure 2.9, right). In this way, we can leverage various
arrangements of several sheets of paper as tangible controls to manipulate
digital objects (R2). This offers more degrees of freedom for controlling the
digital part than one single object.
Although using paper piles as tangible controls open up new possibilities and
maintains the intuitiveness and flexibility of real-world interactions (R1a), it poses
challenges for the interaction design. In particular, the dual function of the phys-
ical objects makes it difficult to determine if users interact with them in order to
manipulate the digital part (tangible control), or they are interested in the physical
documents per se and does not want to alter the digital part (first-class object). An-
other challenge is that it is not clear when a document belongs to its group, when it
is disjointed, and, foremost, when a hybrid group is formed. Of course one primitive
solution is to use explicit commands to mitigate these challenges. One basic solution
is to use typical rubber band or lasso selection techniques that we use in today’s
desktop interfaces and extend them to select a number of objects in a group on
multitouch tabletops. However, these solutions need explicit commanding to group
objects before performing any operation with the entire group (e.g., relocation or
split).
On the contrary, the interface design in PaperTop is particularly inspired by the
natural behavior of people managing temporary or transient information in physical
world. We found in prior studies [Malone 1983, Mander 1992] as well as in our
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own study (section 2.2) that people use a spatial layout to represent the semantic
relationship among objects (documents). Objects placed closer to each other are
semantically related, and farther-placed object are unrelated. Therefore, in the
PaperTop interface, documents (whether physical or digital) that are placed close
to each other are automatically recognized as a group and PaperTop visualizes the
results as a bubble surrounding the objects [Watanabe 2007]. In this way, grouping
does not require any explicit commands (R1b). As we discussed in the related work
section (2.1), the bubble visualization offers several advantages [Watanabe 2007]:
• Its round shape represents a transient structure which encourages further ex-
periments in organizing documents.
• Their shape is spatially efficient compared to a box or a convex hull, resulting
in saving space on the tabletop surface.
• It resembles the behavior of a soap bubble, so users can easily understand and
pick up its interaction style (R1a and R1b).
The bubble visualization provides clear feedback about which documents belong
to which group (R1b). Moreover, the flexible form of the bubble provides for flexible
rearrangements of the documents contained within the group. Two bubbles join and
become one large bubble if they touch; in the reverse, one bubble can also be divided
into two bubbles. Leveraging this flexible nature, we use bubbles to continuously
provide unambiguous feedback about the hybrid grouping of documents and to allow
easily and flexibly creating and rearranging groups (R1a and R1b).
In contrast to pure digital bubble clusters designed for interacting with a mouse
[Watanabe 2007], our approach addresses hybrid interaction with both physical and
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.10: Pile creation by (a) placing physical on digital documents or (b) drag-
ging digital under physical one. (c) A hybrid pile is formed [Khalilbeigi 2010].
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Figure 2.11: Flexible reorganization of the elements of a hybrid pile: the bubble
adapts itself to the arrangement of the pile [Khalilbeigi 2010].
digital items. This allows for more flexible and implicit ways of interaction, such
as using physical items as a graspable handle for the hybrid group. The bubble
metaphor facilitates the main piling activities in hybrid settings, presented as a set
of concrete interaction techniques in the following.
2.3.2 Interaction Techniques
Wrapping
By placing (or dragging) documents onto each other, either a hybrid group is formed
or a new item is added to an existing hybrid group (cf. figure 2.10). A bubble is
automatically displayed and visually wraps all documents contained in the same
group (R1 and R1a).
Stretching
The bubble visualization supports very flexible arrangements of the documents con-
tained in a group. Individual documents within a group can be displaced. Figure
2.11 illustrates two examples in which documents of piles are placed one beside
the other for reading and comparison purposes while maintaining the hybrid group
structure. The bubble flexibly adapts its shape to the new contours of the group
(R1b). In contrast to the work by Watanabe et al. [Watanabe 2007], it is not
only possible to interact with one single item at a time, leveraging bimanual and
tangible interactions, but the user can also grasp and move several items very easily.
Tidying Up
In our study, we observed two main representational forms of groups:
• a tidy pile of documents, which affords interaction with the group as a whole
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Figure 2.12: Fluid transitions for hybrid piles, from (a) the compact form to inter-
mediate forms – (b) top to down, (c) fan out, and (d) left to right – to (e) a full
juxtaposition [Khalilbeigi 2010]
(e.g., moving)
• a juxtaposition or partially overlapping arrangement, which affords getting an
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overview of the documents, reading, and comparing them.
Figure 2.13: Moving individual physical or digital documents without affecting the
entire pile [Khalilbeigi 2010].
Groups of paper documents allow fluid transitions between both representations.
Our design leverages the many degrees of freedom of the tangible control to offer
fluid transitions between hybrid group representations. In order to arrange all docu-
ments of a hybrid group in a particular representation, the user has to arrange only
the physical part in this manner. The digital documents of the group are automat-
ically relocated and rotated to form the same representation. Hence, these hybrid
transitions are as easy to perform as with pure paper (R2). They are depicted in
figure 2.12. These transitions can be used for getting an overview of all documents
of a hybrid pile. Moreover, they allow quickly switching between different forms of
interaction (e.g., moving a group vs. comparing the documents).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.14: Transferring interaction to relocate an entire hybrid pile by using paper
documents as tangible controls [Khalilbeigi 2010].
Transferring
The ability to move and drag documents on the tabletop plays an important role
in optimally managing the workspace. In our study, we observed that physical piles
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.15: Removing a document from a hybrid pile. The soap bubble continu-
ously visualizes the state of the pile [Khalilbeigi 2010].
were relocated very frequently by moving or picking-and-dropping. In contrast, dig-
ital and hybrid groups were never moved because suitable functionality was missing.
We want to leverage paper as a tangible control for easy moving of hybrid groups.
However, this concept raises a conceptual challenge. If the user moves documents,
it is not clear if she wants to interact with these documents, using them as first-class
objects (e.g., for reorganizing the pile as described above), or if she wants to use
them as a tangible handle for the entire pile. Our design resolves this ambiguity as
follows:
• If individual documents, but not the entire physical pile, are moved, the doc-
uments are treated as first-class objects (i.e., they are rearranged without
affecting the remainder of the pile). This interaction is depicted in figure 2.13.
• If all documents of one entire physical pile are moved or picked and dropped (cf.
figure 2.14) together, they are considered as a tangible handle of the entire
hybrid pile. Automatically the digital part of the hybrid pile is relocated
according to the movement of the physical part. In the special case that the
user wants to move all documents of the physical part at the same time, but
without affecting the digital part, she can hold one of the parts at a fixed
position while moving the other part away. Then both parts can be moved
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separately. They can be easily reconnected by simply placing them onto each
other as of creation.
Deletion
If a document of a group is relocated to be far from the other documents of the
group, the single bubble of the group gradually splits into two separate bubbles. As
depicted in figure 2.15, while dragging the document away, the user gets continuous
feedback to indicate when the document gets separated from the group, because the
connecting part of the bubble will grow smaller. If the distance exceeds a threshold,
the document(s) is/are removed from the group and form(s) a separate document
or group.
Table 2.4 summarizes the five interaction concepts supporting interaction with
hybrid piles.
Name Purpose Description
Wrapping Creation of hybrid piles Bubble visually wraps pile items by
putting physical item(s) on digital
ones or moving digital item(s) under
physical ones.
Stretching Flexible reorganization Bubble continuously adapts its
shape while stretching the pile
items.
Tidying Up Fluid transitions between
pile arrangements
Digital items are automatically re-
arranged when users change the ar-
rangement of physical ones.
Transferring Moving hybrid piles The digital part moves with when
users reposition the physical part of
a hybrid pile.
Deletion Removing an item Moving away individual items of a
hybrid pile so that the bubble gets
disconnected.
Table 2.4: Summary of interaction concepts included in the PaperTop interface
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.16: (a) Hardware setup of PaperTop, (b) multiple sheets of paper, each
augmented with four fiducial markers for reliable tracking
2.4 Implementation
We have implemented a PaperTop prototype and its techniques running on the
tabletop system introduced in 2.2. Here we first describe the hardware setup and
then the implemented algorithms for tracking paper sheets in the 3D space above
the tabletop (R3) as well as the bubble visualization technique.
2.4.1 Hardware
Figure 2.16a shows the hardware setup of the PaperTop prototype. The main com-
ponent is the tabletop (as introduced in the study setup 2.2), which runs all software
components. It was found in our study that physical documents are mainly manip-
ulated above or out of the tabletop screen area (either at the user’s hand or placed
partially or fully on the tabletop rims) and therefore it is not possible to recognize
and track paper sheets using the camera inside the tabletop. In the PaperTop proto-
type, a top-mounted, high-resolution webcam is used to identify and track multiple
sheets of paper in the space above the tabletop. We used fiducial markers and
printed four markers on each corner of the paper sheets in order to robustly track
them (R3a). In this way, if a corner of a paper sheet is bent or covered with the
user’s hand or another paper sheet (cf. figure 2.16b), the tracking algorithm can
still extract the paper location and orientation using other markers printed on the
paper. Other document recognition and tracking approaches such as those based on
visual features [Liao 2010] do not perform very reliably. This is because of the fact
that in our setting, it is very likely that paper sheets partially occlude each other,
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resulting in ambiguous shapes or visual appearances.
2.4.2 Algorithms
Software of PaperTop consists of two main components: i) document tracking and
clustering, and ii) visualization. For reasons of efficiency, the document and cluster-
ing component runs on a separate PC, and the visualization component runs on the
tabletop computer. All components communicate with each other using MundoCore
[Aitenbichler 2007] in real time.
2.4.2.1 Document Tracking and Clustering
In order to support the interaction techniques proposed in 2.3, the system needs to
recognize (ID) multiple sheets of paper and track them in the 3D space above the
tabletop surface. This means that for each paper sheet, we need information on the
position (x, y, z) as well as the orientation (yaw, pitch, roll). This is realized in a
three-step pipeline described below.
Step1: Marker Tracking
We used ARToolkitPlus [Wagner 2007] as the marker tracker, which is freely avail-
able under the GPL open-source license. It extracts the six degrees of freedom
(6DoF) pose information of markers from the 2D planar camera image in real time.
As reported in Wagner’s work [Wagner 2007], ARToolkitPlus is capable of tracking
ten markers in 8.3 ms, running on a system with an Intel 3.0 GHz Core Duo CPU.
Our system prototype uses a PC with an Intel Core i3 4.0 GHz CPU and 4GB RAM,
which provides sufficient computational power to support real-time interaction tech-
niques. In this step, raw camera images streamed from the webcam are fed into the
tracker, and it returns the ID, position, and orientation of each detected marker in
the scene. Based on the returned ID of markers, the system then classifies which
markers belong to which paper sheet.
Step2: Document Tracking
Based on the individual marker information, in this step the position and orientation
of individual paper sheets are calculated. We first calculate the position of a paper
sheet based on xy values of the respective markers attached to it. The z value of
the marker tracker is not precise enough to determine how paper sheets are piled.
Therefore, we only calculate the Z index of paper sheets which means how they are
stacked on each other. It is calculated based on the visibility of the four markers of
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each paper sheet to the camera. For example, the Z indices of the underlying and
overlying paper sheets in figure 2.16b will be 0 and 1, accordingly.
Since the paper sheet can be partially bent while users hold it in their hands,
orientation values of the marker on that side will be largely different from the other
markers. Therefore, instead of averaging orientation values, which may result in an
incorrect 3D pose of the paper, we calculate the median value of the markers’ ori-
entation. In this way, the 6DoF information of each paper document is determined.
For digital documents, a tracker component keeps track of the 2D position of
digital document displays on the tabletop. Through a calibration process, we cal-
culate a transformation matrix so that the positional information of both types of
documents is transferred to one unique coordinate system. This is needed for hybrid
piling and visualization, presented next.
Step3: Pile Creation and Tracking
In this step, all pile-related logic is calculated. This means that based on the prox-
imity of documents (both physical and digital) and the visibility of the four markers
of each paper sheet, the system reasons about all hybrid pile interaction techniques
– such as creation, reorganization, moving, removing, etc. In our implementation,
each document conceptually forms a pile in which only one item exists. If two doc-
uments (piles) overlap by more than 80%, they merge into one pile. In order to
support flexible reorganization of piles, the items remain attached to a pile if its
documents overlap by less than 80% and are not moved far away from each other
(the distance between the documents’ center points should not exceed 25 cm). Once
a document exceeds the threshold, it will be removed from the pile. If the entire
pile is moved (i.e., four markers of the top-most document in the pile remain fully
visible to the camera), the digital documents will follow the physical ones.
To support fluid transitions between various hybrid pile representations (cf. fig-
ure 2.12), the system needs to first recognize various representational forms of paper
sheets and then, automatically rearrange the digital part. To do so, it examines po-
sitional information (x, y) of the physical documents’ center points as well as the
direction in which physical documents are arranged. This is done by analyzing the
z index of documents in the pile. In this way, if a set of physical documents has
approximately the same x- or y- coordinate values, then vertical or horizontal rep-
resentations are recognized and the digital documents will be arranged accordingly.
For the fan-out representation in addition to the (x, y) coordinate of center points
and direction, a radius is calculated describing the circular form of the fan-out ar-
rangement (cf. figure 2.12c).
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2.4.2.2 Visualization
The visualization component running on the tabletop computer takes a set of doc-
uments belonging to a group and generates the bubble visualization that surrounds
the documents. In order to do so, we have implemented a 2D version of the meta-
balls and isosurfaces concept of blobby shapes proposed by Blinn [Blinn 1982]. Each
metaball function is defined as
f(x1, y1) =
Radius2
(x− x1)2 + (y − y1)2 (2.1)
in which x and y are the center points of the metaball and x1 as well as y1 are
coordinates of arbitrary points in the space. This equation is based on the equation
for calculating the strength of an electrical field in science, which provides the largest
value in the center of the metaball and will drop off quickly as the distance from
the metaball gets larger and larger. In our system. we defined each document (be
it digital or physical) using the metaball model in which the center point and the
maximum distance from the document edge to the center point determine the center
point and the radius of the associated metaball function accordingly. For multiple
documents, the potential fields of adjacent documents are summed to generate a
smooth curved boundary. Since the metaball function defines an isosurface in the
2D planar space, we then need to define the maximum and minimum thresholds that
extract an isocontour, which surrounds the documents. The isocontour is defined
as follows:
min. threshold ≤
n∑
k=0
Metaballk(x, y) ≤ max. threshold (2.2)
In the current implementation, we empirically determined the optimal threshold
values by performing several experiments with a number of various digital and phys-
ical documents. Other approaches – such as the standard marching-squares method
[Lorensen 1987] – can be envisioned for more effective isocontour detection.
2.5 Evaluation: Initial Expert Feedback
We evaluated our interaction concepts for hybrid piling using the prototypically
implemented system in an early user-feedback session. The session was conducted
with HCI researchers recruited from the local university department. The main
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objective of the study was to get a first impression if the techniques are conceptually
sound and to see how the experts as knowledge worker interact with hybrid piles
using our techniques.
2.5.1 Method
We recruited four HCI experts to evaluate the techniques in individual sessions. The
study took place in our lab environment, which is an open space containing ordinary
desks and one digital tabletop, as described in 2.2. The participants were all male,
28 years of age, and have participated in our first study. They have an average
of four years’ professional experience in the field of HCI, particularly interaction
design.
The study setup consisted of three sheets of paper; each was tracked with four
markers printed on each sheet corner. This resulted in a total of 12 markers to be
tracked with our system, which in some pretesting found out to be a reasonable
number to support interactions in real time. We used three digital documents ma-
nipulable using typical multitouch gestures. Although all participant participated
in the first study, we first introduced the tabletop system and the context of the
study. Then they were asked first to familiarize themselves with the tabletop and
find a comfortable sitting position. We then introduced the interaction techniques
for hybrid piling. Then they were given enough time to use the system and try out
the techniques. We asked participants to think aloud while playing around with the
system. As a data gathering method, we observed participants and at the end of
each session conducted a semi-structured interview. We transcribed the data and
analyzed salient quotes. Each session lasted about 30 minutes.
2.5.2 Results and Discussion
All four participants appreciated and easily understood the hybrid piling techniques.
They all were able to quickly pick the interaction style of bubble visualization. P2
said, “After few interactions with hybrid piles one can easily understand what its
[bubble] job is.” Compared to the first study setting where no hybrid support was
provided, all participants felt that the both types of documents act more in concert:
“both documents are somehow aware of each other and work more harmonized.”
From participants’ comments we found that since our system provide a lightweight
feedback and a set of coherent interactions based on natural behavior of working
with paper, it integrated well with established practices of working with paper. Thus
participants all were pleased while working with the system.
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Despite the fact that one of our main goal was to design implicit interactions,
three participants wished to have explicit interactions for accomplishing some tasks.
Three participants stressed that spatial proximity used to define an aggregation or
disaggregation of documents in group is not always a meaningful criteria. For in-
stance, P4 said that in some cases you need an explicit split command for disjointing
a document from the pile in place. Another participant mentioned that browsing
of pile can be achieved by performing some sort of explicit gesturing on the bub-
ble visualization. A concrete example is tapping on it and dragging out to see an
overview of digital documents. In general, we observed that participants found the
bubble visualization somewhat static and preferred more interactions with digital
documents through gesturing with the bubble.
Fluid transitions between pile arrangements was well received by all participants.
In particular, they liked the horizontal arrangement either partially or fully juxta-
posed. They found it of great value: “It often happens that I arrange my paper
documents in horizontal way on my normal desk and again push them together to
make a neat pile” as P1 stated. The fanned-out arrangement was found to be quite
impractical. Nevertheless, we found that the high degree of tangibility provided by
physical documents allows participants to easily change the arrangement of hybrid
piles.
2.6 Conclusion
Interactive tabletops are becoming more popular and widespread due to the new
interaction paradigm that they offer. Among others, enabling representation of dig-
ital media in a life-size way and providing a direct manipulation through multitouch
gestures are the most prominent advantages. As a result, researchers and practi-
tioners started exploiting them for information-based activities and providing digital
support for knowledge workers. Because of their table like form factor that allows
placement of physical next to digital media they become particularly of interest to
bridge the gap between these two realms.
In this chapter we approached bridging this gap by exploring the concurrent
use of physical and digital media on interactive tabletops. Through a user study
we looked at how people naturally work in such hybrid settings and what are the
emerging challenges. We observed that people organized both types of documents
as they do in the real world: spatially grouped documents in form of piles that are
semantically related. Hybrid piles were the most salient form of organizing document
in hybrid tabletop setting. People frequently rearrange them in order to browse or
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obtain an overview of their documents. Moreover, it was found that interaction with
physical documents occurred mostly on the space above the surface. Despite the
easy and lightweight interactions with physical documents, interaction with hybrid
piles turned out to be cumbersome.
To mitigate these challenges, we contributed PaperTop, an interface consisted of
set of interaction and visualization concepts for facilitating common knowledge work
practices such as piling or grouping in hybrid tabletop settings. In our design we
particularly leveraged the tangibility offered by physical documents to provide intu-
itive means for controlling digital items. Based on spatial proximity of documents,
the techniques enabled easy creation, moving, deletion and rearranging hybrid piles.
We also designed an unobtrusive visualization technique that support the casual
and transient nature of piling. We leveraged the metaphor of bubble to monitor
the state of hybrid piles to the users. Once a hybrid pile is formed, a bubble like
visualization will surround the group items. It flexibly adapts its shape when people
engage with the pile.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the PaperTop interface we implemented all con-
cepts in a prototype system. It supports 3D usage of physical documents and keeps
track of all documents. Using this prototype we could evaluate our concept in early
feedback study in which we invited several HCI experts to examine the concepts.
The results of the study was promising and all experts appreciated the use of paper
documents as means for controlling the digital part of hybrid piles. It was found to
be intuitive and easily understandable.
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In the previous chapter, we addressed challenges emerging from the integration
of physical documents with interactive surfaces and proposed a set of physical in-
teraction concepts to support basic knowledge work practices such as grouping or
piling. While physical documents are the most essential and prominent element of
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knowledge work, they cohabit with many other everyday objects on tables. Tables
in the real world frequently clutter with people’s personal and work-related objects
– like a coffee cup, a wallet, a paper tray, etc.
The present chapter explores the integration of physical everyday objects with
interactive surfaces. As mentioned in the introduction of this thesis, this is an
essential step toward making horizontal interactive surfaces, real tables that can be
seamlessly integrated into everyday life. However, the presence of physical everyday
objects on today’s tabletop computers mars display and interaction with digital
contents. Physical objects may hide or partially occlude digital items, create issues
because users are unaware of the presence of occluded items, make access difficult,
and restrict screen areas for display and interaction.
In this chapter, we focus on physical occlusion problems. Based on an ex-
ploratory study, we contribute to the understanding of how people deal with oc-
clusion of screen contents by physical objects and identify emerging challenges. Our
analysis reveals a dual character of occlusion involving both inconvenient and de-
sirable aspects. People are willing to physically occlude digital content in order to
better manage their workspace, switch the task context and make meaningful col-
lections such as the hybrid piles addressed in the previous chapter. When needed
however, awareness about and access to the occluded objects turns out to be cum-
bersome. Moreover, physical objects hinder interactions with digital objects and
thus, organizing digital workspace becomes a tedious task.
To address these challenges, we propose ObjecTop, an occlusion management
framework mitigating the physical occlusion problem on hybrid interactive table-
tops. The framework consists of a set of interface concepts supporting awareness of,
access to and organization of digital objects while appreciating the positive semantic
aspects of occlusion. These concepts are informed by the arrangement of physical
objects on the tabletop surface and enable users to access occluded digital items.
The occlusion-aware interface concepts are iteratively designed and evaluated in two
design-implement-analyze cycles.
In summary, the main contributions of this chapter are
• exploring the impact of physical occlusion in hybrid tabletop settings on user’s
performance
• establishing a set of design requirements for hybrid tabletop systems mitigating
physical occlusion problems
• design and implementation of an occlusion management framework providing
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access-, awareness-, and organization-supporting interaction concepts
• examining the occlusion-aware interaction concepts through two user studies
iteratively
The structure of this chapter is as follows. In 3.1, we review previous work
that investigated the problems of occlusion in 2D windows desktop environments.
This is followed by discussing prior studies aiming to cope with occlusion caused
by people’s hands or forearms on touch- and pen-enabled displays as well as by
physical objects in hybrid tabletop environments. In 3.2, we present our occlusion-
related results from the exploratory study conducted in the previous chapter. In
addition, we conducted a second study in which we examine use of everyday objects
on interactive tabletops.
Based on the findings of both studies, a set of design requirements are listed
in 3.2.4 that set foundations for our occlusion management framework presented in
section 3.3. We then report user studies in which we evaluated our concepts and
techniques in 3.5. We close the chapter by a conclusion (3.6) and outlining future
directions.
Contribution Statement: Most of the work presented here is based
on and has been published in [Khalilbeigi 2013, Khalilbeigi 2012b]. I
am the first author on these publications. I have initiated and lead the
project. My co-authors have also contributed significantly. Master stu-
dents, Patrik Schmittat and Jan Riemann, have built and implemented
many aspects of the ObjecTop system. My supervisors, Jürgen Steimle,
Max Mühlhäuser, and James D. Hollan, have contributed to the design
of the system and on writing the papers.
3.1 Related Work
In this section, we review the state of the art in three research areas pertaining to the
occlusion problem in different settings. First, we revisit previous systems that dealt
with the problem of 2D digital occlusion in desktop computers. This is followed by
discussing studies that investigated occlusion caused by the hands and fingers while
using stylus-based or direct touch input modalities. Finally, the most related to
our work is those that coped with the problems of physical occlusion on interactive
surfaces. In the following we discuss previous work in each of these research areas
in turn.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: Transparetizing approaches to reveal hidden 2D content: (a) al-
pha blending and multiblending techniques used on the right- and left-side win-
dows accordingly [Baudisch 2004], (b) content-based transparentizing technique
[Waldner 2011].
3.1.1 Occlusion of Digital Objects
Digital occlusion has been a topic of research for a long time. There is a large
body of research investigating occlusion problems in 2D windowing and drawing
desktop environments. While not directly related to our focus i.e. hybrid tabletop
environments, we describe how a similar problem in mainstream 2D windowing
systems is mastered.
In a 2D window-based system, such as Microsoft Windows, the desktop workspace
of users can easily get cluttered with an array of application windows stacked on top
of each other. In order to access and interact with the underlying windows, users
either need to scale down the windows or retrieve them through special widgets like
the Windows taskbar or the MaxOS Dock. Several window management approaches
avoid this problem by cascading or tiling the windows in empty space on the desk-
top. Other approaches avoid digital occlusion by placing windows in regions with
the least occlusion [Bell 2001].
Another stream of research to cope with digital occlusion has focused on altering
the level of transparency of windows in order to reveal the underlying content.
Alpha blending [Porter 1984] makes the occluding digital content semi-transparent
to provide hints about the underlying contents. Harrison et al. [Harrison 1995]
examined a semi-transparent tool palette to allow two windows to be displayed
on the same piece of screen space and thus, reduce the need for switching between
overlapping windows. They found that 50% transparent palettes can greatly improve
workspace visibility without degrading icon selection performance.
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(a) Splat (b) Tumble
Figure 3.2: Splat and Tumble techniques presented by Ramos et al. [Ramos 2006]
Similarly Baudisch et al. [Baudisch 2004] proposed a multiblending technique
that uses a vector of blending weights, one for each class of features rather than a
single constant transparency value used in the alpha blending technique. Both tech-
niques are illustrated in figure 3.1a. Other approaches took the content of Windows
into consideration and designed more effective techniques that apply transparency
to, for instance only unimportant (white) window regions [Ishak 2004] or unimpor-
tant regions that are visually less salient [Waldner 2011] which is shown in figure
3.1b.
Researchers also investigated more sophisticated approaches. Ramos et al. [Ramos 2006]
presented two techniques named Tumbler and Splatter to support accessing and ma-
nipulation of occluded content in 2D drawings. The Splatter technique (cf. figure
3.2a) reveals the occluded content by spreading out the stacked objects while pre-
serving their shape and size. On the other hand, Tumbler (cf. figure 3.2b) is basically
a layered visualization which mainly preserves the z-value of stacked 2D objects on
each other. Authors have evaluated techniques in controlled experiment and found
that both techniques can co-exist and complement each other based on user’s task
and scenario.
While these approaches provided practical solutions for desktop computers to
be used with keyboard and mouse, they can rarely be employed for hybrid tabletop
computers. This is mainly because of the fact that digital objects cannot be dis-
played on physical ones. Nevertheless they guided the design of our techniques. In
particular, techniques presented in Ramos et al. [Ramos 2006] in which the under-
lying objects are uncovered by displacing from their original position to a nearest
non-occluded location. Moreover, the use of proxies in the Splat technique (cf. fig-
ure 3.2a) for selecting and manipulating occluded contents highly inspired our proxy
visualization described later on.
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3.1.2 Occlusion by Hands and Fingers
The advent of touch and pen-based interaction modalities has naturally resulted in
situations in which a portion of display content may get occluded by user’s finger,
hand and forearms. This gave rise to the same problems to that of physical occlusion
on hybrid tabletops. Therefore it is important to analyze previous work in this very
field of research and to set out design guidelines for our concepts.
Shift [Vogel 2007] addressed the problem of finger occlusion on small handheld
touch screen devices by displaying a callout showing a copy of the occluded screen
area and place it in a non-occluded screen area. The callout also shows a pointer
representing the selection point of the finger so that users can guide the pointer into
the target by moving their finger on the screen surface. The evaluation showed that
users can select small targets with much lower error rates that on an unaided touch
screen.
In an experiment Vogel et al. [Vogel 2009] showed that the hand and forearm
can occlude large portions of the tablet display while using a stylus. Based on their
analysis they presented a geometric model of the hand occlusion which can enable
new types of occlusion-aware interaction techniques on tablets. Building upon this,
Vogel et al. [Vogel 2010] proposed occlusion-aware interfaces which know what area
of the display is currently occluded using a real time reconfigurable geometric model
of the hand occlusion area on the display surface. Utilizing this knowledge, the in-
terface can represent the occluded content in non-occluded areas using a bubble-like
callout. In an experiment, the authors tested the technique in a simultaneous mon-
itoring task and found that the occlusion-aware technique can successfully mitigate
the effects of occlusion. The techniques include occlusion aware pop-ups, dragging,
and hidden widgets depicted in figure 3.3.
Occlusion from the hand on interactive tabletops has also drawn the attention
of researchers. Brandl et al. [Brandl 2009] present an adaptive menu placement
method based on the handedness of users. Their technique recognizes the occluded
area under the user’s hand based on direct pen and hand tracking on the tabletop.
A direction vector from the hand to the pen determines the correct orientation of
the menu. In this fashion, they designed a circular menu that avoids occlusions
caused by the user’s hand.
Wigdor et al. [Wigdor 2006] proposed a two-sided interactive tabletop that re-
ceives touch input from both the top and bottom surfaces of the table. Using the
bottom side of an interactive tabletop eliminates finger and hand occlusion while
touching the surface. Vogel et al. [Vogel 2012] presented results of user studies
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(a) Occlusion-aware pop-ups (b) Occlusion-aware dragging
(c) Hidden widget
Figure 3.3: Occlusion-aware technique designs proposed by Vogel et al. [Vogel 2010]
in which they examine the shape of the hand and forearm occlusion on the multi-
touch table for different touch contact types and tasks (tapping, dragging, rotating,
and scaling). By analyzing the shapes of mean occlusion silhouette visualizations
they found common characteristics across people, postures, and tasks. Based on
their study results they propose occlusion-awareness templates for designers that
use dimension-calibrated images to show areas that may be occluded relative to
the expected contact centroid. These templates guide occlusion-related decisions –
for instance, in placement of application widgets in non-occluded areas. Recently,
Adachi et al. [Adachi 2013a] proposed using the forearm as an interactive surface
that is very easy to access and an occlusion-free area for displaying context menu
while working on tabletops.
In summary, we have seen that the finger, hand and forearm considerably occlude
display content while interacting with bare fingers or a stylus [Vogel 2009]. We are
also inspired by the general strategy to cope with physical body occlusion, which
first identifies the occluded area and then visualizes a callout that shows a copy of
the occluded screen placed in a non-occluded area. It was also found that despite
distinct shapes, hand postures have common elements – like a hand blob and a
protruding forearm, which mainly occlude display areas while doing dragging and
tapping tasks [Vogel 2012]. These findings guided the design of our occlusion-aware
techniques.
3.1.3 Occlusion of Physical Objects
Finally, the most related sets of previous work are those that investigated problems of
physical occlusion on tabletop displays. In the recent decade, work is emerging that
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Figure 3.4: Overview of occlusion management techniques presented by Javed et al.
[Javed 2011]. The large gray rectangle represents the footprint of a physical object
placed on a tabletop display.
partially addresses the problem space of physical occlusion. Javed et al. [Javed 2011]
presented six different techniques to address occlusion in a physical-virtual setting.
The techniques are depicted in figure 3.4. Each of these techniques helps users deal
with a single issue – such as identifying or accessing occluded digital objects. The
techniques are evaluated through two experiments in a simulated hybrid setting
using virtual occluders, but no physical objects. Experiments focus on guided and
unguided visual search tasks with various numbers and sizes of occluded objects.
Their results indicate that techniques that consume less space and provide less visual
clutter are in general more promising. The study shed light on the characteristics
of each individual technique and inspired the design of some of our techniques.
The goal of the SnapRail [Furumi 2012] interface was to alleviate the visibil-
ity and manipulability problems of virtual objects occluded by physical objects on
tabletops. The interface is basically a rail widget that appears around the phys-
ical occluder. Once occlusion happens, occluded virtual items are automatically
rearranged and snapped around the rail widget. Users can then browse the virtual
elements along the rail widget. A preliminary user study of the SnapRail interface
showed that it was easy to use and received positive feedback from participants.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: (a) Five different zones found in Tabard’s work [Tabard 2013] on which
participants placed physical objects and (b) a user-drawn menu designed by Lei-
thinger et al. [Leithinger 2007] using a stylus
Tabard et al. [Tabard 2013] investigated how users managed physical and digital
objects during the 16-week deployment of a tabletop in a biology lab setting. The
study was conducted on the eLabBench [Tabard 2012] tabletop system to support
synthetic biologists. For the study, four participants used the eLabBench, covering
15 hours of bench work, extending over five sessions each lasting from 8 to 30
minutes. Based on analyzing video codes, their results revealed that on average,
15% of the tabletop screen was occluded at any point in time. They found five
different tabletop zones where participants placed objects as illustrated in figure
3.5a:
1. long term storage: outside of tabletop screen, in which no occlusion occurred
2. storage: areas located at a far distance to users
3. observation: areas for short and transient observation
4. digital: where digital objects are mainly used
5. interaction: where small physical objects are frequently placed and used.
Based on their results, they suggested that occlusion management techniques
should either limit distractions as new objects are put on the table or avoid occlusion
rather than focus on reacting to it.
Other researchers have proposed approaches to occlusion avoidance for hybrid
tabletop settings. Cotting and Gross [Cotting 2006] introduced environment-aware
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display bubbles that aim at significantly enhancing the flexibility, interactivity, and
adaptivity of displays. They described a top-projection display metaphor that au-
tomatically projects free-form bubbles on a tabletop. Using a warping approach
the display content is represented by multiple bubble forms that can elastically be
manipulated.
Leithinger et al. [Leithinger 2007] investigated digital menu representation on
mixed digital-physical tabletops. In contrast to automatic placement, they pre-
sented a user-driven approach in which users, using a stylus, draw menus of custom
shapes around areas that may be occluded by physical objects (cf. figure 3.5b). In
this way, users can simply draw an occlusion-free menu with less confusion. Their
design also requires less technical computations for automatic recognition of phys-
ical objects. They proposed four different metaphors derived from natural ways of
spreading information. They compared these techniques with traditional pie and
pop-up menus in normal and cluttered environments. Their techniques showed a
significant reduction of time in cluttered settings.
Freeman et al. [Freeman 2013] presented a technique to find uncovered areas
on a tabletop surface to represent occluded content. Their technique first detects
the footprint of physical objects atop the tabletop using a blob detection algorithm,
and constructs a binary matrix that shows occluded areas of the display. Using this
matrix, it is then possible to search for the largest unoccluded rectangular area that
is suitable for presenting information.
3.1.4 Summary
Table 3.1 summarizes the examination of the related work discussed above. In this
section, we analyzed related work in three different areas. We first revisited previous
work that dealt with occlusion in 2D digital environments. Although not directly
related to the challenges created by physical occlusion, these studies motivated us to
use a proxy-like representation of occluded items as a means to aid ease of access. We
then review prior studies that addressed challenges raised by physical body occlusion
on touch- and stylus-based displays. It was found that an ample amount of display
gets occluded while interacting with such displays. We moreover learned that the
callout visualization is a promising way to visualize occluded content. Finally, we
discussed previous works addressing problems of physical occlusion. We learned
that techniques that consume less space and introduce less visual clutter are more
promising for general tabletop applications. Our analysis of the literature in this
field also revealed that occlusion management techniques should limit distractions
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 A proxy-like representation of occluded items eases accessing of occluded ob-
jects. Callout visualization is suitable for displaying occluded content on occlusion-
free areas. Techniques that consume less space and introduce less visual clutter are promis-
ing for general tabletop applications. Occlusion-aware systems should limit distractions caused by the system. In addition to supporting awareness of and access to occluded objects, an oc-
clusion management system should support interaction with and organization
of digital objects. Previous studies have not been examined in true hybrid settings with everyday
objects. None of the previous studies compared their system with the natural way of
coping with occlusion (i.e., moving or lifting physical occluders). Prior occlusion avoidance systems do not allow for intentional occlusion.
Table 3.1: Summary of the state-of-the-art analysis. s indicate important findings
from the literature analysis that we considered in our interaction design, and s are
lacking features that are addressed with our contributions in this chapter
caused by the system.
The present chapter significantly extends the previous work in three distinct
ways. First, our contributions present an integrated interactive solution and tech-
niques for hybrid tabletop settings that seamlessly supports awareness, access, and
interaction with virtual objects as well as their organization. Second, we study our
interaction concepts in a true hybrid setting using everyday physical objects. This
enables assessing the influence of physical properties of various physical objects on
the strategies users employ to cope with occlusion. Third, our evaluation compares
the techniques with the natural way of coping with occlusion of everyday physical
objects: moving or lifting the occluder. To our knowledge, this is the first such
study. Furthermore, in contrast to the occlusion-avoidance approaches, we allow for
intentionally occluding digital objects and at the same time provide occlusion-aware
support.
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3.2 Understanding Physical Occlusion on Tabletops
In this section, our goal is to address the impact of physical occlusion in hybrid table-
top settings and identify emerging challenges. Toward this goal, two steps are taken.
First, we report occlusion-related results of the study described in the previous chap-
ter (see 2.2). We analyze how physical occlusion influenced common activities and
interaction with digital objects – such as selecting, zooming, or moving. Since the
study involved only printed documents, we carried out another exploratory study
incorporating various physical everyday objects, as our second step. We then com-
pile findings of both studies into a set of design requirements that set the basis for
our physical interaction concepts, presented later in this chapter.
3.2.1 Results of the Hybrid Media Study
As we mentioned in 2.2, one of our main objectives was to analyze the impact of
occlusion on interaction with digital objects. As was expected, we observed that the
presence of physical documents on the interactive surface restricted the interaction
with digital objects. In the following, we present our results on how physical occlu-
sion influenced the common activities of accessing (selecting), zooming, moving and
grouping digital items. Note that descriptions of the study methodology, design,
and data analysis are described in 2.2.1.
Accessing Occluded Documents
Occlusion was most salient in our data when users wanted to access a digital item
partly or entirely occluded by physical items. In order to analyze strategies used
for accessing digital items, we characterized each selection activity from the video
recordings. We noted the strategy used, characteristics of the occlusion (percentage
of occlusion, number of occluding items), as well as features of the surrounding
tabletop surface (percentage covered by physical and digital items).
Figure 3.6 depicts the four strategies we identified and their frequencies. The
most frequent strategy (42%) was picking up the occluding physical item(s) so that
the digital item became visible. A second strategy (28%) involved dragging the
digital item to a non-occluded tabletop zone, the physical item resting untouched.
Moving the occluding physical item(s) instead of the digital one was a third strategy
(27%). A final strategy (3%) consisted of moving both the physical and the digital
items concurrently to remove occlusion. Participants leveraged the affordance of
physical items to be moved not only on a flat surface but in all three dimensions.
In addition, they performed a considerable number of bimanual hybrid interac-
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Figure 3.6: Strategies used for selecting occluded digital items [Steimle 2010b]
tions (28% of all instances). These involve manipulating physical items with one
hand, while the other hand interacts with digital items. While we observed symmet-
ric bimanual interactions, asymmetric interactions were more frequent. Participants
typically picked up the physical item(s) with one hand (typically the non-dominant
hand) and kept them in this hand while using the other hand to interact with the
digital item (e.g., zooming). Finally, they placed the physical item(s) back on the
surface.
The selection of one of the aforementioned strategies highly depended on the
degree of occlusion. If the amount of occlusion was higher, users tended to pick
up the physical item(s), whereas in cases of less occlusion, users preferred to move
physical or digital items on the surface. This correlation between degree of occlusion
and picking up physical item(s) was highly significant (r = .53, p < .001, N = 60).
It was also highly significant for the degree to which the area surrounding the digital
item was occluded by physical items (r = .48, p < .001, N = 60).
We also analyzed how the selection affects the overall hybrid arrangement of
items. Groups should remain groups and should not be altered by a selection activ-
ity. We observed that the overall arrangement of items remained the same before
and after the selection if the digital item was occluded by only one item or by several
unordered items. Afterward, the occluding items could be easily placed back in the
correct arrangement after selection.
Zooming
In general, participants frequently enlarged digital items in order to read the con-
tents. If one or more physical items were close by, enlarging could lead to occlusion.
We observed 23 instances of occlusion resulting from enlarging. On average, 30%
of the item’s surface was occluded (SD = 15%), with a maximum occlusion of 70%.
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Despite the considerable amount of occlusion, participants did not find it to be
problematic.
Since the tasks (for grouping and comparing) required access to specific informa-
tion that was contained at similar positions on each document, participants could
perform the pinch gesture to enlarge the document where the information was as-
sumed to be located. While the document was being enlarged, the outer portions
of the document expanded and moved under nearby physical items. The position
of interest remained at the same non-occluded location and could easily be read. If
the task required skimming or reading the entire document, occlusion turned out to
be more problematic.
Enlarging items that were partially occluded at their outer edges resulted in a
cluttered view. The physical arrangement did not clearly convey whether the occlu-
sion was accidental or the items were purposely arranged in an overlapping manner
to express a relationship. To avoid this ambiguity, in 65% of all instances partici-
pants immediately scaled down the item once they had read the information. Often
enlarging, reading and scaling were performed in one integrated interaction using
a single continuous pinch gesture. It is likely that zooming will be a less frequent
activity in future tabletops, which will offer a higher resolution. Nevertheless, en-
larging a view or an individual element is an important activity with many types of
documents and visualizations, independent of the resolution available.
Moving
Moving items is a core interaction for managing a workspace. However, when using
touch interaction to drag a digital item, one cannot move it across positions occluded
by physical items. We were interested in how users would deal with this situation.
Figure 3.7 (left) depicts the three different strategies we observed and their fre-
quencies. The most frequent strategy (48%) consisted of moving the digital item
around the physical item. If this move-around approach would be tedious or even
impossible, participants frequently leveraged hybrid bimanual interactions. In or-
der to remove any obstacles in the motion path, they picked up the physical item
with the non-dominant hand, moved the digital item with the dominant hand to its
target position, and then placed the physical item back on the table. This strategy
was used not only when a single item created the occlusion but also when entire
piles had to be picked up. A third strategy involved first moving the physical item
on the surface to free the path before dragging the digital item to its target position.
Piling
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Figure 3.7: Strategies used for moving digital items over occluded positions on the
tabletop surface [Steimle 2010b]
Participants’ interactions with hybrid piles demonstrate that they intentionally gen-
erate occlusion by placing physical media items on top of digital media items. This
spatial organization serves to represent and highlight a meaningful relation between
the elements of a pile and thus rather than being problematic provides a visible rep-
resentation of a conceptual relationship. As a consequence, it seems appropriate to
distinguish between semantically meaningful forms of occlusion and forms that do
not express semantic meaning. Occlusion in a hybrid pile can be semantically mean-
ingful and desired by the user when creating the pile which we provided support in
the previous chapter.
In addition to this positive semantic aspect of occlusion, problematic features
were also evidenced. Once a hybrid pile was created, physical items often entirely
covered the underlying digital items. As a consequence, there was no indication that
there were digital items hidden under physical ones. In interviews, five participants
reported this to be highly problematic. In order to indicate the presence of digital
items, three participants slightly displaced the physical items of a hybrid pile so
that the digital items remained visible.
3.2.2 Interim Summary
The results of the study revealed that users are willing to physically occlude digital
contents in order to better manage their workspace. Moreover, when coping with
occlusion, participants had highly effective strategies that rely on bimanual inter-
actions. In general we found two main strategies for accessing occluded objects:
moving or lifting physical documents, and dragging out digital items. The selec-
tion of strategies highly depended on the degree of occlusion as well as surrounding
occlusion. Zooming of digital occlusion often resulted to occlusion and a cluttered
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3 Presence of physical documents hindered interaction with and display of digital
ones
3 Two strategies was found to access an occluded object:
–moving or lifting physical objects
–dragging out digital objects
3 The degree of surrounding occlusion significantly influenced what strategies to
employ
3 Zooming digital documents often resulted in occlusion and a cluttered view
3 Moving digital objects was found to be cumbersome and ineffective
Table 3.2: Summary of physical occlusion-related results from the hybrid media
usage study
view. Regarding moving digital objects across the tabletop surface, our analysis
underscore moving around physical objects as the most frequent approach. Table
3.2 summarize the results of this study.
3.2.3 Second Exploratory Study
In this exploratory study, our main objective was to gain insights about how people
interact with digital objects together with various everyday physical objects – such
as books, coffee cup, and laptop. We recruited six volunteer participants from our
university department. One participant was female the rest male with a mean age
of 28 years. All participants were familiar with interactive tabletops. In the study,
we used a Samsung SUR40 tabletop running a Bing sample application, allowing
users to search for images and geographical locations using the Bing Internet search
engine. Query results included images and maps snippets with which users could
interact using common multitouch gestures. The study involved single-user sessions
that lasted approximately one hour.
We asked participants to organize a mid-size academic conference in the local
city. This required participants to look for suitable hotels, a conference location,
and a place for a social event. Participants were asked to physically document
their results and draw a map of the locations using a pen and paper along with
presenting their visual search results. In order to create a realistic hybrid setting,
participants were encouraged to bring and place their everyday objects – such as
cell phones, wallets, or coffee cups – on the display surface. Since there was no
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textual search provided in the sample application, an iPad was also supplied in case
users needed to textually search for further information about hotels or locations.
Following completion of the task, a semi-structured interview was conducted with
each participant. Sessions were videotaped. We present the main results of this and
previous studies and summarize as a set of requirements, presented next.
3.2.4 Requirements
Based on the results of both studies, we derived a set design requirements. Note that
the results of the second study are categorized and integrated into the requirements.
We also discuss previous work related to each of the requirements to see whether it
has been addressed before.
R1. Support the positive aspects of occlusion
We frequently observed participants concealing digital objects for various purposes.
For example, they did this to hide objects no longer being used following a focus
or task switch, to reduce visual complexity of the workspace, or to group or pile
a set of digital and physical objects. Participants (P2, P3, P5, P6) pointed out
other situations in which they would want to deliberately hide an object, similar to
minimizing a window in a WIMP interface. Similar to our findings from the previous
study, participants also mentioned that techniques – such as automatic relocation
of occluded objects – that do not adequately take useful functions of occlusion into
account might be troublesome and decrease the feeling of workspace control.
Participants also confirmed the importance of accessibility and awareness of oc-
cluded objects and emphasized that visual clutter should be minimized. P3 added,
“Having a mixed set of digital and physical objects overlapping one another does al-
ready [create] a lot of visual clutter. Adding a heavy system support [visualization]
can make it worse!” This accords with the findings of Javed et al. [Javed 2011] and
their suggestion to provide lightweight awareness techniques for tabletop applica-
tions.
Therefore, hybrid tabletop systems should indicate the presence of occluded
items while respecting positive aspects of occlusion – as a concrete example, by
displaying a halo around a physical item that fully occludes one or more digital doc-
uments. Moreover, selecting occluded items should be made easier to accomplish.
Interfaces should permit users to temporarily display occluded items (perhaps as
the result of hovering) at non-occluded positions to enable easy selection.
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Figure 3.8: Occlusion continuous spectrum
R2. Support occlusion-aware workspace management
Our observations and participants’ feedback revealed that to support effective work
in hybrid environments requires not only providing awareness of hidden digital
objects but also facilitating organizing and structuring the entire workspace. P3
showed moving a digital object through several physical objects and stated, “Moving
this digital one in the hybrid setup is like playing a maze game. This is suboptimal
and tedious in contrast to the fast digital move gesture.” Ideally users should be
able to relocate, pile, and structure virtual objects as easily as when there are no
physical objects present on the tabletop surface.
R3. Reflect the continuous spectrum of occlusion
Once occlusion takes place, the severity of it can be assessed by measuring the
covered-to-total-area ratio of the occluded item. We observed that occlusion occurs
in varying degrees, ranging from full occlusion, with occluded objects not visible at
all, to partial occlusion, to full visible. In addition, partially occluded elements can
be identifiable or unidentifiable and accessible for manipulation or not. In general,
we can classify different degrees of occlusion as a spectrum. An illustration of the
different degrees can be seen in figure 3.8:
(a) All parts of the digital item are fully visible. There is no occlusion taking place.
This degree is only stated for completeness.
(b) The occluded item is identifiable and interactable however some areas are cov-
ered.
(c) Some areas of the occluded item are jagged out so that the occlusion is still
visible and the user can perceive that something is being occluded. In this
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level, the occluded item is mostly not easily accessible because of the high
ratio of occlusion.
(d) The occluded item is fully occluded, and the user is unaware of it.
Occlusion-aware tabletop systems need to provide appropriate levels of infor-
mation about occluded objects and ways to manipulate them. In addition, how
occluded objects are represented should be sensitive to context and user task (see
the next requirement).
R4. Reflect relevance of items
We observed that participants occasionally switch between items to complete their
task. Items with higher relevance regarding the user’s current context are more
likely to be frequently selected. If the newly selected item is currently occluded, the
user has to first resolve the occlusion in order to continue his task. This disruption
can quickly become bothersome and can deteriorate structuring of the workspace.
We infer that occluding relevant items to the user’s current task might more bother-
some. One solution when occlusions are cumbersome is to recognize the relevance of
occluded items. There exist multiple primitive ways to approximate this property:
• Measuring how frequent an object is used. Occluded items with a high usage
frequency likewise hold a high relevance.
• The current field of view or focal point of the user may give an indication on
which items the user currently focuses on.
• Spatial location of occlusion on the tabletop surface can provide for a direct
estimation of the item’s relevance. This is only possible since users structure
their workspaces based on distance to themselves.
Occlusion-aware technique should take the relevance factor into considerations
and appropriately react to the occlusion.
R5. Support various resolving strategies
In the study we observed that participants employ three generic strategies to cope
with occlusion. As illustrated in figure 3.9, these are:
(a) Relocating physical occluders (i.e., moving, sliding, or lifting the obstructing
objects).
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(b) Manipulating occluded items (i.e., dragging out digital items). This is only
possible when at least some edges of the occluded item are visible.
(c) Applying a hybrid strategy (i.e., a combination of the above strategies per-
formed as a bimanual interaction to resolve occlusion). Typically, it is com-
posed of two actions concurrently: dragging out the desired digital item while
relocating the physical occluder to free the space. Another hybrid strategy
that we observed was peeling back a corner or side of a physical object (such
as sheets of paper) while dragging out the underlying digital item.
Figure 3.9: Generic strategies to resolve an occlusion: (a) relocating physical object,
(b) dragging out occluded digital object, (c) and (d) hybrid bimanual strategies
involving dragging out digital object and, at the same time, moving or lifting the
physical occluder
Post-discussions with participants revealed that relocating physical objects to
access the digital objects is the most natural way of coping with occlusion. The
two other strategies turned out to be more cumbersome, and participants suggested
that a potential system support should provide possibilities to alleviate dragging out
digital objects or performing a hybrid strategy, particularly when digital objects are
fully occluded.
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R6. Support occlusion at different scopes
Discussion with participants revealed that system solution to cope with occlusion
problems can be designed at different scopes. Occlusion can be considered individu-
ally for individual occluded items, locally for one occlusion group and globally over
the whole table. Each scale has its own benefits and is better suited for particular
tasks. For instance, in case of search tasks, there should be a possibility to resolve
occlusion globally assisting the user in gaining a thorough overview.
R7. Provide physical anchors
Participants frequently expressed that in a hybrid setting physical objects are dom-
inant. P2 said, “Physical objects are graspable and always atop the digital items
and this makes manipulation of them much easier.” Participants suggested explicit
interactions – such as linking and moving multiple virtual objects using a physical
object.
Table 3.3 provides a summary of the aforementioned requirements and the extent
to which they are supported in the related work. We also show which of our them
are met by previous work from section 2.1 and list our respective contribution of
this thesis to overcome limitations of previous work. Our intent is not to mimic
R1–R7 in our designs directly, but rather to use them as rationale for our concepts.
Moreover, some of the requirements did not strike us as important observations until
after we had designed and evaluated our techniques. In the next section, where our
occlusion-aware concepts are presented, we will refer to each of the requirement that
is supported by our designs.
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Requirements Supported
by previ-
ous work?
Contribution of
ObjecTop
R1 Support the positive as-
pects of occlusion #
ObjecTop interface allows
for occluding digital ob-
jects
R1a Support easy and quick ac-
cess to occluded items G#
ObjecTop provides support
for awareness of and access-
ing to occluded items
R1b Minimize visual clutter of
workspace G#
Halo visualization intro-
duces less visual clutter
R2 Support occlusion-aware
workspace management #
ObjecTop offers a set of
organization-supporting
techniques
R3 Reflect the continuous
spectrum of occlusion G#
The gradual access tech-
nique enables semantically
zooming into occluded ob-
jects before full access
R4 Reflect relevance of items
#
ObjecTop represents var-
ious levels of awareness
about occluded objects
based on their proximity
to the user
R5 Support various resolving
strategies #
ObjecTop facilitates both
dragging out and hybrid
strategies
R6 Support occlusion at differ-
ent scopes #
Access-supporting tech-
niques assist resolving
occlusion in various scopes
R7 Provide physical anchors
G#
Hybrid binding gestures al-
lows for persistently bind-
ing digital to physical ob-
jects
Table 3.3: Overview of our requirements for occlusion-aware tabletop interfaces and
the extend to which they are covered in the previous work. #and G#show whether the
requirements have partially been addressed in the previous work or not, respectively.
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3.3 ObjecTop: An Occlusion Management Framework
In response to the key requirements established in section 3.2, we propose ObjecTop
as an occlusion management framework for hybrid tabletop systems. It consists of a
set of visualizations and interaction concepts supporting knowledge workers in such
settings for the following basic practices:
• obtaining awareness about and overview of digital occluded items
• accessing and selecting occluded digital items
• interacting with digital objects across physical objects
We first present the general visualization concepts that provide awareness about
occluded items, particularly including proxy representation of occluded items. We
then describe two access-supporting techniques – namely, DragView and Pressview.
Finally, we present the organization-supporting techniques, which include teleport,
remote zooming, hybrid piling or hiding, and binding.
3.3.1 Awareness-Supporting Concepts
Recalling R1, we design our occlusion-aware techniques in a way that they support
the duality of occlusion. This means that our solution considers and allows for em-
ploying both the positive as well as negative aspects of occlusion. The ObjecTop
system allows users to intentionally occlude digital items for the purpose of man-
aging space or deliberately hiding items. Thus, once occlusion takes place, we do
not automatically relocate the digital objects. Instead, the system informs users
by showing unobtrusive visualizations of occlusion and representing occluded items
through proxies.
Proxy
Informed by the literature analysis (3.1), we employ a proxy-like representation of
occluded items (cf. figure 3.11) which is basically a semantically scaled represen-
tation of the actual item. Proxies serve two main purposes – namely, delivering
an adequate level of awareness to users about occluded digital items and providing
an additional strategy to resolve occlusion (see access-supporting concepts). Typi-
cally, they are placed on the nearest edge of the physical occluder and therefore the
spatial relationship between occluded items and physical occluder is preserved. As
an example, figure 3.10 shows that the media player is occluded and its proxy is
visualized right on top of the occluder edge.
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However, in situations where there is not enough space to place the proxy right on
the nearest edge of occluder (due to, for instance, surrounding occlusion or tabletops’
edges) it is placed far from the actual object. Figure 3.10 illustrates an example that
due to the lack of enough space near to the edge of tabletop, the proxy is located far
from the occluded image object. To mitigate this problem, we designed a beam that
connects the proxy with its actual occluded item to convey some spatial information
about occlusion. The direction of the line indicates the orientation to which the
occluded item is placed. The width of the line also gives a rough estimation of how
far the proxy and the actual object are from each other. The beam helps users
to approximate where an occluded object is located under a physical occluder and
could potentially support users in moving the occluder to resolve occlusion (R5).
Figure 3.10: Proxy placement – beam connects the actual object and its proxy repre-
sentation (Highlighted objects indicated by dashed lines on the book and document
are not part of the interface and are added in Photoshop for ease of understanding.)
Drawing upon R3, proxies can represent different levels of awareness about the
occluded object. It ranges from showing no information about the hidden objects
to uncovering the original object with various intermediate levels in between. We
represent this spectrum by three main levels as depicted in figure 3.11:
Presence provides presence information about an occluded item under the physical
object. This includes the type, number and rough location of occluded objects.
This level minimizes visual clutter, providing only an indication of the presence
of occluded objects.
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Figure 3.11: Different levels of detail represented by the proxy
Identity showing information about the type and identity of the occluded objects
– such as the icon and the name – so that users can identify the occluded
object.
Interactivity shows detailed preview information – such as a thumbnail or minia-
ture version of the occluded object. Similar to the thumbnail view on the
Windows Taskbar, it provides basic functions so that users can interact with
an occluded object without retrieving it. Although this representation occu-
pies more space than the other awareness levels, it supports a high level of
engagement with the occluded objects.
Full access the occluded object is detached from the halo and moved to a position
outside the area of the occluder.
The selection of varying levels of detail depends on the importance or relevance
(R4) of the occluded objects to the context of the user. Since tabletops enable a
spatial arrangement of digital and physical objects on their surface, the degree of
importance of occluded objects is determined by their proximity to the user. Based
on the in-depth analysis of Sellen and Harper on physical workspaces [Sellen 2003]
as well as findings from the study on reachability for tabletops [Toney 2006], we
feature three functional zones based on the distance to the user:
Active nearest zone to the user within the arm reach. Objects placed on this zone
(physical or digital) are highly related to the context of users and frequently
used. In this zone, when a physical object occludes a digital one, the highest
level of awareness (i. e. the interactivity level) is shown by the proxy. Thus,
the user can quickly find and engage with the occluded objects that are highly
related to her context.
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Figure 3.12: Proxy representations on each functional zone
Intermediate is a zone at arm’s reach for temporarily placing objects that are not
needed. Once occlusion occurs, the proxy provides awareness such that users
can easily identify digital objects
Storage this is the farthest area on tabletop where the user can reach objects by
leaning over the tabletop and is used for long-term storage of objects. In the
case of occlusion, only a halo is represented indicating the presence of occluded
objects.
These zones are illustrated in 3.12. By mapping different levels of detail to
the different zones, the system offers a trade-off across the tabletop zones between
user’s intention as well as introducing visual clutter by the proxy representation.
This means that although the interactivity level introduces more visual clutter in
the active zone, it facilitates user to effectively interact with the frequently used
occluded digital and physical objects. For the objects occluded farthest away and
less frequently needed by the user, the system provides low-level representation thus,
less visual clutter is introduced.
Displaying the basic proxy representation enables design of access- and organization-
supporting techniques discussed in the next sections.
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Figure 3.13: Accessing an occluded document by dragging out the proxy
3.3.2 Access-Supporting Concepts
In this section, we present interaction concepts and techniques to support accessing
occluded digital items. These techniques are particularly designed to support resolv-
ing strategies identified in our study (R5). We first present DragView, a technique
to support dragging out digital items, followed by the PressView technique (i.e., a
pressure-based physical interaction helping users to bimanually resolve occlusion).
Moreover, each of the techniques provides consistent and intuitive ways for resolving
occlusion at various tabletop scopes (R6).
DragView
As mentioned above, proxies not only provide primitive awareness of occluded ob-
jects but also enable access to them. In our design we leverage the natural metaphor
of dragging out to enable a peak under the digital items covered by a physical oc-
cluder. Our design provides gradual access to occluded objects. While the user
is dragging an individual proxy, interactive previews of increasing levels of detail
are shown before eventually displaying the object itself in full detail. Inspired by
semantic zooming notions, the four levels of detail described above are supported
(R4): presence, identity, interactivity, and full access. If a user releases an object
before it is moved to full access, the object automatically snaps back to the presence
representation. The gradual access technique is illustrated in figure 3.13.
Our framework differentiates from the one presented by Javed et al. [Javed 2011]
mainly in two main respects. First, in their work, each occlusion level is supported by
one or more techniques individually. Those techniques that support either presence
or identification level (for instance, Glow, Icon, Pile, Minimap, shown in figure 3.4)
do not support interactivity or access to occluded objects.
Second, other techniques such as Move and Replicate described in their work,
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enable full access to the occluded objects by always moving them to non-occluded
areas. As already noted in the related work section, this approach consumes a great
amount of space and introduces high amount of visual clutter. In contrast, our
proxy representation provides presence and identity while minimizing visual clutter
and, at the same time, allows users to gradually access various levels of detail of
occluded objects. Moreover, the gradual access offers a lightweight way to peek at
an occluded item or an entire occlusion group at the desired level of detail.
PressView
Based on our study findings, we design an interaction technique called PressView
that supports a hybrid strategy to access occluded objects. In response to R5, it
leverages and combines both physical manipulation of occluders and the digital drag-
out technique. Inspired by wringing out as a metaphor, the user can press down the
physical occluder lightly such that the proxies representing the underlying objects
would temporary squeeze out (i.e., showing more levels of detail). This technique
also supports resolving occlusion in different scopes (R6).
When the PressView is applied on a single side of the occluder, only those
proxies will show up that are positioned near to that side. In order to get an overall
preview of all occluded objects, users can perform the PressView roughly around
the center of the occluder. Pressing on an empty space on the tabletop gives users
a global overview of all occluded objects. While the PressView is active, users can
drag one or multiple proxies out in order to directly access the original object, thus
supporting a bimanual resolve of occlusion (R5). The applied force by the user can
also be mapped to the degree of awareness represented by the proxy (i.e., as the
user presses more the proxy more information about occluded items).
The PressView technique offers three main advantages. First, it does not require
any graphical widgets to be displayed on the tabletop nor any complex gesture
for triggering it. Second, it easily supports resolving occlusion in situations when
moving the physical occluder is barely possible, either because of heavy or complex
occluders (such as a laptop or a thick book) or due to a specific arrangement of
multiple occluders (such as a number of sorted paper documents).
Third, in 2D desktop environments one of the common activities is to find and
retrieve a specific window amongst all hidden overlapped windows. In order to do
so, users need first to obtain an overview of all open windows and then select the one
they searched for. With current window management systems this can be efficiently
achieved by tiling (Expose mode in Mac OS) or cascading (like Windows Flip 3D) all
open windows. The PressView technique resembles and supports the same behavior
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(a) PressView on the side (b) PressView on the center
(c) Global PressView
Figure 3.14: The PressView technique resolves occlusion at various scopes on the
tabletop
in hybrid tabletop settings by enabling users to get a global overview of all occluded
objects.
3.3.3 Organization-Supporting Concepts
Organizing information and objects on the physical desktop is a semantically valu-
able and common activity [Mander 1992]. Knowledge workers frequently organize
information in form of piles or loose groups on their workspace. While such activities
are well-supported in only physical or only digital settings, our interaction concepts
presented in this section aim to support such frequent organizational activities in
hybrid tabletop settings. The key principle used in the design of our technique is
based on Guiard’s seminal work [Guiard 1987] in which he introduced the Kine-
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Figure 3.15: Teleport gesture – tripod finger gesture indicates the destination, and
digital documents are flicked toward the destination using the dominant hand
matic chain model for asymmetric bimanual interaction. According to this model,
the roles of the two hands are such that the non-dominant hand sets the frame of
reference in which the dominant hand operates.
We take advantage of two-handed interaction and design a set of multitouch
gestures in which the non-dominant hand indicates a destination or selects an ob-
ject while the dominant hand performs a specific gesture to accomplish a task. The
bimanualism incorporated in the design of organizational techniques increases the
reachability of users across all tabletop zones. In the following, we in turn describe
three organizational techniques that facilitate hybrid moving, zooming, piling, and
binding.
Teleport
Moving is one of the most frequent activities when dealing with either physical or
digital objects. In hybrid settings, however, moving of digital objects can become
challenging due to the presence of physical objects on tabletops. Physical objects
may block the path across which a virtual object can be dragged. Users need to
either move the physical object out of the away or move along a less direct path.
We designed a bimanual moving technique called Teleport : one hand indicates the
destination with a tripod-like, three-finger gesture, and the other hand flicks the
object toward the finger tripod (R2). This interaction is depicted in figure 3.15.
In comparison with free-flicking gestures, Teleport is more precise by specifically
indicating the destination. This is critical in hybrid settings, as otherwise flicked
objects could end up covered by an occluder. In addition, it can be employed to
quickly collect many digital objects in a pile, by flicking multiple digital objects
from across the tabletop to the same destination.
Remote Zooming
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If several physical objects cover a tabletop area, there might not be sufficient uncov-
ered adjacent display space available for gradually accessing occluded items using
drag-out or pressure-based accessing techniques. We designed a bimanual gesture
that enables users to remotely inspect occluded objects on any empty spot on the
tabletop surface (R2). While touching an individual proxy with one hand, the other
hand performs a pinch gesture on any other area of the tabletop display as depicted
in figure 3.16. The temporary view is placed slightly off the center of the pinch
gesture to ensure it is not obstructed by the user’s hand and fingers. Users can
also inspect multiple items in series by sequentially referencing on them using their
dominant hand.
Figure 3.16: Remote zooming gesture – the user first indicates the proxy and then
performs a pinch gesture to zoom into the document on an empty space of tabletop
Hybrid Piling
Another common workspace organizing activity is piling or stacking to create groups
of physical and/or digital objects [Mander 1992] or to reduce visual clutter by de-
liberately hiding objects underneath other objects. To support this activity, users
can perform a simplified variant of the Teleport gesture by placing one or two fin-
gers on the halo (or close to the edge of the physical occluder) and performing a
flicking gesture. The technique is illustrated in figure 3.17. In this way users can
create hybrid piles or deliberately hide one or multiple virtual objects underneath a
physical one (R1).
Hybrid Binding
People frequently bind or associate physical objects to one another, for instance, by
stapling multiple sheets of paper together or by sticking Post-it notes onto docu-
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Figure 3.17: Hybrid piling gesture – the non-dominant hand indicates the physical
object under which the dominant hand flicks the digital object
ments. Binding indicates some relation between the attached objects and can enable
easier access and comparison once objects are bound. We designed a bimanual ges-
ture so that users can attach digital to physical objects (R7). To do so, the user
touches the digital item to be bound and performs a swipe gesture along an edge
of a physical object (cf. figure 3.18). The swipe gesture is inspired by the action
performed to close a zipper. While swiping, users can adjust the size of the area
used to dock the digital object to the physical one. Once attached the digital item
automatically moves with the physical object when it is moved. To detach, users
can simply drag off the docked digital object.
Table 3.4 summarizes the three main interaction concepts of ObjecTop along
with interaction techniques.
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Figure 3.18: Hybrid binding gesture – the user first selects the digital object and then
performs the swipe gesture along the edge of the physical object for a permanent
hybrid bind between two objects
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Awareness-Supporting Concepts
Name Purpose Description
Proxy Representation of and
enable access to oc-
cluded objects
Displays various levels of detail:
(i) visibility in storage areas
(ii) identification in intermediate
areas
(iii) interactivity in active areas
Access-Supporting Concepts
Name Purpose Description
DragView Gradual access based on
dragging-out metaphor
Dragging out the proxy to see
more levels of detail, and even-
tually access the occluded object
PressView Gradual access based on
wringing-out metaphor
Pressing on a physical object to
see more details of underlying
digital objects and drag it out
with the other hand (bimanual
approach)
Organization-Supporting Concepts
Name Purpose Description
Teleport Targeted flick of digital
objects across physical
ones
Finger tripod as destination and
flick the object toward it
Remote Zooming Inspecting an occluded
object on any empty
spot of tabletop
Select an object and perform
pinch on non-occluded area
Hybrid Piling Pile or hide digital
objects under physical
ones
Select a physical object and then
flick digital ones over
Hybrid Binding Permanent linking digi-
tal to physical objects
Select a digital object and per-
form a swipe gesture along an
edge of the physical object
Table 3.4: Summary of occlusion-aware interaction concepts presented in the Ob-
jecTop interface
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3.4 Implementation
We implemented the aforementioned interaction techniques as a functional prototype
called ObjecTop running on the tabletop system described in section 2.2.1. It has
a display size of 100 x 60 cm and an additional outer frame with a width of 30 cm
on both sides. The tabletop is a back illuminated with diffused infrared light. The
integrated camera is a Point Grey Flea2 CCD Camera 1, with a maximum resolution
of 640 x 480 pixels at 80 frames per second. The integrated projector supports
1920 x 1080 pixels and has a resolution of roughly 48 ppi, which is sufficient for
reading documents on tabletop. 3.19 shows a photo of our tabletop system.
(a) Overview (b) Inner housing
Figure 3.19: The tabletop system of ObjecTop
We used reacTIVision 2 as our underlying touch and fiducial marker tracking
framework. It is an open source, cross-platform computer vision framework for
the fast and robust tracking of fiducial markers attached onto physical objects, as
well as for multitouch finger tracking. We augmented physical objects with the
proposed amoeba fiducial markers from [Jordà 2007] to identify and track them on
the tabletop surface. Due to the low resolution of the tabletop camera, we had to
increase the marker size. Depending on the footprint of each object, we attached
fiducial markers with the size of from 8 to 12 cm. They, however, perfectly fit
underneath the objects and allow for tracking.
In order to realize PressView technique, we modified our custom-built tabletop
system to sense pressure applied on its surface. For that purpose, we used Phidgets
3 force resistive sensors (cf. figure 3.20a), which are paper-thin and can be easily
1http://www.ptgrey.com/products/flea2/flea2_firewire_camera.asp
2http://reactivision.sourceforge.net/
3http://www.phidgets.com/products.php?category=33&product_id=1131_0
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placed between the edge and protection layer of the tabletop as shown in figure
3.20b. The force sensors can measure force between almost any two surfaces up to
2 kg. To ensure the most accuracy, we attached a small (blue) pad directly on the
sensing disc. This will ensure that all the force is applied directly to the sensing
disc and not to the surrounding surface.
(a) Force resistive sensors (b) Embedded in the tabletop
(c) Inner view of our tabletop equipped with ten force sensors
Figure 3.20: Augmenting our tabletop system with pressure sensors
To recognize a press-down event on physical objects placed on the tabletop sur-
face, we embedded ten equidistant of those force sensing resistors around the table-
top (cf. figure 3.20c). Two USB interfaces on each side connect respectively five
force sensors to the tabletop’s computer. When pressure is applied on the tabletop
surface or a physical object, the force is distributed along all sensors accordingly. We
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use this physical principle to calculate the pressure point. The fraction of measured
force of each sensor to the total force is used to approximate the surrounding sen-
sors to the pressure point. Given the known positions of sensors around the tabletop
surface the system computes the pressure point using vector spaces as follows:
forcei := max(0, sensori − offseti) ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n}
forceSum :=
∑
i
forcei
forceRelativei :=
forcei
forceSum
∀i ∈ {1, ..., n}
pressurePos :=
∑
i
forceRelativei · sensorPositioni
Where sensori ∈ R, sensorPositioni ∈ R2
(3.1)
This approach requires a pre-calibration of the pressure sensors to exclude the
weight of already placed objects on the surface. Our system had to be calibrated
when new objects are placed on or removed from the table. The gained calibration is
saved in the offseti variables inside the equations above. When the distribution of
the force varies without significant changes in the summed force, the system can infer
that one or more objects were relocated and performs the calibration automatically.
In this way, the system approximates the position of a pressure event in an
area of 7 x 7 cm, sufficiently precise to recognize pressing down events on most of
everyday objects. To improve the pressure accuracy, recent advances in pressure
sensing technology [Leitner 2011, Davidson 2008] open up more promising and ac-
curate approaches that can be considered in future studies. The system prototype
described above enabled us to evaluate our interaction techniques presented in the
next section.
3.5 Evaluation
We evaluate our interaction concepts and techniques through two user studies con-
ducted in a realistic hybrid setting. With the aim of the first study, we want to
validate our main design decisions and gain insights on how people use our tech-
niques to cope with the problems of occlusion. Based on user’s feedback, we revisit
some of our techniques and identify a fair baseline as well as several key aspects
of our occlusion management framework to be examined in a formal comparative
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experiment. We then conduct a second study in which we quantitatively examine
our interaction techniques. We report the studies below in turn.
3.5.1 Study1: Exploratory Experiment
The main objective of this study, exploratory in nature, was to evaluate our design
decisions. We were particularly interested in observing the users’ response to our
basic techniques. Particularly, we tested the usefulness and viability of the main
features of our occlusion management framework – namely, proxy representation,
functional zones, and access-supporting techniques. In order to avoid overwhelm-
ing users by all features of the occlusion management framework, we intentionally
excluded organization-supporting techniques for this study. Another objective of
this study was to find several main aspects of the system that could be evaluated
in a formal controlled experiment. We chose realistic meaningful tasks to be ac-
complished with a set of everyday objects resembling a true hybrid knowledge work
setting.
3.5.1.1 Method
Participants
We recruited eight volunteer participants (two females - six males) from which two
were left handed. They ranged from 17 to 35 years old. Seven participants were
experienced knowledge worker and one a preparatory school student. All of them
had experience with multitouch devices – such as smartphones or trackpads – and
no experience with interactive tabletops. The lack of experience with interactive
tabletops ensured that they did not adapt any behavior or patterns to compensate
for occlusion on such devices.
Study Setup
The study was conducted in our lab setting. We used the prototype system pre-
sented in 3.4 for this study. Our prototype offers a workspace of 130 x 105 cm with
a display size of 100 x 60 cm leaving 30 cm rims around the display surface. This
is representative of the space available on a typical desk. The rear projection had a
full HD resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels. The participants could interact with digi-
tal documents using typical multitouch gestures for moving, rotating, and zooming.
Physical objects could be placed and manipulated on the display surface although,
putting on the surrounding non-display areas (rims) of the table and stacking on
top of each other were not allowed. The setting is shown in figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.21: Study setup and initial arrangement of physical objects before each
task
Materials
We chose a diverse set of everyday physical and digital objects to emulate a realistic
setting and to create natural behavioral patterns. The information space used in
the study was about three well-known sights in the local city. Physical objects used
in the study included a thick book about sightseeing in the local city (roughly A5
in size and weighed 1 kg), a flyer about a particular sight printed on a 20 cm square
cardboard (representing a typical lightweight object), a white ceramic bowl (16 x
16 x 8 cm and weighed 300 g), a water bottle that was 1 / 3 filled, and a 15¨ laptop
weighing 2-3 kg with the lid open. The laptop showed questions and provided space
for answers. All physical objects were recognized using fiducial markers. We used
the following digital objects: seven text documents containing information about
the three sights in the local city, six images about the sights in both landscape and
portrait modes, one email containing sender, subject and body, and one Post-it note.
Tasks and Procedure
In our task design participants were asked to perform search and grouping tasks
where all needed information was distributed over multiple physical and digital
objects. In order to familiarize participants with the hybrid information space, we
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started with less clutter and a simple grouping task. As the participants progressed,
we increased the level of clutter as well as the complexity of the task. Additionally,
each task required the user to work with printed and digital media concurrently.
Before the start of each task we set objects to the initial arrangement shown in
figure 3.21 to control the starting conditions.
Each session was begun by a short briefing about the system to allow participants
to manipulate digital objects using multitouch gestures. We then added the physical
objects to the information space. Then we introduced the proxy visualization and
both dragging out and PressView interaction techniques. The first task was to
perform a basic grouping based on type of digital objects. In the next task, the
participants were asked to find the relevant objects about only two sights and group
them into two separate piles. In this case, the objects related to the third city sight
served as distractors.
In the next task, four detailed questions about the sights were presented to
participants on the laptop screen, where also the answers had to be typed in. The
questions required a more thorough and detail search of the information space. In
the last task, we asked a relative complex question about one of the three city sights,
for which participants had to revisit nearly all objects. This time the answer had to
be written down on stickies attached to a page of the book. Finally, we conducted
a semi-structured interview with participants.
3.5.1.2 Results
We reviewed 11 hours of video material and created transcripts for each participant.
Each transcript included reports and timing information of relevant behavior – such
as handling physical objects, resolving strategies used to tackle occlusion, and uti-
lization of interaction techniques. Feedback as well as suggestions on how to cope
with occlusion in general were also added. All transcripts were finally summarized
to gain insights into different behavioral patterns. The resulting data supported
extracting generalized patterns about the main features of our system, presented
next. We also supplement some findings with statements from the interviews.
Resolving Strategies
Our study design allowed participants to employ both generic strategies (relocating
physical occluders or using our access-supporting techniques) to resolve occlusion.
We therefore analyzed under what circumstances which strategy was used. We
observed that physical objects – such as those that cast 3D occlusion and are heavy
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or difficult to handle – have been rarely relocated by participants.
We also observed that highly complex objects – such as the laptop and book –
that are heavy and occlude larger area on the tabletop became sort of stationary
occluders which have not been replaced through the study. For these objects, our
analysis revealed that in 78% of occlusion resolve cases participants used our tech-
niques. On the contrary, it was found that the paper flayer and bowl were more
often moved or lifted. For these objects lifting or moving to access the underlying
digital object was preferred by all participants.
We, however, observed that due to the lack of a group access in our design,
participants had to drag out and inspect proxies individually. This was particularly
bothersome when the number of proxies were greater than three and, eventually,
resulted in either lifting or moving away the physical occluder.
Proxy Representation and Placement
Nearly all participants appreciated the idea of proxy representation. They found
proxies practical and useful as a mean to access fully occluded objects. However,
some participants had difficulties distinguishing actual digital items from the proxy
representations. This problem primarily raised with the miniature representation as
it looks very much like the actual occluded object. Most of the participants stated
that proxies need to be visually more distinguishable than their original items. P2
stated, “I cannot always say in an instant what is a proxy and what not”.
We observed that in cases where a sheer number of proxies were resting around
an occluder, participants had difficulties completing the task effectively. Low level
of detail as a representation alleviate part of the difficulties but nevertheless par-
ticipants asked for group-based visualizations instead of individual proxies repre-
sentation. They postulated that with more than three to four occluded objects
(resulting in three to four proxies resting aside the occluder), the system should
switch to a group visualization showing only a lightweight visualization around the
occluder. Three participants (P2,P3,P5) suggested visualizing occlusion for hybrid
piles always with such group visualizations to reduce visual clutter in the storage
(peripheral) zone.
Placement of proxies was extensively discussed with participants. They rein-
forced the importance of spatial relationship in placing proxies. Nearly all of partic-
ipants wanted the proxies nearer to the occluded object even at the cost of decreasing
the level of awareness. A statement about this problem was if one sees occlusion
not only as something bad but also as a form of organization, then something has
a reason to be occluded and therefore it makes sense to position it nearby (and not
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far away because of its size. In other situations where placement of proxies became
crucial, a participant (P3) reported, “I can use the spatial relationship as a cue to
effectively move an occluder.”
Dragging-out Access
All participants regarded the drag-out access as a reasonable solution to the problem
of free space in hybrid environments. P6 stated, “I can guess what’s inside but it
should not take that much real estate on the screen”. With respect to each level of
detail of the proxy representation, we received feedback from the participants which
we list as follows:
Presence All participants stated that this level of detail clearly offers the least
visual distraction. Some participants critiqued that they had to always in-
teract with proxy to be able to identify what is occluded. This also matches
the observation in which participants accessed proxies multiple times in order
to identify the occluded objects. We also found that participants used the
pressure-based technique to alleviate these problems. Our video analysis also
confirmed this fact that visibility + pressure-based access turned out to be a
frequently used combination by almost all participants.
Identity icon was perceived to be the most suitable representation by almost all
participants. They provide necessary information about the type of the oc-
cluded objects. One participant mentioned Icon delivers the right amount of
information.
Interactivity miniature helped participants to extract more information from the
proxies than other representations. Yet it was interesting that the participants
felt overwhelmed with too much visual clutter introduced by this type of vi-
sualization. They stated that particularly the working area of the tabletop
become very cluttered with the miniature representation.
Pressure-based Access
Participants all appreciated the pressure-based access as they offer very lightweight
and intuitive interaction for resolving occlusion. We observed that they frequently
used PressView technique for quickly identifying occluded items. P7 noted, “I really
like squeezing out proxies. It’s [a] clear metaphor that one can quickly understand.”
A few participant used PressView at the end of each task to ensure that they browsed
all necessary objects on the whole workspace. P8 stated that “by pressing on an
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empty area of the surface,” they could quickly ensure that no objects were left out.
The discussion with participants revealed that the PressView could become tiring
particularly when they had to hold pressure on a physical object while inspecting
squeezed out proxies. They suggested applying some histerisis or animation (fading
out) could mitigate this problem.
Functional Zones
All of the participants noticed the different representations across the tabletop zones
but only two could foresaw its reason (i.e. due to functional zones). The rest of
participants mentioned other reasons for the chosen representation level – such as
the type of occluded digital object, space left on the tabletop, usage frequency, or
importance of occluded items. We believe size of tabletop used in the study was
relatively small in order to have different representations across its zones. In many
cases, the footprint of occluders was shared in two different functional zones, which
resulted in showing different levels of details for one occlusion group. This turned
out to be very confusing for the participants. Therefore, they suggested other factors
to increase the level of detail of occluded digital items that:
• are frequently used.
• relate to the currently used object. Backing up the semantic relationship.
• are associated to the current task in hand / share the same context.
Nearly all participants preferred visibility as the default level of awareness for
all tabletop zones. Interactions – such as the PressView technique – would serve
as a quick means to identify items. The participants stated that they prefer a
combination of visibility and group-based visualizations. The main findings of the
study are summarized in table 3.5.
3.5.2 Design Improvements
Based on our findings, we propose a set of design improvements for our techniques,
which are detailed here. We moreover improve our system prototype and implemen-
tation described at the end of this section.
3.5.2.1 Halo as a Group Visualization
We improved our design so that once occlusion takes place, our system visualizes
an interactive halo representation to provide awareness of occluded items. The
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3 Replacing lightweight physical occluders was easier than dragging out access.
3 For complex occluders, drag out strategy was mostly used to resolve occlusion.
3 Proxies were found to be helpful particularly for accessing fully occluded items.
3 Icon representation turned out to the most suitable level of awareness.
3 PressView technique was particularly helpful for a quick peek into occluded
items.
7 Miniature was found to be distracting and introduced too much visual clutter.
7 A group accessing technique was missing.
7 Functional zones was found to be suboptimal for indicating the default aware-
ness level.
Table 3.5: Summary of results from the exploratory experiment
halo is visualized around the occluding physical object as illustrated in figure 3.22
regardless of the number of occluded items. The occluded object remains in its
original location (R1) but an icon-sized miniature representation is visualized on the
halo. This indicates the rough spatial location of the occluded object relative to the
occluding physical object and provides additional information about the occluded
object.
Figure 3.22: Halo visualization and iconized representation of the occluded objects
around it
Furthermore, drag-out access with halo visualization is improved in a way that
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it allows users to resolve occlusion at different scopes (R6). Icon provides individual
access to a digital item. In order to access a group of occluded objects users can
drag out any part of Halo. In addition to supporting access to occlusion groups
and individual occluded objects, we designed and implemented a lightweight way
to obtain an overview of all digital items on the tabletop (R1). The Global Expose
mode is triggered by a five-finger gesture on an empty tabletop area as illustrated in
Figure 3.23 (e-f). It automatically moves and scales all occluded objects to become
visible. The user can grab any digital object and move it to a new location. In order
to avoid permanent clutter, upon releasing the fingers, objects that were not moved
snap back to their original, occluded locations.
The halo visualization is inspired by the non-interactive Glow technique intro-
duced by Javed et al. [Javed 2011]. In contrast, both our halo and the individual
proxy designs act as interactive widgets to preview and access occluded objects.
Icons provide access to individual occluded objects (R1). In order to access all un-
derlying objects users can also drag out and enlarge the halo (cf. figure 3.23c,d).
The halo visualization enables global awareness of occluded objects as well as access
to occlusion groups and individual objects, while minimizing visual clutter.
3.5.2.2 Remote Accessing
Based on participants’ feedback, we improved the remote zooming gesture and adapt
it to perform in combination with the halo visualization. While touching a halo or
an individual icon with one hand, the other hand performs a pinch gesture on
any other area of tabletop display as depicted in figure 3.24. The pinch gesture
opens an interactive preview of the object or the occlusion group, offering the same
functionality as the direct technique described above. By pinching the fingers apart,
the preview gets larger and shows more detailed information. Once the preview is
opened, the user can release the finger on the icon to interact with the preview or to
reference to another halo. The preview disappears once the pinch gesture is released.
Note that with the improved remote access gesture users not only can temporary
inspect an occluded object but access it on any empty area on the tabletop. Moreover
the refined version enables a remote group access (cf. figure 3.24b), which was not
possible with the previous remote zooming gesture.
3.5.2.3 System Prototype, Improved
We improved our system prototype by using the state-of-the-art tabletop device.
We reimplemented our prototype, which runs on a Samsung SUR40 with an active
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 3.23: Accessing occluded objects at different scopes: (a and b) individually,
(c and d) group access, and (e and f) showing the global expose technique for getting
a global overview
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.24: Remote accessing technique – users can select either (a) an individual
proxy or the halo for an individual proxy or (b) a group access, accordingly.
display area of 40 inches and resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels. The system also
includes a computer with a dual-core processor with 2.9 GHz. In contrast to the
previous system which utilizes a camera for touch tracking and marker recognition, it
uses the Microsoft PixelSense technology 4 for touch and physical object recognition
on its surface without the use of cameras.
The PixelSense technology (cf. figure 3.25b) basically uses a back diffuse il-
lumination approach, which with the aim of a high-resolution grid of integrated
sensors can beam as well as observe IR lights reflecting back from the fingers and
objects footprints. As it can be seen in figure 3.25, the SUR40 offers a relatively
compact (only four inches thick) and more table-like form factor so that users can
conveniently sit around it. This feature makes SUR40 particularly suitable for user
studies.
The object recognition on the Samsung SUR40 system is realized through fiducial
tag markers. Thanks to the Microsoft PixelSense technology, the tag markers can be
seen and decoded with the size of only 19 x 19mm. The marker basic coding scheme
is composed of four reference points – namely, one large point in the middle of the
marker for extracting the position and three guide points to specify the orientation
of the tag. In addition, each tag contains from zero to eight data bits that define the
tag value. These data bits are white circles (0.075 inch radius) that are clockwise
centered around the tag.
We reimplemented the occlusion-aware techniques described above in a fully
functional system written under .NET framework in C# programming language.
Tag markers enable tracking physical objects on the tabletop surface. Although
4http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/pixelsense/pixelsense.aspx
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(a) PixelSense Technology
(b) Samsung SUR40
Figure 3.25: Samsung SUR40 tabletop system which uses Microsoft Pixelsense tech-
nology
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this requires augmenting objects with tags in advance to recognize physical objects
placed on the tabletop surface, it aids study of the occlusion aware techniques and
avoids any additional top-mounted instrumentation.
The system detects percentage of occlusion. Specifically, when more than two-
thirds of a digital object is covered, it is recorded as being occluded. In order to
position the icons on the edge of a physical object we implemented a basic yet re-
sponsive and real-time approach. For each occluded digital object, it first computes
if the left or right side of the physical object is nearer to the digital object, leading
to either (left, top, bottom) or (right, top, bottom) as possible placements.
In the next step, the distance to the top edge of the physical object is compared
to the one to the left border, if it is smaller, then the object gets visualized at the
top border. if not, the same is done for the bottom edge. If neither of them was
closer, it is finally visualized on the right. For placement at top or bottom edge, the
original x-coordinates are retained and y is set so that the icon is above or below
the object; for left and right edge placement, the same is done but with y value
retained and x value set accordingly.
The software also recognizes two-handed organizational gestures. Basically, the
touch points is grouped into gesture objects based on their proximity when they
first appear. The gesture object includes: number of fingers in the gesture, speed,
duration, acceleration, angle, size, plus a state that can be set to active (i.e., touch
points still present) or inactive (i.e., gesture ended, this state is seen once by all
subscribed objects and then the gesture object is freed).
Then, a visualizer component employs a simple decision tree to determine the
gesture means. For instance for teleport, if the visualizer sees an inactive (termi-
nated) one finger gesture with a move distance of at least x mm and a duration
less than y ms, then it is considered a swipe. The visualizer then asks the gesture
processor if there is any active three finger gesture on the table; if so, the object gets
moved there. Another example is rotating: if the visualizer has an active two finger
gesture on it, it adds the rotation delta of this gesture object to its own rotation
value. In this fashion, all gestures are detected independently and perform more
robustly.
3.5.3 Study2: Controlled Experiment
The study revealed that moving or lifting physical objects is a natural practice
that can be performed even faster than dragging out occluded objects using our
techniques. Particularly, participants preferred replacing occluders with lightweight
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and easily movable objects. This motivated us to further examine which strategy is
more suitable and performs faster under what circumstances and how it correlates
to properties of physical occluders. Therefore, one aim of this user study is to
formally compare this well-established strategy with our occlusion-aware techniques
for providing awareness and visibility of occluded items. The objective is to compare
performance for a set of common tasks in both low- and high-clutter hybrid tabletop
conditions.
We selected a conventional tabletop system, in which users can move and lift
occluders to cope with physical occlusion problems, to serve as the baseline condi-
tion. While it may seem that the comparison with this baseline favors the proposed
techniques, in the previous study we observed that moving and lifting everyday ob-
jects is easily performed and can be as fast as dragging out occluded objects. We
opted not to compare our occlusion-aware concepts with prior systems or techniques
(e.g., [Furumi 2012, Javed 2011]), because moving and lifting physical occluders is
the most direct and most intuitive strategy to cope with occlusion and this has not
been examined in previous work. Thus, it is valuable to formally compare these two
techniques and identify their respective advantages and disadvantages.
We also added a third restricted condition, in which participants could not move
occluders to simulate interaction with heavy or bulky occluders that cannot be easily
moved (e.g., screens, desk lamps, plants, or piles of books, folders, and documents)
or where the specific location of the object serves other purposes (e.g., a keyboard
positioned in a comfortable location for typing). In summary, we compared three
conditions – namely,
Classic conventional tabletop system, wherein users could freely move and lift phys-
ical objects within the tabletop screen space, although stacking physical ob-
jects onto each other was not allowed. Users could manipulate digital objects
using common touch gestures (move + pinch).
ObjecTop Move is the same as the classic condition but occlusion-aware tech-
niques could be used.
ObjecTop Immovable constrained ObjecTop condition with immovable physical
objects. Users were not allowed to move or lift physical occluders.
Compared to conventional tabletop systems, we anticipated that both ObjecTop
conditions would improve the overall performance of finding and structuring digital
objects, particularly in high-clutter hybrid settings. Our specific hypotheses are
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H1: Finding digital objects using occlusion-aware techniques in both ObjecTop in-
terface conditions will be faster than with the classic interface.
H2: Both ObjecTop interface conditions will outperform the classic interface in
organizing digital objects.
H3: The ObjecTop Move condition will significantly decrease interaction with phys-
ical objects compared to the classic condition.
3.5.3.1 Method
Participants
A total of 17 unpaid participants were recruited from our institution. One of them
was female and all were right-handed ranging from 23 to 38 years old (M = 28.3,
SD = 4.3). All had experience with touch interfaces but only two had experience
with interactive tabletops. The study took place in our lab environment.
Study Setup
We used our system prototype described in section 3.5.2.3 consisting of a Samsung
SUR40 tabletop systems. It allows participants to comfortably sit around and pro-
vide for more ergonomic hybrid tabletop setting.
Materials
In both tasks, for physical items we used a thick book, a thin paper notepad, an
iPad (in keyboard stand position) in the low-clutter condition. In the high-clutter
condition, an A4 paper tray containing a pile of paper and a coffee mug were added.
A schematic view of the study setup is depicted in figure 3.26. The digital items
were photos, documents, and Post-it notes.
We manipulated the number of digital distracters as well as physical objects
to vary the level of clutter. In earlier interviews, five individuals were asked to
rank the complexity level of hybrid tabletop settings that included both digital and
physical objects. Based on these interviews we defined clutter to be a function of
the number of digital (ND) objects on a tabletop and the extent to which display
surface is covered with physical objects (PO). For our experiment, the low-clutter
condition consisted of ten digital objects of which five were occluded using three
physical objects (PO 40%). The high-clutter condition involved 15 digital objects
of which ten were occluded using five physical objects (PO 60%). There were no
digital-digital occlusions.
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Tasks and Procedure
The experiment consisted of two tasks: a search and a layout task. In the search
task, participants were asked to find and count specific types of target virtual objects
among a number of distracters. One to three target objects were randomly chosen.
The targets were uniformly distributed across all tabletop zones (both storage and
working zones 3.12) and were fully occluded in all trials. For this task, we only
enabled system features related to awareness and accessing occluded objects.
Figure 3.26: A schematic view of the study setup
In the layout task, participants were asked to first find three target objects across
a set of physical and digital distracters. They then had to move two of them and
place them on two containers displayed with a virtual, faded-out preview of the
target objects (cf. figure 3.26 dashed red objects). The third target object had to
be hidden under the physical book. To indicate the hiding action, we placed a faded-
out printout of the third target on the book during this task (cf. figure 3.26 solid
red object). The location of the containers and the physical book were the same
in all trials. In addition to occlusion-aware accessing and awareness techniques, we
enabled teleport and hiding gestures in ObjecTop Move and Immovable conditions.
For the study, we ignored the hybrid binding and Expose techniques because of the
lack of equivalents in the touch user interface.
The experiment employed a: three interface (Classic, ObjecTop Mov and Immov)
× 2 task (Search and Layout) × 2 clutter level (Low and High) within-subjects de-
sign. Our main dependent measurement was trial completion time. It was measured
by pressing the spacebar of a keyboard placed on the margin of the tabletop and
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within arm’s reach of participants.
In the search task, participants advanced to the next trial regardless of whether
their answer was correct or not. We recorded all actions and movements of digital
objects in a time-coded log file for subsequent analysis. The perceived workload of
each interface condition was measured with the standard NASA-TLX questionnaire
[Hart 2006]. The questions asked in the questionnaire are showed in A.
Each participant completed the three interface conditions. Order of presentation
was counterbalanced. In each condition, the search task was performed first, followed
by layout task. Each task trial block consisted of two low and high trials repeated
five times each. The trial representation within each session was randomized. High
or low scene was the same across conditions and participants. The appearance of
low- and high-clutter trials was also the same across all interfaces and participants.
Prior to each interface condition, participants received a short introduction about
the system and task and were asked to perform it as quickly and accurately as pos-
sible. In ObjecTop Move and Immovable conditions, participants had ten minutes’
time to practice the techniques. Before starting each interface condition, there were
four training trials. After the completion of each interface, a semi-structured in-
terview was conducted to gather subjective feedback. All sessions were videotaped.
Each session lasted approximately one hour.
3.5.3.2 Results
Excluding training trials, there was a total of 1020 trials (17 participants × 3 inter-
face conditions × 2 clutter levels × 2 tasks × 5 repetitions). We had to repeat 84
trials due to the system’s failure to recognize tags.
We processed the data to identify and remove outliers, which are those trials
with a task time was greater than three SD away from the mean time. We also
identified mistrials which are search task trials that participants answered incor-
rectly. In total, we removed 18 trials from the layout task and 15 from the search
task. In the following analysis, we used Bonferroni corrections for all post-hoc tests.
We found that presentation order of the task blocks had no significant effects on
the task time (no learning effect). Our primary interests are how the interfaces per-
formed in terms of time performance, number of interactions with physical objects
and the perceived task load. Each is presented in turn below.
Task Time Performance
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA on the factors of the tabletop interfaces and
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Figure 3.27: Task time performance
clutter level for the search task identified main effects for the tabletop interface
as well the clutter level (F(2,32) = 2,17, p<.001 and F(1,16) = 4,785, p<.001 re-
spectively). Pair-wise comparison revealed that ObjecTop Move was significantly
faster than the classic and ObjecTop Immoveable conditions (p<.001 and p<.01
respectively). We found no interface×clutter interaction (F(2,32)= 3,043, p=.069).
Further examination of each clutter level showed that ObjecTop was significantly
faster than both classic and ObjecTop Immoveable for the low-clutter level (p<.001
and p<.01). For the high-clutter level, both Move and Immoveable ObjecTop con-
ditions were significantly faster than the classic condition (p<.001, p<.05 - figure
3.27, left).
For the layout task, a two-way repeated measures ANOVA identified the interface
(F(2,32)=7,133 p<.01) and clutter (F(1,16)=4,93 p<.001) factors as main effects.
Pair-wise comparisons showed that the ObjecTop Move interface was significantly
faster than the ObjecTop Immoveable interface in both low- and high-clutter levels
(p<.05 , p<.05 , see figure 3.27, right). We found no other significant differences.
The results of trial time completion revealed that search time using the occlusion-
aware techniques in addition to moving objects (ObjeTop Move condition) was signif-
icantly less than with the classic tabletop interface. This supports our first hypothe-
sis. However, in layout task, the time needed to recall and perform the gestures was
longer, particularly in ObjecTop Immoveable compared to classic condition. Thus
H2 is not supported.
Interactions with Physical Objects
We analyzed the log data and calculated number of interactions (moving or lifting)
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Figure 3.28: Statistics of physical object interactions
with physical objects for ObjecTop Move and classic interface conditions. In both
tasks, we found main effects for both interface and clutter factors. Statistics are
summarized in Table 3.28. Post-hoc comparisons for both tasks showed that Objec-
Top significantly reduced the number of interactions with physical objects in both
low- and high-clutter levels (each with p<.001; see charts in figure 3.29).
Since with the ObjecTop Move interface participants could cope with occlusion
either by moving or using system support, we analyzed log data to see how individual
physical objects were manipulated in this condition. We filtered out movements (less
than five mm) of physical objects caused by inappropriate recognition of markers.
A summary of the number of interactions with each object is given in Table 3.30.
The book and paper pile tray were moved much less frequently than the notepad
and coffee mug.
Overall, the results demonstrate that occlusion-aware techniques helped partic-
ipants to cope with occlusion, requiring fewer physical interactions in both search
and layout tasks. Therefore, H3 is supported.
Perceived Task Load
We collected the perceived workload data using a scale of 1-20 (1 is least effort)
for various types of workloads: mental effort, physical effort, temporal demand,
performance, overall effort and frustration. A one-way repeated measure ANOVA
found the interface to be a main effect on physical effort, overall effort, frustration
and performance (see figure 3.31). Post-hoc pair-wise comparison with Bonfer-
roni correction revealed that the classic condition caused significantly more phys-
ical (M=14.5, SD=3.6) and temporal (M=12.64, SD=3.06) effort than the Objec-
Top conditions (both with p<.001). This resulted in significantly higher overall
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Figure 3.29: Interactions with physical objects
Figure 3.30: Physical object usage in the ObjecTop Move Condition. (Nr.: the num-
ber of physical interactions with each object, mean: mean value, and SD: standard
deviation of Nr.)
effort (M=13.5, SD=2.4, p<.001) with the classic interface. In addition, the clas-
sic tabletop condition resulted in significantly higher reported frustration (M=12.9,
SD=2.48, p<.001). We found no other significant differences.
Table 3.6 summarizes the main results of this study. Based on these results we
draw several conclusions and discussions presented in the next section.
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Figure 3.31: Perceived task load of each interface condition
3 ObjecTop performed significantly faster than the conventional tabletop for
searching task.
3 Physical interaction with occluders (particularly with heavyweight ones) was
significantly fewer in ObjecTop condition.
3 The book and paper pile tray were moved much less frequently than the
notepad and coffee mug.
3 conventional tabletop system caused significantly more effort and frustration
than ObjecTop system.
7 Organizational techniques required time to recall gestures.
Table 3.6: Summary of results from the controlled experiment
3.5.3.3 Discussion
What is the better strategy? Dragging out occluded items or Moving
physical Occluders?
The study demonstrates that the physical properties of occluders significantly in-
fluence how participants deal with occlusion. In order to cope with occlusion, they
prefer to move or lift physical objects that are lightweight, easily graspable and have
a small footprint (e.g., the coffee cup or notepad). However, for complex and heavier
objects (e.g. the book or pile of paper) they preferred using occlusion-aware digital
access.
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In addition, physical objects that are placed in the storage areas (outer areas on
the tabletop surface at a distance from the user) are less frequently moved, and par-
ticipants mainly used our techniques functionality to access occluded objects, even
though they had the option to lift and move occluders. Our techniques enabled
participants to employ an efficient combination of strategies based on the physi-
cal properties of the occluder and current layout. This resulted in less physically
demanding interaction with objects, lower perceived effort and frustration while
manipulating digital objects.
Participants mentioned that the system provides a sort of “structured access”
(P11) to the occluded objects and “decreased number of unnecessary interactions
with physical and digital objects” (P1). P10 said, “All physical edges of occluders
become a kind of taskbar where I can spatially organize and minimize my digital
objects.” We observed though that once a large number of digital objects were
occluded under a physical one, participants preferred physical access by lifting or
moving the occluder regardless of its size. A possible reason for this might be that
dragging out a large group of digital occluded objects in our system design required
more free space around the physical occluder.
The study findings indicated that there are conditions in which each of the
resolving strategies (physical interaction and digital pulling out) is preferred and
practical. In addition, we suggest a third strategy to resolve occlusion. It employs
manipulating physical objects and digital access concurrently. As a concrete exam-
ple, imagine that as soon as the user partially lifts the occluder to peek under it,
occluded digital objects slide out visualized as icons. In this way, space created by
partial lifting of the occluder can be used for representing occluded digital objects.
This helps with the lack of adjacent space problem discussed above.
Quality of the system reaction
In interviews, we asked participants about the amount of visual clutter introduced
by halos and icons and the extent to which they found it distracting. Almost all par-
ticipants (15 out of 17) agreed that the amount of added visual clutter is acceptable
in a low-clutter level. P16 said, “It helps somehow to make my digital information
space even more tidy by quickly hiding, moving and iconizing the objects. It results
in [a] more tidy setup.” However, in a high-clutter level, participants were skep-
tical about the amount of visual clutter and proposed some improvements. Five
participants commented that the system reaction to and level of awareness about
the occluded objects should be somehow under the user’s control and manually ad-
justable (e.g., for the whole tabletop or even one occlusion group).
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Where to visualize occluders on the halo?
The interactive halo design places an icon on the halo closest to the center of the
occluder’s footprint. The assumption underlying this design decision was that it
implicitly conveys spatial information about the location of the occluded object.
However, during the study we observed that participants mainly used the group
access gesture (N=443, mean=29.53, SD=17.3 per participant in the whole study)
to check all objects occluded underneath one occluder, instead of looking at just one
occluded object.
In interviews, 13 participants stated that the icon placement on the halo should
be toward the user. They emphasized that this is particularly important for occlu-
sion groups that are located on distant areas of the tabletops or for volumetric ob-
jects that occlude more tabletop space from the user’s view than just their footprint
(e.g., a laptop while the lid is open). Doing this may decrease the effort required
to look for icons. However, several participants commented that they prefer our
original design for smaller and lightweight occluders, since a representation close to
original location of the occluded items provides a hint about its approximate position
and makes it easier to move the occluder in a way to best access the occluded object.
Gradual and remote access
With respect to gradual access, we observed that participants rarely used interme-
diate detail levels while accessing individual items. Analysis of the videos revealed
that accessing the various detail levels of an individual item requires a fine-grained
action but was mapped to the course dragging-out gesture. Applying hysteresis to
maintain each detail level for a longer duration while dragging out may alleviate
this problem.
Participants, however, frequently used zooming for the group access since it en-
abled a peek under the space covered by physical occluders. Remote access (remote
zoom) was mainly used in the ObjecTop Immovable condition, since participants
were not allowed to move physical objects. Using remote gesture, participants occa-
sionally resolved occlusion groups that were located on more distant tabletop areas
(storage areas).
Nevertheless, in interviews participants generally appreciated remote access and
commented that it can be useful when the arrangement of the physical objects should
be maintained (for instance, a spatially sorted arrangement of a set of documents).
This can be expected to be more frequent in everyday information organization
tasks.
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Organizing the hybrid workplace
We analyzed how participants interacted with digital objects in the layout task.
We observed similar patterns in the ObjecTop Move and Classic conditions: par-
ticipants organize digital objects using conventional touch gestures and manually
freed the path while dragging the digital item to its target position. In contrast, in
ObjecTop with immovable occluders, participants used either the gestures (teleport
and hybrid hiding techniques) or moved digital objects around the occluders. This
caused longer task completion time in the ObjecTop immovable condition. Discus-
sion with participants revealed that the organizational gestures (Teleport, hybrid
hiding, and binding) are only practical for interaction with digital objects located
on storage areas of the tabletop.
We observed that participants used the Teleport gesture more (N=141, mean=9.4,
SD= 5.3) than the hiding technique (N=36, mean=2.4, SD= 2.5). A common pat-
tern was that they first moved digital objects near an occluder using Teleport and
then simply hid them by pushing them beneath the occluder. Discussion with par-
ticipants revealed that hybrid hiding and binding gestures needed more visual focus
and hand coordination. In contrast, participants mentioned that the teleport ges-
ture is much easier to perform since “you just need to find or make an empty spot to
place the tripod gesture and then that’s it” (P6). Five participants even suggested
extending the teleport gesture to be performed on physical occluders for hiding ob-
jects underneath them by placing a tripod-like, three-finger gesture atop the physical
object.
Occlusion-aware techniques in multi-user settings
Although presented techniques are implemented for and studied in a single-user
tabletop setting, they can be easily extended to support collaborative scenarios
(e.g., meeting scenarios where multiple users sit around a digital tabletop working
with multiple physical and digital objects). Once occlusion happens in the shared
space of the tabletop surface, the halo and icon representation can be extended in a
way that provides orientation-invariant access to the digital objects. As a concrete
example, the halo can provide strong visual clues on each corner of the occluder to
enable group access to occluded objects from four directions. Moreover, since the
system knows the position of the user dragging out the halo, it can visualize the
various detail levels of occluded objects in an appropriate orientation.
The occlusion-aware organizational gestures can also be extended to cooperative
gesturing [Morris 2006] in multi-user settings. This may enhance collaboration as
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well as facilitate reachability and access across large surfaces. Future work is needed
to investigate issues related to cooperative gesturing in hybrid tabletop settings.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we addressed the integration of everyday physical objects with
interactive tabletops. We particularly focused on the challenges stemming from
the placement of physical objects on the tabletop surface giving rise to partially or
fully covering digital items. We argued that physical occlusion on tabletop pose
challenges for both display and interaction with digital items. Users lose awareness
of occluded digital item and cannot effectively access them. Since it is reasonable
to expect that tabletop display surfaces will increasingly become part of everyday
life, understanding how to provide practical solutions to the challenges of occlusion
is important.
To this end, in this chapter we contributed an occlusion management frame-
work called ObjecTop for hybrid tabletops, which consists of a number of occlusion-
aware concepts supporting awareness, access, and organization of digital items. We
grounded the design of ObjecTop in two ways: first, by analyzing results of the
hybrid media study presented in the previous chapter (2.2) through a physical oc-
clusion perspective and second, by conducting an exploratory study in which we
examined not only occlusion created by printed documents but also other ordinary
objects. We then compiled all findings into a set of requirements to be considered
while designing ObjecTop concepts and techniques.
To assist accessing occluded items, we employ proxies as a semantically zoomed-
in representation of actual objects. The proxy has two important roles in ObjecTop:
as a means of awareness and as an access tool. Based on functional zones on table-
tops, proxies provide various levels of detail about the occluded object. Users can
access occluded objects by dragging out respective proxies. To support a hybrid
strategy for resolving occlusion we also designed a pressure-based accessing tech-
nique called PressView so that users can slightly press on the physical object in
order to squeeze out the underlying proxies. Furthermore, ObjecTop implements a
set of interaction techniques for efficient organization of digital objects across physi-
cal occluders. This included techniques for moving, zooming, piling, binding digital
objects.
To validate the design of ObjecTop we conducted two user studies. In the first
one, we exploratively examined the main features of ObjecTop (i.e., the use of prox-
ies, drag-out and pressure-based techniques) in a realistic hybrid tabletop setting.
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Among the other findings, the proxy concept was very well received by users. Re-
garding different levels of details (i.e., halo, icon, miniature) offered by proxies,
users found Icon provides reasonable tradeoff between information that it conveys
about the occluded objects and the visual clutter that it produces. Users also found
PressView as a lightweight means for quickly looking at occluded items. Moreover it
was found that users frequently moved or lifted physical objects to resolve occlusion.
This behavior particularly occurred once occlusion was created by lightweight and
easily movable objects – such as a coffee cup or printed documents.
The results of this study motivated us to drill down through key aspects of our
system in a second study in which we formally compared ObjecTop with the natural
way of coping with occlusion (i.e., moving and lifting physical occluders). The second
study systematically confirmed that ObjecTop is faster for finding objects, decreases
interaction with physical objects when resolving problems of occlusion, requires less
effort, and is less frustrating.
ObjecTop interaction facilities are examples of providing what one might term
an informational physics for digital elements [Bederson 1996]. Just as the simple
physics of snap-dragging is valuable when positioning items on a grid, one can
envision a variety of informational physics designed to support specific tasks while
being sensitive to the current activity context and the hybrid collection of digital
and physical objects. The challenge is to support information-based activities in
ways that increase not only efficiency but also enjoyment of interaction.
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In the last two chapters, we approached the integration of knowledge work physi-
cal settings with interactive tabletops. We investigated how ordinary objects in such
settings can be effectively combined with virtual objects displayed on the tabletop
surface thus, supporting knowledge workers in so-called hybrid tabletop settings.
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In chapter 2, we showed how to design interfaces for hybrid physical-digital doc-
ument piling. We exploit the flexible arrangement of multiple printed documents
for assisting manipulation of digital documents in a hybrid pile. Chapter 3 then
focused on physical interaction concepts that are influenced by the physical layout
and arrangement of ordinary objects on the tabletop surface. Physical occlusion
(i.e., physical objects hide partially or fully digital ones), turned out to be one of
the most striking challenges that needed to be addressed. In response to that, we
contributed an occlusion management framework to mitigate challenges of physical
occlusion. In general, both chapters investigated physical interaction concepts to
support knowledge workers from the table-centric perspective.
In the present chapter, we aim to support knowledge work practices from the
paper-centric perspective. As it is mentioned in the introduction of this thesis,
paper is an indispensable component of knowledge work activities due to its unique
advantages: it is flexible, thin and lightweight so that can provide variable screen real
estate that suits the current context of use. With the advent of thin-film display
technology that potentially provide ultra thin and deformable displays, many of
such physical properties that until now were unique to paper can be incorporated
for interaction with digital content. Multitouch displays might ultimately become
so thin that they can be arbitrarily folded and rolled while featuring high-resolution
display both on the front and the reverse sides. This does not only offer a high
level of portability but also opens up novel interaction possibilities that leverages
physical resizing of display as an input modality.
In this chapter of the thesis, we investigate how future hand-held computing de-
vices featuring ultra-thin displays can support knowledge worker practices. Here we
particularly leverage folding and rolling as navigational and space saving techniques
for designing physical interaction concepts that support more embodied, expressive,
and joyful interactions with digital contents. In contrast to other paper-like manip-
ulation techniques – such as bending – folding and rolling are particularly of interest
because they modulate size and thus form factor of a flexible display. Based on an
extensive literature overview, we set out a number of design rationale for future re-
sizable displays. We then propose two novel device concepts – namely, FoldMe and
Xpaaand – in which we explore the design space of foldable dual-sided and rollable
displays, respectively. We design interface concepts that leverage physical resizing of
displays through folding and rolling for accomplishing a set basic tasks with digital
contents.
In summary, contributions of this chapter are
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• two novel device concepts that feature resizable displays along with their phys-
ical interaction design spaces
• novel interface concepts and interaction techniques
• simulation environment that emulate the look and feel of paper-like displays
• evaluation of concepts through two exploratory user studies using functional
prototypes
This chapter is organized as follows. We begin by providing background and
reviewing the previous work in relevant research fields reported in 4.1. Drawing
upon literature analysis and our design goals, in section 4.2 we depict two novel
device concepts that feature flexible displays for dynamic resizing of screen real
estate. Section 4.3 proposes a set of user interfaces for such devices along with
several concrete interaction techniques. After describing our implementation details
and device prototypes in 4.4 we report on two user studies documented in section
2.5 in which both device concepts and their user interfaces are evaluated.
Contribution Statement: Most of the work presented in this chapter
is based on and has been published in [Khalilbeigi 2012a, Khalilbeigi 2011].
I am the first author on these publications. I have initiated and lead both
FoldMe and Xpaaand projects. My co-authors have also contributed
significantly. Master students, Wolfgang Kleine and Jan Riemann, have
built and implemented many aspects of the simulation environment as
well as applications running on the devices. Roman Lissermann and my
supervisors, Jürgen Steimle and Max Mühlhäuser, have contributed to
the design of the interaction concepts and to writing the papers.
4.1 Background and Related Work
As mentioned in the introduction chapter, despite the prediction of paperless office,
paper still exists and its usage is ubiquitous as it has been documented by Sellen and
Harper [Sellen 2003]. They identified a number of key affordances that explain the
infinite battery life of paper documents. As opposed to section 2.1 where we analyze
the well-established practices of paper – such as flexible piling and rearranging –,
here based on the literature [Sellen 2003, Sellen 1997], we systematize the popularity
of paper documents along the following four characteristics:
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1. Physical Flexibility: paper is flexible, low in weight, and thin; thus it affords
a high degree of ecological flexibility. It can be easily manipulated by hand
while it is rugged. Moreover, due to such physical specifics, it allows users to
easily carry it around and, thus, is highly portable.
2. Malleable Shape and Size: paper is flexible in shape and size. This means
that one can easily adjust shape or size of paper documents so that it suits
the context of use. For example, newspaper can be folded to ease mobility
and where space allows, it can get unfolded to facilitate comfortable read-
ing. Therefore, paper provides more ergonomic usage and allows for malleable
screen real estate that can be adjusted based on the current context of use.
3. Tactile and Kinesthetic Feedback: through its tangibility paper offers rich
tactile-kinesthetic feedback. People use both hands to interact with physical
documents for searching, skimming and interleaving navigation with other
activities. Moreover, through the thickness people can approximate the length
of document and the remaining number of pages.
4. Multi-display Experience: paper is cheap and has many physical pages that of-
fers a rich multi-display experience. This characteristics facilitates local as well
as global document navigation while for instance active reading [Marshall 2005b,
Chen 2008]. Local navigation is when users consult materials on and around
the current page – for example, by flipping or partially folding the page to
glimpse on the previous or next pages. Global navigation spans across the
whole document – for example, leafing through book to find a specific point.
In case of multiple paper documents, users can flexibly arrange them in the
physical space for ease of cross referencing, sorting, prioritizing or expressing
their internal relationship.
Beside above and the other advantages, paper has one major downside: the
information on paper is fixed to its medium (fixedness of information [Sellen 2003]).
This means that information on paper cannot dynamically be rewritten, revised or
reformatted. Furthermore, paper must be used locally and its information cannot be
accessed remotely. The emergence of flexible display technologies – such as OLED
(organic light-emitting diode) or electrophoretic (E Ink) [Co 2008] – potentially aims
to overcome these limitations by bringing digital computation to displays that closely
approximate the look and feel of traditional paper. In the near future, displays or
ultimately portable devices featuring such flexible displays can be folded similar to
the traditional paper for navigation or they can become so thin that people can roll
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them similar to the traditional paper rolls. In this way, dynamic information can
be displayed and manipulated on paper-like displays allowing for:
• more ergonomic usage and high level of portability.
• malleable devices that adapt their device shape to the functionality
• paper-like interactions that draw upon the affordances of paper supporting
more expressive and varied ways of interactions with and representation of
the digital information.
While the state-of-the-art technology of flexible displays is still under devel-
opment [Crawford 2005], there is a growing trend in studying user interfaces and
interaction techniques for flexible computers that are based on the deformation of
displays. Here, two streams of research can be distinguished. First, those prior stud-
ies that investigate device deformation as input separated from output (display). We
believe that the research in this field can extensively inspire the design of interfaces
for flexible computers due to the similar style of interaction that is based on the
deformation. A second stream of research focuses on user interfaces for flexible dis-
plays where input and output are on the same device. In the following, we review
related work in these two areas. Furthermore, our foldable device concept (FoldMe)
proposed in this chapter draws upon the previous work in the area of multi-slate
device form factors, which is discussed at the end.
4.1.1 Deformable User Interfaces
In early studies, researchers investigated various possibilities of deformable interfaces
with simple technology. Fishkin and Harrison et al. investigated manipulative
user interfaces in which physical manipulations are directly integrated with the
device or object – such as a small PDA – that is being controlled [Fishkin 2000,
Harrison 1998]. Inspired by the real world, they mimicked the same style of physical
interaction to manipulate digital information represented on devices.They simulated
the turning of pages by pressing sensors at the upper corners of the frame of a device.
They also explored the use of tilting to scroll menus, using the metaphor of turning
cards in a binder. ShapeTape [Balakrishnan 1999] probably was one of the first
deformable input device that facilitated direct manipulation of curves and surfaces
in a computer. The device is basically a 48 x 1 x 0.1 cm rubber tape that senses
bending and twisting using two fiber optic bend sensors. Users can control a 3D
virtual curve or surface shown on a computer by deforming the input device.
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(a) Twend (b) Bookisheet (c) FID
Figure 4.1: Examples of previous work on deformation-based input for manipulation
of digital content displayed on separated displays
With the advent of advanced sensor technologies, researchers started investi-
gating deformation-based interactions with more paper-like input devices. Twend
[Herkenrath 2008] is a hardware prototype that can be bent and twisted to perform
navigational tasks – such as scrolling through the pages of an ebook or a map ap-
plication. It basically made of a foam layer sandwiched between two thin plastic
layers. The prototype measures the bending state using eight optical bend sensors
connected to a nearby PC. The prototype (cf. figure 4.1a) allows for bending four
edges as well as the whole device along horizontal and vertical axes back and forth.
Additionally, it can be twisted into a horizontal wave form with the valley either on
the left and right side of the device.
Similarly, Bookisheet [Watanabe 2008] is an interface based on the metaphor
of turning the pages in a book. It mimics the natural behavior of leafing through
pages by bending a thin plastic sheet in different directions. Using the prototype
shown in figure 4.1b users can scroll a photo collection by bending the device or
perform finger bookmarking by pressing a micro switch placed near the forefinger
position. A comparative evaluation of Bookisheet with other conventional devices
(namely, books, arrow keys, and the mouse wheel) showed that it has the same level
of performance for retrieval and paging tasks as the conventional devices.
Gallant et al. [Gallant 2008] designed a foldable user interface, which is basically
a paper-based foldable input device to control 3D GUIs. The input device shown in
figure 4.1c is made of a 5 ∗ 6inch cardstock paper augmented with a number of IT
retro-reflective markers, the shape and position of which is tracked through an IR
camera. The foldable device recognize a plenty of different paper-like deformation
gestures – such as leafing, folding, squeezing, or shaking – in order carry out different
tasks in the foldable user interface. They can be used to navigate the desktop and
to select, stack, sort, annotate, and browse documents.
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There also exists a number of studies that investigated how people can leverage
physical deformation to interact with digital contents regardless of technological bar-
riers. Lee et al. [Lee 2010] aimed at understanding how users manipulate deformable
displays as input devices using artificial deformable displays. They conducted a ges-
ture elicitation study in which they asked participants to devise appropriate gestures
for a set of 11 basic commands while using an A4-sized paper, an elastic cloth, and
a plastic as device mock-ups. Their results indicated that users tend to apply or-
dinary actions to define gestures as a metaphor. This resulted in more intuitive
gesture with high level of preference among users. Moreover, they found that users
preferred consistent gestures in terms of polarity (i.e., when two gestures of the two
opposite-but-closely-related commands were paired).
Similar in nature, [Lee 2012] investigated the effects of size on deformable user
interfaces by observing people interacting with display mock-ups. They conducted
a study in which users were asked to elicit gestures for a set of standard computing
tasks using one large (A4) and one small (iPhone) sized flexible plastic. Their
results showed that the small-sized device was mainly preferred and users could
define create more deformation based gestures with the iPhone sized displays. The
study also showed that most gestures were performed horizontally.
Beyond mock-ups, Kinetic Device [Kildal 2012a] is a prototype similar in shape
and dimensions to a smart-phone that senses basic bending and twisting gestures
without any visual output. Using this prototype, Kildal et al. [Kildal 2012b]
investigated how the stiffness and required deformation degree of mobile phone-
sized deformable device influenced how precisely users were able to perform force-
matching/targeting task. They found out that while device stiffness did not signifi-
cantly affect task performance, user comfort and preferences were strongly in favor
of softer materials. Their results also suggested that nonvisual interaction with de-
formable devices is viable. Recent study by Ou et al. [Ou 2013] proposed layer
jamming as an enabling technology to realize deformable thin sheet interfaces (such
as FlexPad [Steimle 2013]) with tunable stiffness. Such sheet interfaces can yield
dynamic haptic feedback and shape deformation capabilities.
In summary, the findings of prior studies in this area showed that deformation-
based input
• is a promising way of interaction with digital contents
• allows users to obtain rich haptic feedback from the device by feeling its tan-
gibility and configuration as they interact
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(a) Gummi (b) PaperPhone (c) Snaplet
Figure 4.2: Examples of handheld mobile computers featuring flexible display that
can be operated using bend gestures
• results in more expressiveness of interaction with digital contents
Inspired by the real world, previous studies have shown that paper-like deforma-
tion of devices is a promising input modality for supporting navigational tasks. It
was also found that metaphoric gestures adopted from daily behaviors could play a
critical role in the deformation-based interactions [Lee 2010]. These findings influ-
enced the design of our devices and interfaces.
4.1.2 Flexible Display User Interfaces
In the last decade, deformation-based interaction with handheld flexible displays
drew the attention of many researchers. Gummi [Schwesig 2004] was one of the first
devices that leveraged physical deformation of display for interaction with digital
contents. The device prototype consisted of a rigid TFT display attached to the
center of a flexible Plexiglas base with integrated bend sensors. In this way, the
device allows for bending up and downward to accomplish a set of interface opera-
tions – such as zoom in and out in the map application, navigating back and forth
in websites, or select and deselect UI components. Initial user feedback showed that
users were able to quickly pick up the interaction style of Gummi and the interaction
techniques could be effectively and enjoyably used to perform a wide range of simple
tasks. Similarly, Tajika et al. [Tajika 2008] proposed an intuitive interface for flexi-
ble e-book readers that supports turning, flipping and leafing through pages. Similar
to Gummi, their prototype also consisted of an inflexible LCD display mounted on
a flexible plastic substrate.
PaperPhone [Lahey 2011] showed the first mobile phone featuring a built-in flex-
ible E Ink display that can be controlled by simply bending the corners or sides of
the device. A gesture elicitation study with PaperPhone (cf. figure 4.2-b) showed
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that in general users preferred bend gestures that were conceptually simpler and
less physically demanding. The study also identified a strong consensus on the di-
rectionality of the bend gestures i.e., the coherence relationship between the actual
movement of a deforming device in space and the direction in which the informa-
tion on the display moves. Furthermore, the study emphasized the importance of
orthogonality (i.e., associating a unique bend gesture to one single action) as well
as consistency (i.e., using the same or similar gesture to trigger the same or similar
command across applications), which guided our interface design.
Using similar hardware setups, researchers deployed flexible displays in wearable
computing [Tarun 2011] or desktop setting [Girouard 2012] computing. Tarun et al.
introduced Snaplet [Tarun 2011]: a wearable flexible E-Ink display augmented with
sensors that allow the shape of the display to be detected (figure 4.2c). When in a
convex shape on the wrist, it functions as a watch and media player or when it held
flat in the hand it is a PDA with notepad functionality. Users can interact with and
manipulate digital content using bend, touch and stylus based input mechanisms.
DisplayStack [Girouard 2012] leverages various physical configurations of multiple
flexible displays to provide tools for organizing digital documents using piles and
stacks of physical display windows.
While the use of actual flexible displays in the aforementioned studies provided
for rich user experience, the current display technology supports only slight bending
of the device, are quite rigid and tethered with cables. Therefore, some researchers
have studied various forms and more detailed deformation of hand-held displays by
augmenting the appearance of passive flexible surfaces with image projection. Lee
et al. [Lee 2008] demonstrated four different types of foldable and resizable displays
using a low-cost tracking system and a projector. They proposed that devices that
can be resized and reshaped offer advantages for mobile contexts. PaperWindows
[Holman 2005] augments passive paper sheets with an in-place projection of digital
contents. Inspired by the natural practices of working with paper, the authors intro-
duced a set of interaction techniques for individual and multiple displays. FlexPad
[Steimle 2013] investigated more detailed and fine-grained device deformation using
a projection-based flexible display. Using depth images, FlexPad models and tracks
the deformed surface in real time. Their findings established that users were able
to perform high detail deformation with both shape-retaining and flexible materi-
als quickly and easily. they also found out that flexible material is better suited
for application to controlled using simple deformations (e.g., bend whole device or
its edges up or down) whereas shape-retaining materials is well suited for use in
applications with complex deformations (e.g., asymmetrical twisting).
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(a) Interactive foldable displays (b) PaperWindows (c) FlexPad
Figure 4.3: Examples of previous work emulating flexible displays by augmenting
passive flexible surfaces with top projection
While touch is the dominant form of input for today’s handheld computing de-
vices, it is likely that future flexible displays will be multitouch-enabled. Therefore,
researchers have investigated user-related issues pertaining to the integration of
deformation-based gestures with direct touch input. Dijkstra et al. [Dijkstra 2011]
studied the relationship between flexibility of the display and the performance of
pointing at specific locations on the display through two user studies. Based on
common holds, they identified three structural zones (grip, rigid, flexible) on the
surface of flexible displays for which pointing and dragging tasks’ performance was
formally compared in the second study. The results of the second study indicated
that the force characteristics of folds in a flexible display matter. Performance in
pointing and dragging tasks is, on average, 12% better in rigid than in flexible parts
of the display.
Burstyn et al. [Burstyn 2013] augmented touch input with two types of display
deformations – namely, bimanual leafing (bending the side of the display) and one-
handed squeezing for depth navigation on flexible displays. Through two user studies
they investigated the performance of touch input compared to deformation-based
interactions for typical navigational tasks. The results revealed that bend interac-
tion (leafing) is comparable to touch input for navigation through depth-arranged
content. However, augmenting touch with the squeeze interaction in parallel, sig-
nificantly improved targeting performance in a pan-zoom task. Recently, a study
by Kildal et al. [Kildal 2013] explored the combination of touch (either on the front
or back side of the display) and deformation-based input (bend and twist). Their
findings revealed that deformation gestures and touch can be combined successfully
as input techniques and the hedonic qualities offered by deformation based interac-
tions are transferred to hybrid interaction techniques that combine deformation and
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touch.
In summary, the findings discussed above signified that the flexible displays al-
lows for an intuitive and easily understandable way of manipulating digital contents.
This is mainly because of the fact that they allows for interaction styles that resem-
ble those used with paper documents. Considerable research in this vein has focused
on bending gesture – i.e., curving over the flat surface of a flexible display. Partic-
ularly inspired by the study of Lahey et al. [Lahey 2011], it was found that users
preferred deformation gestures (concretely bending gestures in the previous work)
that are less physically demanding and conceptually simpler. They also suggested
to consider three criteria while designing interfaces for flexible displays:
• Directionality: the coherence relationship between the actual movement of
a deforming device in space and the direction in which the information on the
display moves.
• Orthogonality: associating a unique bend gesture to one single action.
• Consistency: using the same or similar gesture to trigger the same or similar
command across applications.
Moreover, prior work that used the passive display approach has shown a prac-
tical way of emulating flexible displays. This enables realization of and studying
more malleable and paper-like form factors regardless of display-related technologi-
cal barriers.
While our design is guided by these findings, we extend the previous work by in-
vestigating more paper-like deformation-based gestures – namely folding or rolling
– which are less explored. We believe that in order to pave the way for effec-
tive user interfaces of future flexible displays, each of these modalities need to be
systematically investigated. Furthermore, our analysis revealed that such hybrid
touch+deformation based input on flexible displays can significantly improve the
task performance. Motivated by the prior work we investigate how to effectively
combine touch with otherwise bend and twisting deformation-based modalities –
namely, folding and rolling.
4.1.3 Slate Display Form Factors
Folding is one of the most common deformation-based gestures used for manipu-
lating paper-based artifacts. While it has not been systematically studied in the
context of interfaces for flexible displays, researchers have investigated it as a means
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to support interaction with rigid multi-slate device form factors. This stream of re-
search is tightly related to and motivated the design of our foldable device concept
presented later.
Chen et al. [Chen 2008] introduced an e-book reader that features two displays
mounted on two separate slates that are connected by a hinge. The device allows
back-to-back and side-by-side configurations of the displays as well as detaching the
slates while reading. A set of embodied interaction techniques based on folding,
flipping, and fanning of the displays supports both local (i.e., consulting material
on or around the current page) and global (i.e., obtaining an overview of a docu-
ment) navigation in e-books. Their evaluation showed that such dual-display ebook
devices have the potential to improve the reading experience by supporting several
local navigation tasks better than a single display device. However, embodied in-
teraction techniques turned out to be not useful. Hinckley et al. [Hinckley 2003]
proposed to use tablet PCs to span digital content across multiple displays. For
example, connection of two tablets results in collating two view ports of displays
or triggering full screen preview of an image. Building upon that, they introduced
Codex [Hinckley 2009], a tablet computer that features two detachable displays con-
nected via a predefined hinge. Embedded sensors can measure the angle between
both displays and the orientation of the device. This provides for a richer design
space of different device postures that afford individual, ambient and collaborative
use scenarios. While these devices introduced here provide two adjacent displays,
each of these displays is single-sided: it cannot display information on its reverse
side.
In summary, the previous multi-slate systems showed that dual display device
configurations can facilitate local as well global navigation while active reading.
Physical interactions – such as page turning and fanning [Chen 2008] – showed
their potential to support both types of navigation. Moreover, it was found that
ergonomic aspects of the device – like weight and size – play an important role for
the success of physical interactions. We extend these work by proposing a device
concept that can display information both on the front and their reverse side. This
enables an even larger set of device configuration and folding interactions compared
to the previous systems. Moreover, we do not only consider single folding gestures
– such as page turning and fanning – but also various fold forms, numbers and
portions.
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4.1.4 Summary
In this section, we reviewed the related work in three different areas pertaining to our
main contributions presented in this chapter. Our analysis revealed that deformable
user interfaces, be it as an external input device or tightly coupled with output in
form of flexible displays, offer a physical embodiment of and interaction with digital
contents. It was shown that due to the high degree of tangibility in DUI, users obtain
a continuous haptic feedback about the state of the interaction. Previous systems
and studies showed that DUI allows for interaction styles that closely resemble those
used with paper documents. Based on the analysis of previous work, we derived a
number of design goals (DG) that that we want to achieve with our concepts and
user interfaces. These are listed in table 4.1. The first four design goals (DG1 - DG4)
are related to the device concepts presented in the next section. The rest (DG5 -
DG7) are criteria that we followed while designing interaction concepts presented
in section 4.3.
4.2 Device Concepts: folding and rolling
As mentioned before, the ever growing trend in creating thin-film display technology
promises to provide thin and even deformable displays that incorporate many of the
physical properties that until now were unique to paper. They might ultimately
become so thin that they can be arbitrarily folded and rolled enabling dynamic
modulation of shape and size of the screen of future handheld devices. Such devices
potentially can provide a solution to the traditional dilemma of today’s fixed-size
displays: increased screen size vs. portability. This means that instead of navigating
through content spanning outside of display area, users can physically resize the
display screen real estate of foldable or rollable displays to collate their viewport for
seeing more content (cf. figure 4.4). In this fashion, users can dynamically reshape
and resize displays to suit desired usage, offer high level of portability.
In contrast to bending, such physical deformation gestures require both hands
to grip the display sides or handles on both sides of the device. Thus, based on
the Fitts’ law model [Fitts 1992], physical resizing becomes inefficient since users
have to take off their hands each time they want to manipulate digital content
using, for instance, direct-touch input on the display. In our design, we address this
disadvantage by exploiting the physical resizing action as means for interaction with
digital contents. This opens up novel physical input possibilities that have not been
addressed in the previous work.
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Design goal Supported
by previ-
ous work?
Contribution of this
chapter
DG1 Support for physical em-
bodiment of digital con-
tents
G#
Our device concepts fea-
ture paper-like flexible dis-
plays.
DG2 Support for physical inter-
action with digital contents G#
Users can physically re-
shape and resize the dis-
play to interact with digital
contents.
DG3 Support for more paper-
like deformation-based in-
teractions
#
FoldMe and Xpaaand de-
vices allows for modulation
of screen through folding
and rolling techniques, ac-
cordingly.
DG4 Support for hybrid touch
plus deformation input
techniques
#
We design different varia-
tions of combining touch
with rolling and folding
techniques.
DG5 Reflect directionality in
pairing gestures with
functions
G#
In both display concepts
we show more or detail con-
tents to the side that is
modulated.
DG6 Reflect consistency in as-
signing functions to ges-
tures across applications
G#
Apart from the application
switching technique, map-
ping of functions to ges-
tures is consistent across
the applications for both
display concepts.
DG7 Reflect orthogonality in as-
sociating one unique func-
tion to one gesture
G#
In each interaction con-
cept, we associate resizing
of the display to one unique
action.
Table 4.1: Overview of design goals that influenced our novel device concepts pre-
sented in this chapter and the extent to which they are covered in the previous
work. #and G#show whether the requirements have partially been addressed in the
previous work or not, respectively.
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Figure 4.4: Resizing concepts: folding and rolling [Steimle 2012b]
Therefore, we want to systematically explore device concepts that their screen
real state can be dynamically resized through folding and rolling techniques. Both
techniques modulate the shape and size of displays similar to that of paper: they
can get folded and become compact and small and when needed, one can expand
them based on the current context of use. Folding gesture allows for deforming the
display in discrete levels and stepwise manner whereas, rolling enables continuous
and more malleable resizing of the screen real estate. While in the farther future,
displays might ultimately become so flexible that they can be arbitrarily folded
and rolled in any direction and along any axis, thin-film display technology is still
quite far from this point. This is why, as a first step, we opted for unidirectional
horizontal resizing for our device concepts. Another advantage of this is that upon
a unidirectional fold or roll action, the rest form factor resembles that of current
handheld computing devices and thus, we believe it may be more natural to users.
In this section, we present two novel device concepts: FoldMe – i.e., a foldable
dual-sided display – and Xpaaand – i.e., a rollable display – along with their inter-
action design spaces. While touch is the most common input for today’s hand-held
computing devices and it is very likely that future devices featuring foldable or rol-
lable displays will be equipped with (multi)touch input technology, we also look for
plausible combinations of touch and deformation-based input for such devices. In
our device concepts, we take a special care to design techniques that serve as an
addition to touch interaction, not replace or impede it.
4.2.1 FoldMe: A Foldable Display Concept
FoldMe is a device concept that features thin-film, double-sided (front and reverse
sides) displays that can be folded using predefined hinges. The device concept
enables users to dynamically alter both size and shape of the display and also to
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access the backside using folding technique. Since folding is a complex technique
with many variations, as a first step and for the sake of simplicity, we relaxed the
device configuration so that its display can be folded along predefined hinges. The
basic interaction units of such devices presented next are primarily organized based
on different types and forms of display folds, followed by illustrating various touch-
and-fold combinations.
4.2.1.1 Types of Folding
Fold-to-front and Fold-to-back
We consider the general case in which the hinge allows for fully rotating the flaps –
i.e., they can define any angle from 0 to 360 degrees. In this case, each of the flaps
can be folded toward or away from the user. In origami art, based on the form of
crease, these are named as valley and mountain folds. These terms are well-suited
for describing the actual state of the fold, but they do not account for the different
directions involved in the folding process (fold or unfold). This is why we introduce
the following terminology: fold- to-front and front-unfold for the valley fold; and
fold-to-back and back-unfold for the mountain fold. These are depicted in figure
4.5.
(a) Fold-to-front (b) Front-unfold (c) Fold-to-back
(d) Back-unfold
Figure 4.5: Basic folding gestures
Both fold gestures change the size of the available screen real estate. Yet, fold-
to-front brings a portion of the reverse side to the front. In fold-to-back, it is vice
versa – i.e., a portion of the front display is brought to the reverse side. These two
types of folding are similar to the way we might handle a book or magazine. Folding
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over and front-unfold are used to open and close the book. Fold away allows for
more convenient holding of the book while reading.
Continuous vs. discrete fold
Folding can be performed as a continuous rather than discrete action. In this way,
starting from neutral state (flat state), turning the flap either toward to or away
from the user results in a continuous input with positive or negative values (cf. fig-
ure 4.6a). This can be used for controlling continuous parameters, for instance.
(a) Continuous folding (b) Temporal fold (c) Complete fold
Figure 4.6: Special types of folding
Temporal vs. complete fold
With physical books it is a common practice to temporarily index a page by putting
the forefinger or thumb at that page. This enables a quick and convenient way for
referring to a specific page while flipping through the pages of the book. Inspired by
this practice, in our device design, we define the temporal fold as a type of folding in
which one finger is put in-between the flaps as illustrated in figure 4.6b. In contrast,
a complete fold requires that the flaps be placed directly on top of each other (see
figure 4.6c).
4.2.1.2 Forms of Folding
The folding technique, yet simple, offers a rich set of alternatives. In designing
FoldMe, we consider device configurations with displays oriented along a single axis
(longer edge) in three different forms:
Centerfold Folding the display along its center axis to create two equally large
flaps (cf. figure 4.7 a). This resembles a book metaphor. This form factor
is similar to some existing devices, however, having display only on the front
side. FoldMe offers displays on the reverse side too which is accessible by a
folding technique.
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Partial fold Folding the display along an asymmetric axis. In this case, folding-
over the flap does not cover the entire screen (cf. figure 4.7 b).
Compound folds Different configurations can also be achieved by tessellating more
display segments (n) with hinges (n - 1) in one dimension. We limit our design
to two hinges with two equal sized display segments (cf. Figure 4.7).
(a) Centerfold (book device) (b) Partial fold device
(c) Triple device
Figure 4.7: Various device configurations of FoldMe
We believe that study of these basic forms of folding, yet simple and restricted
to one dimension, provides the foundation that is necessary for the design of more
faceted future foldable devices. Moreover, these basic fold gestures maintain com-
mon rectangular form factors of today’s hand-held devices that we are already
accustomed to use. We leave more complex, diagonal, and origami-style folding
interactions for future work.
4.2.1.3 Folding and Touch Input
We base our design on whether folding and touching are both performed with the
same hand or whether they are delegated to different hands yet both occur at the
same interaction cycle. In the one-handed case, the user holds the device with one
hand while the other hand touches while folding. In the bimanual case, one hand
touches while the other hand folds. These two cases are depicted in figure 4.8.
There are some cases in which it is difficult to touch while folding (e.g., touching
the front page of the book device while doing a front-unfold). In these cases both
activities are performed in a sequential order: first touch, then fold. No matter how
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: Touch and fold combination performed either single-handedly or biman-
ually
it performs (in one interaction cycle or sequential), direct touch input on the display
has the potential to distinguish between different commands that are all associated
to one folding gesture and thus enabling a wider set of commands to be triggered
by users.
One apparent issue in integration of touch interface is that users might trigger
false touch events by simply holding the device. We propose two solutions for
this issue. First, a bezel can assist users in preventing triggering unwanted touch
events, similar to the bezel of current rigid handheld devices. In our device concept,
however, this would require that each of the flaps is entirely surrounded by bezel,
resulting in a very large bezel in the middle of the display when it is in an unfolded
state. Hence, this approach on its own might not be a practical solution. Another
solution is by automatically distinguishing between contact points that are created
by the grip and actual touch events [Song 2011]. We believe that a combination of
both approaches will allow users to hold the device comfortably while folding and
touching.
4.2.2 Xpaaand: A Rollable Display Concept
We envision an ideal Xpaaand device that features a thin, lightweight, and high-
resolution display that the user can (un)roll for dynamically resizing the display.
Two handles on two opposing sides of the display provide for holding the device in
a comfortable manner either in landscape or in portrait with one or two hands. The
device hence the display cab physically expanded in one dimension by pulling both
handles apart. It can be collapsed by pushing them together. Once the device is
resized it maintains its new form factor.
By embedding, for instance, accelerometers in both handles, the device can sense
which side is actuated. We distinguish three types of resizing: Pulling out or pushing
in the left side of the display, the right side, or both sides (symmetric) as shown in
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figure 4.9. These three types can be mapped to different functionality.
(a) Initial state
(b) Pull-out left (c) Pull-out right
(d) Pull-out symmetric
Figure 4.9: Various types of resizing offered in Xpaaand
4.2.2.1 Metaphors for Rollable Displays
Figure 4.10 shows a traditional scroll that its content can be rolled in or out from
one side (in this case left side). Depending on which side is pulled out, two distinct
behaviors can be observed: by pulling out to the right side, content on the paper
moves also with and it looks like that is being locked-in-hand. Pulling out the oppo-
site side, however, resembles that content is remained attached to a fix position in
the view point of users. We call this content locked-in-viewport metaphor. These two
metaphors are also similar in nature to those proposed by Song et al. [Song 2009].
We consider the content locked-in-viewport metaphor to be better suited in most
cases, as it is more natural and allows users to increase the display side to that they
want to see more content. However, in some specific cases which we will discuss
later in the next section, content locked in hand is more adequate. Therefore, in
our design we support both metaphors consistently for interactions on both sides.
In Xpaaand, when users simply pull either side in or out, we use content locked-in-
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viewport as the default metaphor and show more content to the side that is being
manipulated. The users can, however, switch to locked-in-hand metaphor by using
for instance, touch input (discussed below) or embedded physical buttons on each
handle. Pressing the button on either side, means that the user can lock the content,
which is displayed at that side, in his hand.
Figure 4.10: Metaphors of rollable displays: (a) locked-in-viewport and (b) locked-
in-hand
4.2.2.2 Rolling and Touch Input
Similar to FoldMe, we consider the combination of rolling in or out with touch
input that occur at one interaction cycle and whether it is performed with one or
two hands. Thus, three main variations can be considered as illustrated in figure
4.11: resizing either left or right handles while touching or performing a symmetrical
resizing (i.e., pulling both handles at the same time) while touching down. The latter
resembles a sort of physical stretching of the content.
4.3 Interface Concepts
In this section, we propose novel interface concepts and interaction techniques for
the resizable device concepts introduced above. We advocate dynamic modulation
of screen real estate for accomplishing basic and common tasks found in the current
mobile user interfaces. In the following, we first discuss the general interaction prin-
ciples that provide basis for a set of more advanced interaction techniques presented
later in this section.
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(a) Pull-out left + touch (b) Pull-out right + touch
(c) Pull-out symmetric + touch
Figure 4.11: Combinations of resizing and touch input in Xpaaand
4.3.1 Interaction Principles
In general, both device concepts allow users to dynamically expand or shrink the
size of an existing view, yet through different physical gestures. Based on the prior
studies [Lee 2010] as well as inspired by real-world examples of paper-based artifacts
– such as scrolls, maps, newspapers, books, etc. –, we propose a set of interaction
principle for expanding and shrinking the display size as follows:
Expanding the display size
Regardless of how devices get expanded, it increases the available screen real estate
that can be used for:
• Displaying more contents: The larger display size can be utilized to collate
or extend current view, facilitating comparison of several items, and improves
the display of contents that are better suited for landscape mode.
• Displaying detailed contents: The obtained screen space can be leveraged to
display focused or contextual views of a dataset [Cockburn 2009]. For example,
overview+detail interface designs can particularly benefit from the expanded
view to show an overview of a spatially separated display segment generated
on-the-fly. Moreover, users can physically activate the overview whenever is
needed by expanding display or unfolding the corresponding display segment.
Another category of interfaces that can take advantage of the expanded view
is zoomable interfaces [Bederson 1996], which involve a temporal separation
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between views. We believe that overview+detail interfaces are more suitable
for types of discrete expanding the screen real estate offered in FoldMe. On
the contrary, the continuous resizing of rollable displays corresponds to the
tempo-spatial nature of zoomable interfaces.
• Exposing application functionalities: Dynamic increasing of screen size through
unfolding or unrolling can be used to trigger functionalities within or between
application. As a concrete example, expanding can result in exposing different
functions of an application or showing a different application.
Shrinking the display size
Apart from reverse actions of the aforementioned principle upon shrinking the dis-
play, we propose a set of other principles based on collapsing the display size. Al-
though they are preliminarily designed for devices featuring dual-sided foldable dis-
plays, they can be used in designing interaction techniques for rollable displays.
In previous work, shrinking the display through folding has been mapped to the
close and open commands [Lee 2010]. In our design, folding provides access to the
backside of display. The combination of folding action and the screen space on the
backside opens up a set of novel actions:
• Level up: the user can have access to one level higher in a hierarchy using
folding or rolling the display in. For example, in a photo browsing application,
the user can fold over or roll in and expose the view of albums.
• Overlay: naturally, fold covers the front side of the display with a display
layer coming from the backside. This can be interpreted as an overlay or an
augmentation to the current view.
• Accessing backside content: in our design we also assign fold-to-front to ac-
cess content or functionality on the backside of display. This is particularly
designed for the FoldMe device concepts
4.3.2 Interaction Concepts
Based on the interaction principles we designed and implemented a set of more ad-
vanced physical interaction concepts to support basic tasks. Moreover, we present
some interactions that make use of direct touch input while rolling or folding.
Physical Viewport Resizing
Regardless of type resizing (folding or rolling), expanding or collapsing the display
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primarily modulate the size of the viewport. Depending on which side of the device
is manipulated, resizable displays allows for displaying additional content appeared
or disappeared either on the left, the right, or both sides of the current viewport.
While resizing rollable displays might physically alleviate navigating in a continuous
digital document – such as a text, pictures, or a map that are scrollable, discreet
folding action is better suited for displaying additional GUI components, such as
contextual menus or application widgets. We have implemented three simple viewer
applications: photo, map, and text (in portrait mode) running on Xpaaand. Figure
4.12 shows the photo application in which users can access additional contents by
pulling out or in either handles. As another example, in the map viewer users can
instead of panning, resize the display to see more content on the left or right side of
the viewport.
(a) Pull-out left (b) Initial state (c) Pull-out right
Figure 4.12: Photo viewer application showing the physical viewport resizing tech-
nique
To examine this technique on foldable displays, we developed a photo viewer
application that separates controls and widgets from the main screen content (cf.
figure 4.13). The flap of the partial-fold device acts as a physical tool palette while
the bigger screen (primary screen) displays first-class contents. When needed, using
back-unfold users can access the controls and widgets and once the interaction is
completed, they are able to fold away the flap to the back of the primary screen.
In this way users can remain focused to the main contents while reducing clutter
on screen by off-loading interactive elements away from the display [Burstyn 2013].
Users also can interact with photos using common touch gestures: swiping to go to
the next or previous images in an album. The tool palette displays several common
controls and functions related to photo application, such as different buttons for
sharing or widget controls for adjusting visual properties of a photo.
This interaction technique facilitates common activities, such as deeply focusing
on a single item, comparing adjacent items, or getting a quick overview of many
items. Furthermore, it enables a quick and intuitive accessing of controls and wid-
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.13: Foldable tool palette
gets while keeping the primary screen free from any widgets and other distracting
elements.
Physical Navigation in Menus
This technique supports the physical navigation through hierarchical lists (e.g.,
menus and folders). We utilize extending or shrinking the display to show or
hide digital contents and the same time, trigger the open and close commands.
In Xpaaand, to open a selected folder users pull the display out in the direction of
the dominant hand. This selected item (e.g., the next menu level or contents of the
folder) is displayed on the newly created display area, resulting in an overview+detail
view. FoldMe also supports this technique by (un)folding the flap (the smaller dis-
play segment of the partial device). In order to display an overview of items of a
folder users cab unfold the flap. To navigate even one level higher in the hierarchy,
users can fold-to-front the flap on the primary screen. This displays an overview
of different folders on the flap and a thumbnail view of items of the selected folder
on the visible half of the primary screen. We implemented this technique in photo
viewing application for both devices illustrated in figure 4.14.
Compared to today’s fixed-size mobile devices, one important advantage of this
technique is that through resizing the display, users observe both overview and de-
tailed views of a hierarchy at the same time. In case of multiple levels, the technique
retains the trajectory users traverse in the hierarchy. Due to the confined display size
in rollable displays and limited fold numbers of foldable displays, this technique can
support navigating in hierarchies with a few levels. Nevertheless, it can efficiently
support going back and forth between levels that are frequently used by users.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.14: Physical navigation in menus
Physical Spinner Control
In this technique, we leverage the malleable nature of physical resizing for controlling
continuous parameters. This means that instead of manipulating a spin control or
a slider widget using direct-touch input, this technique leverages the continuous
nature of folding or rolling for fine adjustment of values. It can be imagined as
a tangible spin or slider control that increments or decrements a value when the
display is resized. In this technique the main focus of the user, the primary screen,
remains stable and well visible while the value is adjusted.
To translate the resizing input information (folding or rolling of displays) into
parameter adjustment, two approaches can be identified: absolute and relative
[Burstyn 2013]. In absolute mapping, resizing input is directly mapped to the state
of a parameter. For example, in FoldMe, this means that folding input angle is
directly translated into adjusting values: flat state of the display presents the zero
value and folding towards and away from the users result in increasing or decreasing
the value. The most and least values corresponds to +90 and -90 fold degrees. On
the contrary, with the relative mapping, the resting state of display presents the
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current value of parameter, and any physical resizing results in value adjustment
from the current value in the same direction. Due to the fact that our resizable
display prototypes cannot retain the current display size (see prototype section 4.4)
we used the absolute mapping approach for this technique.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.15: Physical spinner control
This technique is implemented in the photo viewing application running on
FoldMe. Users can adjust several parameters by partially folding the flap to the
back or to the front. Spin controls allow for adjusting brightness, contrast and blur
level of photos. Our implementation uses an absolute mapping between the folding
angle and the amount of increment repeater. For each function, a button is dis-
played on the flap. The user can touch on one of the buttons and fold to adjust the
corresponding value. Visual feedback about the current state is given by a simple
slider on the right side of the spin control. This technique is illustrated in figure
4.15. To provide a natural polarity, we map folding the flap in positive (toward
the user) or negative (away from the users) angles to increment or decrement the
parameter.
The continuous pulling out the display can be exploited to support fine adjust-
ment of a slider on devices featuring rollable displays. We sketched this interaction
in video player application depicted in figure 4.16. Using this technique, pulling out
the display can be seen as a physical instantiation of the rubber band metaphor used
for temporal video browsing [Sun 2008]. Therefore, resizing of display is mapped to
spanning a rubber band that is connected to the timeline of a video: the further the
display is pulled-out, the stronger the band is spanned, the faster the video is played
back. Pulling out to the right can be mapped to fast-forwarding, whereas pulling
out to the left means rewinding, respectively. Physical resizing of display allows for
occlusion-free and fine-grained interaction. On the other hand, the additional screen
space can be used to scaffold a user’s navigation process by allowing for a detailed
overview over the key frames at the current playback position.
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Figure 4.16: Physical timeline control
Physical Clipboard
This technique leverages dynamically created additional display space for temporar-
ily holding an information element. This allows the user to compare items and
creating a visual clipboard. By locking one information element in hand (pressing
button) while expanding, the element is moved to the clipboard region, which ap-
pears on the fly. Moving the item back (e.g., for pasting) is performed with the
reverse action. Collapsing the display without pressing a button hides the visual
clipboard (locked-in-viewport metaphor). We have implemented an application for
cut and paste with photos.
Physical Zooming
Zooming in or out is performed using the locked-in-hand metaphor. By press-
ing both buttons simultaneously, content gets locked-in-hand at both sides. While
resizing the display, content on the viewport then gets stretched or shrunk, which
is mapped to zooming. For navigating to very deep zoom levels, which cannot be
reached by pulling out the display once, the user can iterate over zooming and view-
port resizing several times (similar to lifting a mouse to move the device but not
the cursor).
This technique reduces a problem of zooming on fixed-size screens, where mag-
nifying the view results in losing context information. In contrast, enlarging the
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.17: Physical zooming in maps
viewport while zooming in enables seeing the detailed view and still having more
context visible in one dimension. We have implemented applications for zooming in
1D (i.e., semantic zooming within a text document, shown in figure 4.18) and 2D
information spaces (i.e., geometric zoom within maps, shown figure 4.17).
We moreover designed a technique that provides for accessing additional infor-
mation that is embedded within a document (e.g., a hyperlink within a web page).
The user selects the hyperlink by touching it and simultaneously expands the display.
The link target is expanded in place, within the context of the original document,
leveraging the newly created display space. We have implemented an application
for accessing additional images within a text document.
Physical Application Switching
One of the key features of today’s handheld devices is multitasking: allowing users
to quickly switch between a applications. With the iPhone or iPad, for instance, a
common way of switching between applications is to double click the home button,
which opens up a tray containing icons of all running applications. By clicking on
an icon, the user can switch to an application. This approach, although simple,
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Figure 4.18: Physical semantic zooming
can become awkward in cases in which the user needs a quick means to frequently
switch between several applications – for instance, when doing a text chat parallel
to reading an e-book or when using Wikipedia for looking up definitions of terms
that are used in an e-book. To mitigate this problem, we designed a technique for
quick switching between applications that takes advantage of dynamic modulation
of foldable and rollable displays.
One key affordance offered in FoldMe is that one can fold the display for accessing
content that is located on the backside. This feature is particularly useful for an
effective, embodied multitasking. Having one or several applications assigned to
the backside, the user can quickly refer to them and then get back again to her
context. Since each application is assigned to one unique page of the foldable device,
rich spatial cues guide the user and, in combination with folding, generate a more
direct and physical experience of multitasking. In this technique a complete fold
results in closing the foreground application. In contrast, finger bookmarking keeps
the application running in the background while the user is working with another
application.
We also designed and implemented a physical application switching technique
for rollable displays. This technique allows users to easily switch between a small
number of frequently used applications by resizing the display to the size that is
associated with a specific application. This is shown in figure 4.20. A similar ap-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.19: Physical application switching
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.20: Physical application switching
proach can be taken for exposing or hiding functionality within one application.
Physical Layering of Information
This technique supports physically overlaying the information displayed on the front
screen with the back-side display. This is slightly different to the other techniques
of FoldMe in the sense that folding does not result in a different view but rather
augments the contents of the front display. This is similar to applying a lens or
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placing a display with a transparent background on it. Having a device with more
than one hinge allows the user to combine or merge different layers on top of the
front display.
(a)
(b) (c)
(d)
Figure 4.21: Physical layering of information through folding over
We implemented the technique in a map scenario running on a foldable device
featuring three display segments (cf. figure 4.21). The application displays the
Google map view as the primary view on the middle screen. Two adjacent screens
represent textual explanation of a route (left screen) and a set of point of interests
(POI) – such as gas stations, hotels and park places (right screen). To graphically
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show the route on the map, the user can fold the left screen with the root information
over the map view. Similarly, the user can fold the right screen over the map view
to augment the map with icons showing the location of POIs. In order to merge
the two views, the user can fold both screens over the map. This results in a map
view with integrated route and POIs (cf. figure 4.21d). Table 4.2 summarizes all
the interaction concepts for both FoldMe and Xpaaand.
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Physical Viewport Resizing
Underlying Principle Description
- Displaying more contents Collating/Extending the viewport by pulling
out or unfolding the display
Physical Navigation in Menus
Underlying Principle Description
- Displaying more contents
- Exposing application function-
alities
Selecting a menu item while resizing the dis-
play results in navigating to one level deeper
in a hierarchy.
Physical Spinner Control
Underlying Principle Description
- Exposing application function-
alities
The continuous action of resizing (through ei-
ther folding or rolling the display) is mapped
to adjusting an application parameter.
Physical Clipboard
Underlying Principle Description
- Displaying more contents
- Exposing application function-
alities
Dragging out an item from a list while ex-
panding the display triggers a cut-and-paste
action and displays the item on the extended
display area.
Physical Zooming
Underlying Principle Description
- Displaying detailed contents
- Exposing application function-
alities
Expanding the display while touch-down on
both sides of the display results in a zoom-in
action.
Physical Application Switching
Underlying Principle Description
- Exposing application function-
alities
Resizing of display is mapped to switch be-
tween applications based on the display size
and form factors.
Physical Layering of Information
Underlying Principle Description
- Displaying more contents
- Accessing backside contents
- Overlay
Folding displays augments the primary pre-
view with additional information. Folding
more than one display merges information
displayed on the primary preview.
Table 4.2: Summary of physical interaction concepts for resizable displays and their
interrelation to the underlying interaction principles.
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4.4 Implementation
Despite recent advances in creating thin-film display technology, currently available
flexible displays do not yet allow for producing a device with rollable displays or
very thin double-sided foldable displays that is untethered. Thinness of displays is
crucial for free and easily folding and rolling in all directions. Moreover, current
tethered flexible displays [Lahey 2011] limit the total thinness of a fully folded or
rolled device. Therefore, we follow a passive display approach used in the previous
systems [Holman 2005, Lee 2008, Steimle 2013], in which arbitrary flexible surfaces
are augmented with a corrected top projection. This enables us to realize our device
concepts and deploy our interaction concepts regardless of technological barriers.
Since this approach closely emulates look and feel of actual foldable and rollable
displays we are also able to test our interaction concepts through user studies.
In the following, we detail on physical prototypes of FoldMe and Xpaaand fol-
lowed by introducing the simulation environment that is used for augmenting them.
4.4.1 Device Prototypes
4.4.1.1 Xpaaand Prototype
The Xpaaand prototype (cf. figure 4.22) consists of a physical scroll made of white
foil, where display content is projected. It can be resized to widths from 5 to 39
cm at a fixed height of 18 cm. It is 4 cm thick and weighs about 900g. A box is
attached at each of the two ends. These boxes act as physical handles for easily
grasping the device. They contain the scroll and electronic components. A physical
button is positioned at the center of each of the boxes. As our current prototype does
not support touch input and to support navigation on the display while it is held
with two hands, a trackball is integrated into one box. It can be manipulated with
the dominant hand (left-handers can rotate the device by 180 degrees). Wireless
communication links the prototype to a nearby PC that hosts tracking software and
applications. To keep the device stable, straight, and stiff at different display sizes,
we fixed an expandable strut on the back of device.
4.4.1.2 FoldMe Prototypes
The FoldMe prototypes incorporate the main physical properties of our display
concept described in 4.2: lightweight, rigid, and easily foldable in both directions.
Furthermore, they become stiff when in an unfolded flat state. This provides for a
single unified display space that can be easily held from one side.
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Figure 4.22: Xpaaand prototype
We used foamboard that is made up of a sheet of foam sandwiched between two
sheets of cardstock paper. To connect two sheets of the foamboard, we embed a
number of relatively strong magnets into the long edge of each sheet, which realize
a snap-in effect when the display is in an unfolded flat state. In order to ensure
that sheets cannot be detached and hinges remain stable and well-aligned during
manipulation, we integrated three straps connected to both sheets. A schematic
view of the prototype design is depicted in figure 4.23a. In this way, no gap is
visible at the hinges. Users perceive only a slightly visible crease at the possible
fold location. As it can be seen from figure 4.23b, we constructed three different
prototypes – namely, book, partial-fold, and dual-fold devices. They allowed us to
examine different types and sizes as well as more-than-one-fold variations.
4.4.2 Simulation Setup
Our simulation environment consists of an Optitrack motion capture system1 with
six infrared cameras, an array of full HD projectors mounted on the ceiling and
several foldable prototypes augmented with infrared retro-reflective markers. The
information provided by the tracker system (position, orientation, the state of the
prototypes) is used to warp the projected image onto the prototype in real-time.
Display contents are then projected by two full HD projectors. The display update
rate is 60 fps; the average resolution on the display is approximately 42 dpi. A
schematic overview of our simulation setup is depicted in figure 4.24.
In the simulation framework, we simulate the environment by constructing a
Direct3D world model of Microsofts’s DirectX2 framework. In an initial calibration
step based on the direct homography approach [Zhang 2010], we instantiate a Di-
1http://www.naturalpoint.com/optitrack/
2http://windows.microsoft.com/de-de/windows7/products/features/directx-11
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.23: FoldMe physical prototypes: (a) schematic view of hinges using mag-
nets and straps and (b) three prototypes from left book, partial-fold and dual-fold
devices.
Abbildung 2.1.: Schematischer Systemaufbau von PaperDisplay [2]
2.1.2 Tracking
Durch ein separates Trackingsystem werden Position und Orientierung der einzelnen Displays,
auf die die Inhalte projiziert werden, ermittelt. Hierfür wurde OptiTrack [5] von NaturalPoint
verwendet. Dieses System trackt mit Hilfe von mehreren IR-Kameras reflektierende Punkte, be-
zeichnet als Marker, innerhalb des 3D-Raums. Dazu werden Trackables benutzt, die ein Muster
aus mehreren Markern darstellen. Jeder Marker reflektiert dabei IR-Licht, das durch LEDs an
den Kameras erzeugt wird. Durch die charakteristischen Abstandsverhältnisse der einzelnen
Marker und deren Erkennung durch mehrere Kameras gleichzeitig ist es OptiTrack möglich,
Position und Orientierung eines Trackables zu ermitteln. Die Trackables werden dabei vor Ver-
wendung in der Anwendung TrackingTools in einem TrackingTools-Projekt definiert. Das ent-
sprechende Projekt muss dann noch in der Konfiguration von PaperDisplay hinterlegt werden.
Über eine API in der Programmiersprache C kann eine Anwendung auf die Informationen von
OptiTrack zugreifen. Um die Aufrufe auch in C# durchführen zu können, wird daher ein Wrap-
per benutzt. Über die API kann dabei einerseits der Status der definierten Trackables abgerufen
werden, andererseits gibt es auch direkten Zugriff auf alle Marker, die durch die Kameras er-
kannt werden.
2.1.3 Vernetzung der Komponenten
Die Verarbeitung der Trackinginformationen und Verwaltung der Displays werden von einem
Tracker durchgeführt, der bestimmte Interfaces implementiert. Das vorliegende System über-
nimmt diese Aufgabe und nutzt die Displays als Anzeigeflächen für die Seiten der einzelnen
Geräte, sowie Trackables, um diese zu tracken. Der Inhalt der Displays wird dabei über eine
separate Anwendung festgelegt. In Richtung dieser Anwendung kann ein Tracker Nachrichten
verschicken, um sie beispielsweise über die Parameter der Anzeigeflächen zu informieren.
4
(a) (b)
Figure 4.24: Schematic view and hardware setup of the paper-like simulation envi-
ronment
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rect3D camera in the model with its position and orientation precisely set to that
of the corresponding projector (an evaluation [Riemann 2010] showed that our cali-
bration approach yields a precision of about less than 4 mm). Thus, the camera sees
the passive display and its contents from the correct perspective. The camera view
that is generated by Direct3D is displayed by the projector while the world model
is continuously updated by the tracker data. In order to recognize different folding
or rolling gestures, we implemented a gesture recognizer module that analyzes po-
sitional information of the display. The Direct3D model receives real-time screen
captures of Windows Presentation Foundation3 applications and renders them as
textures onto the display.
Figure 4.25: Touch imple-
mentation
In order to enable touch input, we attach an in-
frared reflective marker (IR marker) to one finger of
each of the user’s hands. Once the finger marker
is sufficiently near to the display surface, we calcu-
late the projection of the finger point onto the dis-
play plane using planar geometry. As this approach
would fail when a touch occurs very close to one of
the markers that are used for identifying the display,
we took special care of positioning markers on the
display surface in a way to ensure that the main screen area remains marker-free.
Different approaches (e.g., by using pressure sensitive or capacitive touch foils4) were
not possible since these either require tethering or too bulky electronic components.
The physical prototypes and the simulation environment allow us to closely
emulate future devices featuring foldable and rollable displays. We implemented the
interaction concepts introduced in 4.3 running on FoldMe and Xpaaand prototypes.
This enable us to test our interaction concepts in user studies presented in the next
section.
4.5 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the interaction concepts designed for resizable displays.
This is done through two user studies in which we individually examined foldable
and rollable device concepts. Our main goal of the studies was to obtain qualitative
insights on how people generally interact with and apprehend physical resizing of
displays as novel input modality for such devices. We aimed not to statistically
3http://msdn.microsoft.com/de-de/library/ms754130(v=vs.110).aspx
4http://www.sensibleui.com/
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proof of a priori conjectures due to the high level of novelty offered in our design.
Therefore, the studies illustrated a form of exploratory observations aiming to dis-
cover common interaction patterns and unexpected phenomena. In the following,
we first report the FoldMe and then Xpaaand user studies.
4.5.1 Study1: FoldMe
In order to evaluate the FoldMe device and its interface concepts, we conducted
an exploratory study. We were interested in observing how participants used our
interaction concepts for identifying strengths and weaknesses, and also to see how
easily users understood the novel interaction style of double-sided foldable displays.
Moreover, we examined our device configurations and various functional roles that
can be assigned to each folding type and form.
4.5.1.1 Participants and Tasks
We invited ten volunteer participants (nine male, one female) to our lab. Three of
them were left-handed. All were professional computer scientists. Each participant
owned a smart phone that they used on a daily basis. Five participants owned
a general-purposed tablet for longer activities – for instance, reading and surfing.
E-book reading devices were used by two participants.
The study consisted of two blocks. The first block focused on examining our
device concepts and various configurations while there was not projection provided.
We presented the paper prototypes and invited the users to think of an associated
functionality for each device configuration and different scenarios in which they
could imagine using the prototypes. No information was displayed on the device.
However, we utilized some printouts of screen captures of some common mobile
applications to foster brainstorming.
In the second block, we evaluate our interface concepts using high fidelity pro-
totypes – i.e., augmenting our paper prototypes with interactive projections as de-
scribed above. After a brief introduction, participants could explore each interface
concept until they feel comfortable using the device and performing respective in-
teraction techniques. Then, we asked them to search for a specific photos using
our physical menu navigation technique and adjust its brightness using our physi-
cal spinner control. For the book device, we emulate a reading scenario using an
eBook application running on both front displays of the device. On the reverse side
of device, we assign a chat and music player application to left and right display
segments. Users were asked to read the ebook and respond to a number of emulated
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notifications of the background applications using our physical application switch-
ing technique. We also test the physical overlay technique using the triple device
and asked participants to search and show a specific POI along several local routs.
Participants were asked to perform the tasks while thinking aloud. Sessions were
video recorded for post analysis. The study was conducted in single user sessions
that lasted approximately 90 minutes each.
4.5.1.2 Results
General Observations
All participants appreciated the concept of double-sided display and the possibility
of folding and unfolding to modulate the screen size and shape. They were able
to quickly understand the interaction principle of fold-to-front and fold-to-back in
combination with the reverse side of the display. They found folding very natural
(particularly the fold-to-front) and useful in terms of having a compact form factor
for mobility and enlarging the screen when the context permits. One participant
commented, “Folding [over] is kind of a shortcut to access the backside compared to
flipping the whole page.” All participants appreciated the strong sense of going back
and forth that is suggested by folding. Folding was also found to be very appropriate
for temporarily referring to something on the back side and then returning back to
the front side. Almost all participants expressed privacy concerns of having contents
displayed on the back side. They mentioned that it has to be inactive while working
on the front side.
In the following, we explain results of the first and second study blocks in turn.
Device-Related Results
As mentioned before, in the first block of the study, no information was provided
on devices. This allows us to gather qualitative data about each device and func-
tional roles of displays. We categorized the results based on the devices presented
as follows:
Book device: All participants commented that the book device is suitable for
active reading scenarios. Fold-to-front and front-unfold were found to resemble close
and open actions. We observed that since all four displays have the same physical
appearance in size and shape, users did not map different roles to the displays but
treated all of them as having the same role. P3 mentioned, “Having multiple displays
on one side is useful for dividing your coupled task [like reading and writing] and
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the back side can be used for background applications that you need to refer to from
time to time.” Four participants explicitly mentioned that it might be suitable for
occasionally referring to the back side.
Six participants found fold-to-front to be more intuitive and practical than fold-
to-back, particularly when using the book device. One participant commented that
“fold-to-front [from right to left] is like clicking the right mouse button to access the
context menu, which is missing in touch interfaces” and is like a special function.
Another commented, “Fold-to-front to access the back side to see more information
or invoke other applications is very intuitive.”
Partial-fold device: Users reported that the smaller flap of the partial-fold pro-
totype is an add-on to the main screen and offers additional functionality, similar
to a tool palette. P1 stated, “It [the flap of the partial-fold device] is very quickly
accessible and easily foldable. It is more convenient than folding using the book
prototype.” Another participant commented, “Out of sight, out of mind but still
quickly accessible.” Six participants stated that the flap of the partial-fold prototype
is suitable for having a list (or an overview) while the main screen displays the detail.
Dual-fold device: Seven participants perceived the dual-fold device as an exten-
sion of the book device. In general, participants had difficulties in imagining an
appropriate application of the dual-fold device. However, they could envisage us-
ing the device for specific purposes – such as a graphics editing program or a map
application. Almost all participants expressed privacy concerns of having contents
displayed on the back side. They mentioned that it has to be inactive while working
on the front side.
Interface-Related Results
In the second block of the study, we examine our interaction concepts running on
devices. We report our findings based on each technique in the following.
Physical application switching: was very well received by all participants, par-
ticularly the combination with finger bookmarking that allows for haptic feeling of
pausing your context and then unfolding to resume. They appreciated using the
back side display for accessing the background application, and the front display
for the foreground application. Three participants emphasized on the fact that it is
suitable for less frequent and temporal application switching. In cases where tasks
are highly interwoven (such as reading and simultaneous note taking), participants
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preferred to have both applications on the foreground display divided on two adja-
cent screens to avoid the need for highly repetitive folding.
Physical navigation in menus: Although the technique for changing levels in a
hierarchy with the fold-to-front gesture was limited to two levels, it was well received
by six participants in the partial-fold device. The technique provides a rich physical
experience of going up or down in the hierarchy. However, in cases that the levels of
hierarchy were more than two, participants preferred alternative ways of changing
levels (e.g., direct touch input) and using folding only as a shortcut for switching
between two frequently used levels.
Physical spinner control: This technique received positive feedback for several
reasons. Participants commented that it supports interacting with digital content
while both hands are holding the device and avoids hand occlusion on the primary
screen while manipulating the content. However, three participants were unsure
about the effectiveness of this technique in terms of efficiency and accuracy in com-
parison to direct touch interaction with a slider control. One reason for this might
be the fact that our implementation required participants to interact with the spin
control using their non-dominant hand. Another possible shortcoming might be the
direct mapping of the degree of folding to increment of value.
Physical integration of information: Initially, this technique on the dual-fold
prototype was found to be difficult to understand by most of the participants, since
it is conceptually very different from existing mobile devices. However, after a short
while they could figure out the idea behind it. Two participants saw a natural
mapping to do and undo actions. P3 stated, “When I perform [fold and unfold]
gestures to quickly check if a filter is appropriate or not, it resembles [do and] undo
actions.” All participants appreciated having the middle screen as the main preview
of the application (in this case the map) while folding the left or right sides over
preserves and only augments the main view, even though the physical screen size is
changed.
The discussion with participants revealed that having the primary preview on
one physical display and the filtered preview on the back side of another display
gives them a safe feeling that the original content remains unchanged. Therefore
participants frequently folded and unfolded the device repetitively, switching back
and forth between different views. In contrast, results of the foldable multitasking
technique showed that where the fold-to-front gesture entirely changes the current
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General Findings
– Folding (particularly fold-to-front) was perceived to be very natural and quick.
– Compared to flipping the whole display, folding provides a shortcut for access-
ing the back side.
– Users raised privacy concerned about the content to be displayed on the back
side of display.
Device-Related Findings
– In book device fold to front perceived as special function for invoking other
applications.
– Book device affords for physically delineating applications to each display seg-
ment.
– Folding the flap in partial device was found to be easily and quickly accessible.
– There was a strong agreement that dual-fold device is difficult to use due to
large folding possibilities it offers.
Interface-Related Findings
– Physical application switching was found to be suitable for less frequent and
temporal task switching.
– Physical navigation was used for frequently used levels in a hierarchy.
– Users were skeptical about the practicability of physical spinner control.
– The Physical overlay technique resembled a do-and-undo action.
Table 4.3: Summary of the main findings from the FoldMe evaluation
view, users tend to perform the fold gesture more selectively and infrequently.
Table 4.3 summarizes the main findings of the FoldMe study.
4.5.2 Study2: Xpaaand
To evaluate our concepts of rollable displays, we conducted a second explorative
study to examine how easy it is for novice users to understand the novel interaction
style of Xpaaand.
4.5.2.1 Participants and Tasks
We recruited eleven volunteer participants, from which five were female, with an
average age of 26 years. Three were left-handed. The study was conducted in our
lab environment. We used the Xpaaand prototype described in 4.4 augmented with
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interactive top projection. The study was conducted in single user sessions that
each lasted approximately one hour.
After five minute of introduction, participants explored the interaction concepts
and were asked to perform the following tasks in the horizontal mode: searching and
comparing photos using physical viewport resizing, finding certain photos in different
albums using the physical navigation technique, performing multiple times the cut
and paste operation with the aim of the physical clipboard, and performing physical
application switching while thinking aloud. In the vertical mode, participants had to
perform a reading task with and without the semantic zooming technique, followed
by revealing a hidden figure using the accessing additional information technique.
The session ended with a semi-structured interview. Sessions were video recorded
for post analysis.
4.5.2.2 Results
All 11 participants appreciated the possibility of changing the display size dynami-
cally. Physical expanding and collapsing of the display for interacting with contents
was found to be intuitive and enjoyable. P3 commented, “It is great and makes
so much fun because it imitates something physical and has haptic feedback.” P4
stated, “I have just done it, without thinking, it feels more active to me.” Although
“it is really unusual to pull out” (P2), all participants quickly got accustomed to
the resizing technique and performed it with ease and confidence after a few min-
utes. The locked-in-viewport metaphor used for viewport resizing was appreciated
by all participants. One participant (P2) commented, “It is so intuitive because
the contents remain entirely unchanged. The rest is just temporarily hidden in the
scroll.”
Almost all users (10) reported that dynamic and continuous resizing helped them
in searching and comparing items in a list. For a search task in the photo application,
seven users intuitively enlarged the viewport to gain a broader view before scrolling
through the list. Moreover, eight participants explicitly stated that the comparison
of items was much easier in the flexible display size. Nine users enlarged the viewport
before comparing adjacent items. This helped them to directly engage in more than
one item while maintaining the full resolution of each item. P3 commented, “I
intuitively resized it to a size which allowed viewing two photos one besides the
other.” Even though users had enough physical space for expanding the display to
its full size, we observed some instances of collapsing the display to focus on a specific
location of the viewport. Furthermore, during the interviews three users explicitly
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mentioned to envision that they can effectively use the device in a restricted space
very much like one handles physical maps or newspapers. These results indicate that
intuitive resizing of the display eases search, comparison and serendipitous discovery
of contents.
Besides physical viewport resizing, the physical interaction concepts for zooming
and hierarchy navigation were particularly well received. The participants appre-
ciated the combination of resizing the display and basic interface operations (e.g.,
open, close, zoom) which provide for a rich physical experience of going in and out
(seven users) and keeping the context visible (three users). Participants reacted very
positively to the technique for temporarily holding an element, which eased visual
comparison. Physical application switching running on Xpaaand was found simple,
but most participants needed one to two minutes to get accustomed to this tech-
nique. In contrast to other techniques, this was because in this technique, resizing
displays resulted in invoking an application that does not use any of the metaphors
of physical scrolling.
Most of the time users held the device easily with their two hands, their arms
placed on the table. However, seven users felt that the prototype was too heavy
for comfort, particularly for holding in a vertical orientation when widely expanded.
Five participants had concerns related to physical fatigue. Physical resizing “is
great but [it] might become a sport doing it too often or for a long time” (P5).
With one single exception in the photo application, all these comments were raised
during navigation in hierarchies when users desired to repetitively and quickly switch
between several folders. The physical effort of repeatedly collapsing the device for
going up one level and expanding again was considered too high, particularly because
the device eventually had the same size as before. Several users stated that in this
specific case, they prefer having alternatives (e.g., touch input) to the proposed
technique.
Finally, as an unexpected advantage collaborative uses of the device were sug-
gested. This comprised temporally enlarging the display for showing photos to other
people (P2, P10) or games (P9) where each of two users holds the display at one
side.
Table 4.4 summarizes the main findings of the Xpaaand study.
4.5.3 Discussion
The results of both studies showed that dynamic modulation of display is strongly
preferred. Participants commented that physical resizing of display has potential
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General Findings
– Physical expanding and collapsing the display were found to be intuitive and
enjoyable.
– Dynamic resizing assisted searching and comparing items in a list.
– Rolling out the display was interpreted as offering options, whereas pulling in
the display resembles committing changes.
– Physical zooming and menu navigation resembled a sense of going in and out
into contents.
– Repeatedly collapsing and enlarging the display to accomplish a task was not
preferred.
Table 4.4: Summary of the main findings from the Xpaaand evaluation
to increase the user experience and effectiveness of interaction with digital contents
on hand-held devices. From participants’ comments, we found out that physical
resizing as an input modality is natural and intuitive. It is obvious how it works,
and it requires less concentration.
Through the studies, we also identified one major concern associated with phys-
ical resizing of display as an input modality – i.e., the physical fatigue. Compared
to direct-touch input, which is less tiring, physical resizing involves both the hands
and the arms in the interaction. We observed that participants were concerned
that physical resizing will become a sport while performing repetitive or frequent
commands. This issue signifies the need for an appropriate trade-off between user
experience, efficiency, and physical effort. We believe that this limitation will be-
come less severe with future devices that are more lightweight than our prototype
and provide alternative input techniques, such as direct-touch input.
We observed that the FoldMe device was treated as a multitask system (par-
ticularly in the book device and the dual-fold device) due to the multiple equal
display segments it offers. There was a strong agreement among participants that
distributing applications across different displays while being able to access them
concurrently is the prominent feature of the FoldMe device. We conclude that the
FoldMe design mimics the kind of tactile-kinesthetic affordances of physical pa-
per and offered a rich multi-display experience. This is inline with the findings
of [Chen 2008, Hinckley 2009], which revealed similar affordances of dual-sided de-
vices. It was also found that the front display segments are suitable for frequently
used applications and, thus, support highly interwoven activities, whereas back side
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of displays are for background applications. In contrast, findings of the Xpaaand
study showed that due to the fact that rollable displays offer one unified surface, it
was found to be more effective while users are engaged in one application. Thus,
interaction concepts in which resizing the display resulted in collating the viewport,
zooming of data objects, or showing additional contents in one application were
mainly preferred.
One-dimensional folding and rolling (horizontal) in both device concepts as well
as predefined hinges in the FoldMe design prevent us from investigating free-form
folding and rolling variations. We believe that the techniques and results of the
studies can be extended to fully flexible displays. Fully flexible displays will allow
the user to select the position and the extent to which the display gets folded or
rolled. This will render possibly more flexible sizes of folded application windows,
tool palettes, and lenses.
4.6 Conclusion
Today’s computer user interfaces do not leverage many of the possible degrees of
freedom offered by everyday flexible materials such as paper. Given the rapid ad-
vances in thin-film display technology, such as E Ink and organic light emitting
diodes (OLED), we will witness a radical change in the design of computing devices.
These technologies potentially provide thin, lightweight and even deformable dis-
plays that incorporate many of the physical properties that until now were unique
to paper documents. Multitouch displays might ultimately become so thin that they
can be arbitrarily folded and rolled while featuring high-resolution display both on
the front and the reverse sides. In this chapter, we investigate how future flexible
displays might adopt dynamic resizing of display through folding and rolling tech-
niques. We particularly exploit the dynamic modulation of screen real estate for
interaction with digital contents.
Based on literature analysis on deformation-based and flexible-display user in-
terfaces, considerable research has focused on bending and twisting gestures. While
informative and practical, flexible displays’ promise goes beyond such subtle defor-
mations of curving the entire or part of the display. Through contributing two novel
device concepts – namely, FoldMe and Xpaaand – we explore more a paper-like
deformation of display that is based on folding and rolling techniques. The device
concepts can potentially provide a solution to the traditional dilemma of fixed-size
displays: increased screen size vs. portability. This means that instead of navigating
through content spanning outside of the display area, users can physically extend
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the display screen real estate of foldable or rollable displays to collate their viewport
to see more content.
We moreover leverage the physical modulation of the screen to provide an ad-
ditional and intuitive input modality. Based on the natural way of interacting with
paper-based artifacts – such as paper rolls or newspapers – we explore physical in-
teraction design spaces of foldable and rollable displays. We characterize the design
space of foldable displays based on various types, numbers and forms of folding. In-
spired by traditional paper rolls, we also defined two different metaphors for rollable
displays: locked-in-hand (i.e., when the content moves as users pull out the display)
and locked-in-viewport (i.e., content is attached to the display and do not move
as users resize the display). In addition, we looked at the possible combination of
incorporating the direct-touch input while folding and rolling displays.
In the present chapter, we also contribute user interface concepts that make use
of the full potential of the physical resizing input modality. We first define several
interaction principles that serve as the foundation for designing concrete interaction
concepts. The principles basically include different possibilities that resizing the
display might lead to: seeing more content, or more detailed content, as well as
invoking a command. Due to the larger variations in FoldMe, folding over the
device can additionally be interpreted as going a level up, overlaying the current
view, and accessing content on the back of the display. Based on the interaction
principle, we design a number of physical interaction concepts to accomplish basic
tasks – like navigating, zooming, controlling parameters, and application switching.
Following up a passive display approach, we implement the interaction concepts
running on prototypical realization of foldable and rollable devices. To do so, we
build a simulation environment to emulate paper-like displays in which passive flexi-
ble surfaces are augmented with a top projection. This makes it possible to evaluate
our interaction designs by conducting real user studies regardless of barriers in us-
ing actual foldable or rollable display technology, which is still in its infancy. We
conduct two exploratory user studies to test the concepts of rollable and foldable
devices individually. Results of both studies show that physical resizing can consid-
erably improve the effectiveness and the user experience of interacting with digital
contents on hand-held computing devices. We observed that since FoldMe offers
physically separated display segments, it was perceived rather as a multitasking
system and provided for a rich multi-display experience. Xpaaand, however, en-
abled users to physically engage in data objects of an application on a unified yet
dynamically resizable display. Results also suggest that in situations where users
have to repetitively resize the display, alternative less tiring input modalities, such
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as direct-touch, are more preferred.
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Knowledge workers develop highly efficient practices of manipulating physical
objects during a liftime of working in real desktop workspaces. A set of these prac-
tices involves organizing objects found on the surface of tables – such as moving,
shuﬄing around, or laying out. In addition to these table-centric practices, knowl-
edge workers also develop a high level of manual dexterity and skills with respect to
the category-specific manipulation of physical objects; this is particularly true for
paper, an indispensable component of information-based activities. Paper-specific
techniques include piling or stacking of physical documents for organizing the desk-
top workspace [Malone 1983, Mander 1992], as well as flipping, folding, or bending
while actively engaging in printed documents.
As indicated by prior studies [Sellen 2003, Steimle 2012a], knowledge work re-
quires concurrent interaction with physical as well as digital objects. However, in
contrast to the physical desktop workspace, interaction with the digital world is
limited to the indirect and time-multiplex [Fitzmaurice 1995] manipulation of ob-
jects through mice and keyboards. Therefore, the overarching goal of this thesis
was to extend the digital computation and interaction to the physical workspace
of knowledge workers, towards more efficient, intuitive, and direct manipulation of
digital objects. To this end, the present thesis explored novel interaction concepts
that exploit flexible manipulation of physical objects. The concepts are designed
in response to the challenges emerging from digitalization of two salient and key
components of the knowledge work ensemble – namely, table and paper.
In this concluding chapter, a summary of the contributions of presented in this
thesis is given. Then, pointers to future research are provided that may lead in
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several directions.
5.1 Summary
This thesis followed two main research directions, coined as table- and paper-centric,
that we briefly recall the main outcomes of each in the following.
5.1.1 Table-centric Approach
Initial User Study
The first direction addressed challenges stemming from the integration of interac-
tive tabletops into the desktop workspaces. More precisely, with our contributions
in this direction, we aimed to inform the design of tabletop systems that allow a
cohabitation of both physical and digital objects on one unique surface. Following
a user-centered design approach, we first empirically investigated how people con-
currently interact with a set of physical and digital documents on digital tabletops.
We analyzed hybrid physical-digital usage and behavioral patterns while grouping,
searching, and browsing documents. We also analyzed how users deal with occlusion
of screen contents by physical documents. More explicitly, we took a close look at
how occlusion influences the activities of selecting, accessing, zooming, moving, and
grouping digital items.
Among others, the study showed that physical documents were mainly used
above the tabletop surface and interaction with them was found to be easy, intuitive,
and less mentally demanding. On the contrary, interaction with digital objects and
piles was found to be visually demanding and was performed single-handedly most
of the time. The study also revealed that people organize both types of documents in
the form of a hybrid pile – i.e., a spatially integrated representation of physical and
digital documents that are semantically related. In addition, we found that users
are willing to physically occlude digital contents to better manage their workspace
and make meaningful collections. However, it was cumbersome, when users had to
access occluded digital contents. When coping with occlusion, we observed that
users had effective strategies that rely on bimanual interaction.
Findings of this study were compiled into two sets of requirements – one related
to hybrid piling issues and the other related to the occlusion issues – that provided
a solid grounding for the design of two tabletop interfaces: PaperTop and ObjecTop.
PaperTop
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We summarized the findings of the study into several requirements that provided
foundations for the design of the PaperTop interface – i.e., a user interface for
hybrid media piling on interactive tabletops. It consists of a set of interaction and
visualization concepts to facilitate manipulation of hybrid piles. Two sets of such
concepts can be distinguished. First, the PaperTop interface continuously provides
unambiguous feedback about the hybrid grouping of documents using a soap bubble-
like visualization. The soup bubble is a lightweight and unobtrusive visualization
that flexibly adapts its shape to any arbitrary spatial arrangement of documents in a
hybrid pile. Second, by leveraging the tangibility of physical documents constituting
a hybrid pile, users are able to manipulate the entire pile in a coherent manner. This
means that once the user wants to obtain an overview of the entire pile, she can
easily arrange physical documents in various representational forms, then digital
documents contained in the pile will automatically rearrange, accordingly.
The PaperTop interface was qualitatively evaluated in an early user feedback
session with five HCI experts. Results showed that PaperTop is easy to understand
and all experts were able to quickly pick up its interaction style. The spatial prox-
imity that was used as the underlying principle to infer an aggregation of documents
in group was found to be intuitive and provided an implicit way of defining hybrid
groups. The experts’ feedback highlighted that the flexible reorganization scheme
of the PaperTop interface enabled fluid transition between neat hybrid piles and
full juxtaposition, by displaying the documents linearly in a vertical or horizontal
matter, or by fanning them out. Based on findings, we concluded that the Paper-
Top interface successfully exploited the flexibility and fluidity of interaction with
physical piles to hybrid ones, and therefore, offered a rich user experience.
ObjecTop
Based on an extensive set of requirements, we designed ObjecTop, an occlusion man-
agement framework that supports awareness, access, and organization of occluded
objects. Its design takes both inconvenient and desirable aspects of occlusion into
accounts. In particular, it reflects intentional occlusion of digital items properly. At
the same time, it supports access to occluded items by visualizing an interactive
proxy-like representation for each occluded item placed on the nearest edge of the
occluder. Users then are able to access occluded items by dragging out the respec-
tive proxy. While dragging out, the proxy visualized various levels of detail about
the occluded item before fully accessing the actual item. This provides a gradual
sneak-peek into the occluded item before resolving the occlusion. In addition, we
contributed a pressure-based technique – namely, PressView – that leverages phys-
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ical manipulation of physical objects. Using this technique, users are able to press
down the physical occluder lightly such that the proxies would temporary squeeze
out – i.e., showing more levels of details.
The ObjecTop framework also provided a collection of bimanual gestures that
facilitates interaction with digital objects across physical occluders. This collection
included a technique for moving digital items across physical occluders, zooming
digital items remotely on any empty area on the tabletop surface, hybrid piling or
hiding digital items under physical ones, and persistently binding digital items to
physical ones.
Through an iterative design process, we evaluated and refined the design of Ob-
jecTop. We first examined its main concepts in an exploratory user study. It was
found that for complex physical occluders – such as books or laptops –dragging out
proxies was mostly used to resolve occlusion. Regarding various levels of detail pro-
vided by proxies, we observed that the icon representation that consumes less space
and introduces less visual clutter was often considered most suitable for conveying
awareness. The results of this study left us with several efficiency-related questions
that were formulated as hypothesis to be evaluated in a controlled experiment.
More explicitly, we quantitatively evaluated the ObjecTop techniques in terms of
efficiency, effectiveness and user experience compared to an unaided tabletop system
that users could only move or lift physical objects to resolve occlusion.
The findings from the controlled experiment revealed that ObjecTop performed
significantly faster than the unaided tabletop system for the searching task used
as benchmark. Moreover, it significantly reduced the number of interactions with
physical objects. This was because ObjecTop enabled users to employ an efficient
combination of strategies based on the physical properties of the occluder. E.g, users
used the drag-out technique to resolve occlusion caused by heavy and hardly movable
occluders such as laptops. As to lightweight physical occluders – such as notepads,
paper sheets, etc. – users easily moved or lifted them to access underlying items.
This efficient combination of two strategies resulted in less physically demanding
interaction with objects, lower perceived effort and frustration, while manipulating
digital items.
We believe that both ObjecTop and PaperTop interfaces addressed several im-
portant issues stemming from integrating tabletops into desktop settings. Contri-
butions proposed in this research direction can serve as a first step toward making
interactive tabletops real tables that are seamlessly integrated into our everyday life.
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5.1.2 Paper-centric Approach
In this research direction, we approached the knowledge work from a paper-centric
perspective. We were particularly motivated by the concept of ePaper displays
[Co 2008] that allows a paper-like manipulation of digital contents displayed on a
flexible display. More precisely, this research direction aimed at investigating how
people would interact with digital contents displayed on ultra-thin flexible displays
that can be folded and rolled, as well as how natural practices of working with paper
such as folding, flipping, and rolling can be used as new modes of interaction.
Resizable Display Concepts
We proposed two novel display concepts – namely FoldMe, a dual-sided foldable
display concept, and Xpaaand, a rollable display concept – that enable shape and
size to be modulated through folding and rolling techniques. We systematically ex-
plored the design space of both concepts. The FoldMe design space covered various
forms, types, and numbers of folding. In the design space of Xpaaand, in addition to
left, right, and symmetrical rolling types, we defined two metaphors (locked-in-hand
and locked-in-viewport) so that digital contents can be displayed while (un)rolling
the display. Since it is very likely that future flexible displays will be multitouch-
enabled, we considered various combinations of touch-and-fold and touch-and-roll
in the design spaces.
Interaction Principles and Techniques
Based on the design spaces, we contributed a set of interaction concepts that lever-
aged resizing and reshaping of the display as an input modality. These concepts
were designed to facilitate the accomplishment of a set of basic tasks – such as
browsing, zooming, navigating in hierarchies, application switching, and multitask-
ing. The concepts were implemented in the form of fully functional prototypes using
a passive display approach: passive surfaces (e.g., plastic, paper, or cardboard) are
virtually transformed into touch-enabled flexible displays with the help of interactive
distortion-free top-projection and precise (optical) tracking of these surfaces and of
the users’ fingers. This enabled us to test the effectiveness of the interaction con-
cepts in two user studies. We particularly focused on obtaining qualitative insights
on how people apprehend physical resizing of displays as a novel input modality.
Evaluations
We evaluated each display concept separately. Both user studies showed that phys-
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ical resizing of displays on-the-fly can offer a delightful user experience. In FoldMe,
folding was perceived to be very natural and quick, in particular compared to flip-
ping the whole device to access the display located on the back side. Dynamic and
continuous resizing of the display as afforded by Xpaaand was found efficient and
intuitive in various tasks such as searching and comparing items in a list. In general,
enlarging the display was interpreted as offering options or collating the viewport,
depending on the task at hand. Similarly, shrinking the display resembled either
committing changes or consolidating the viewport. A common finding in both user
studies was that users did not prefer to use physical resizing (be it through rolling
or folding) to accomplish tasks that required frequent collapsing and enlarging of
the display. There was a strong consensus that for repetitive actions or frequent
application switching, users preferred to use input modalities – such as direct touch
input – that were physically less demanding. In summary, the user studies confirmed
that physical resizing of the display has a great potential to enhance the interaction
with digital contents.
5.2 Potential Directions of Future Work
In the following, we first sketch potential ways that the two research directions ex-
plored in this thesis can be integrated. We moreover identify two broader research
directions that are discussed next.
Integrating Interactive Tabletops and Resizable Displays
As it was mentioned in the introduction, tables and paper-based media play a crucial
role in knowledge work activities. While the contributions presented in this thesis
show how interactive tabletops and resizable paper-like displays can be effectively
integrated into the desktop workspaces separately, future work should further in-
vestigate the interplay of table-centric and paper-centric approaches in supporting
of knowledge workers. We envisage two concrete ways that the tight integration of
both research directions can facilitate knowledge work activities.
The first way is to support knowledge workers in activities that take place in
the physical desktop setting. In these activities, foldable and rollable displays can
complement other ways of displaying and interacting with digital contents on table-
top displays (cf. table-centric concepts). As a concrete example, active reading is a
critical task of knowledge workers [Adler 1998] that can benefit from such a multi-
display desktop environment. As indicated by many prior studies, such activity is
characterized by frequent transition between reading as the primary task, and a set
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of sub-tasks – such as annotation [Marshall 1997], content browsing [O’Hara 1997],
and cross-referencing [Steimle 2009a]. Knowledge workers could use a foldable dis-
play for the main reading task, and allocate the sub-tasks and corresponding mate-
rials to other displays – the display located on the back side of the foldable display,
tabletop screen surface, etc. – based on for instance frequency or ease of use.
In this way, knowledge workers would also be able to continue reading in different
postural configurations [Hong 2012]: holding the foldable display with both hands
in mid-air to read in a lean-back posture while supplementary materials are shown
on the desktop monitor, or switch to a lean-over posture by placing the foldable dis-
play on the tabletop surface, where the user disposes of other digital and physical
materials. This multi-display desktop workspace could potentially offer a high level
of interconnectivity among reading-related tasks, and thus a richer user experience
for knowledge workers than conventional settings. Future work would be needed
to investigate how users interact in this augmented ensemble, and how digital me-
dia is used on resizable displays, tabletops, and the computer monitor. Important
and in-depth research would be needed to find appropriate techniques and interac-
tion concepts for seamless interplay of tabletop and multiple flexible displays. This
concerns, e.g. the mapping between physical arrangements of devices and digital
arrangements of documents, carefully balancing automatic and user-controlled ac-
tions, concepts for adapting content placement and presentation to the user’s device
arrangement, posture, focus device, etc.
The second domain in which a careful combination of table- and paper-centric
contributions of this thesis can assist knowledge work activities is mobile work.
As indicated in prior studies [Sellen 2003, Steimle 2012a], mobile use is one of the
key affordances of paper. This is mainly true because paper is thin, lightweight
and flexible so that it can be used in many mobile situations and physical places.
The resizable displays (or ultimately mobile devices featuring such displays) can
potentially act as handhled information containers that knowledge workers can use
for carrying digital contents from their desktop to other physical places and the other
way around. Such scenarios typically consist of three steps: collecting and copying
information from the desktop workspace to a handheld flexible display, carrying it
physically to another place, and finally, spreading information from the display to
another physical desktop workspace.
While we investigated how knowledge workers can effectively interact with digital
content on resizable displays on-the-go (i.e, the second step), the two other steps
need further exploration. More explicitly, future work is needed to address how
knowledge workers can effectively collect and transfer digital contents represented
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on a hybrid tabletop surface to a resizable handheld device and the other way around.
A “metamorphosis” rather than an interplay of paper-centric and table-centric
approaches is inspired by a recent study by Steimle and Olberding [Steimle 2012c]
that showed future rollable displays can act as a relatively large interactive surface
for mobile scenarios. For instance, large rollout displays were found suitable for
short on-the-fly meetings in a mobile setting [Steimle 2012c]. Such displays could
ultimately take the (rolled-out) size of tabletops. Therefore, another direction of
future work could consider how hybrid tabletop concepts presented in sections 2.3
and 3.3 can be tailored to situations, where the tabletop surface itself is a large
handheld rollable display.
In-Situ Resolving of Occlusion Using Top-Projection
The occlusion management framework presented in chapter 3 aimed to resolve phys-
ical occlusion by providing additional means (e.g., proxies and halos) for accessing
occluded items. In the evaluations, we have shown that this approach is practical.
However, it introduces a certain amount of visual clutter produced by visualizing the
proxies and halos. While the amount of such visual clutter turned out to be reason-
able for mildly populated tabletop settings, it was distracting and space-consuming
when many physical objects occluded the screen area. Another limitations leis in
the fact that proxies (as iconized representation of occluded objects) only convey
object type and name to users initially. Other basic information about occluded
objects – such as size, shape, layout, and texture – provide important clues to find
them that are not supported by the proxy concept.
To overcome these limitations, the display and interaction space could be ex-
tended to the surface of physical objects as occluders [Liao 2010], tabletop rims
[Cheng 2010], and even the hands and forearms of users [Adachi 2013b]. Given the
recent advances in projection and tracking technologies [Huber 2012], future hybrid
tabletop systems can be equipped with a highly capable projector-camera unit (e.g.,
in the form of a desktop lamp [Linder 2010, Riemann 2013]) to display digital con-
tents and to sense user input on the surface of physical objects. In summary, a
promising direction of research is the use of (camera assisted) top projection for
resolving occlusion in situ. One obvious yet unexplored research question to be
addressed in this context is how an occluded digital item can be appropriately rep-
resented on the physical occluder.
Future of Interactive Surfaces: Reshapable and Stretchable Displays
Since the advent of the very first flexible ePaper in 1974, flexible display technol-
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ogy has undergone a profound revolution. Conceptual and technological advances
in the late 2000s – such as Raedius rollable cell phone prototype in 2007, Sam-
sung’s FOLED flexible display in 2007, Nokia Morph and Kinetic concepts in 2008,
and Sony’s rollable display prototypes in 2010 – have sparked a new surge of inter-
est in implementing this technology in mobile devices. These developments led to
the recent research prototypes based on actual flexible displays (e.g., PaperPhone
[Lahey 2011]) as well as commercial availability of mobile phones that feature curved
flexible display (e.g., LG G Flex 1) Therefore, handheld devices featuring bendable,
rollable, or foldable devices that looked more like science fiction at the time of start-
ing this thesis, are now becoming market-ready products and are expected to achieve
mass adoption in the foreseeable future.
Based on the ever growing trend of developing flexible display materials and
printed electronics [Crawford 2005], we believe that in the far future, displays will
become even more paper-like so that they can be arbitrarily reshaped and cus-
tomized. This means that future displays can be not only deformed by folding
or rolling them along one dimension, but tailored to various custom shapes. This
opens up even greater interaction possibilities compared to flexible displays with
rigid substrate and expensive hardware components. Future displays may become
so thin and malleable that they can be wrapped around non-planar objects and,
potentially, embrace everyday objects around us [Vertegaal 2011]. The field of arbi-
trarily reshapable displays is an interesting direction that can set the stage for future
research.
Corresponding to reshapable output, the issue of reshapable input surfaces must
also be addressed. Work is emerging that aim to provide customizable flexible
sensing for non-planar surfaces [Olberding 2013, Holman 2011]. At the time of this
writing, a considerable number of important user- and technology-related challenges
remain unexplored.
Roughly the same timespan that applies to reshapable displays also applies to
stretchable displays (modulated by the uncertainties of technology evolution). They
have come into further reach due to recent advances in combining elastic intercon-
nects with discrete rigid organic or inorganic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs or LEDs)
[Liang 2013] have led to create displays that are stretchable. We believe that such
displays can be used in a wide variety of applications. One potential application
domain that can largely benefit from such stretchable displays is wearable comput-
ing. Future work in this direction can explore for instance the concept of e-textile
1http://www.lg.com/us/mobile-phones/gflex
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displays or e-skin patch displays as novel forms of wearable computers.
Both reshapable and stretchable displays seem to be attractive as part of every-
day or special-purpose physical objects such as appliances (reshapble) and clothing
or medical coating (stretchable). However, their affordances may rather quickly turn
them into ubiquitous commodities. At this point at the latest, they will also become
attractive in the context of knowledge work and hence as future research along the
line of this thesis.
Appendix A
Appendix
A.1 NASA TLX Questionnaire
Figure A.1: NASA TLX Questionnaire
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